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INTRODUCTION 

THERE are but two ways of communicating intelligence: 
by means visible and means invisible; messages recorded, and 
then sent by messengers of increasing variety and number; 
messages sent by wigwag or wire or wireless, ultimately to 
be recorded or immediately intercommunicating. From the 
notched stick and the fiery cross, through helicopters and 
letters, to cables that drag the deep seas, to pulsations that 
mount the high airs, the urgencies of intercourse have been 
and are subduing the universe to their necessities. Com
munication is the measure of civilization. 

It is a long story, it comprehends all history, it interpene
trates all activity. But the principal mechanisms are few: 
the post, the telegraph, the cable, the radio. To set forth 
these definite means which serve the vast ends of living is the 
object of this essay; particularly as the United States com
municates with the world, by connecting its services with the 
services of other countries, by conforming its national pro
cedure to the international codes .. 

Nations, with jealous guard for national integrity, have 
yet recognized the needs of their nationals, and have entered 
into multilateral and bilateral treaties in order that their 
peoples might be free to correspond with the peoples of other 
nations. Such international laws of communication have 
been slowly developed. The first multilateral convention 
governing the communication of intelligence through the 
post and accepted by the United States, was entered into in 
1874 (the Convention of Berne), and has been rewritten 
at interva1s. A preceding convention, written in 1865. cov-

II 



12 INTRODUCTION 

ering telegraphic cominunication and not accepted by the 
United States, was rewritten in 1875 (the Convention of St. 
Petersburg), and remains the fundamental law governing 
transmission of wire correspondence. Each of these has 
been accompanied by subsidiary documents, .. Regulations," 
of more plastic legal form, alterable and altered in every con
ference of the signatories. International legislation for 
cables, slowly developed in the 1880'S by repeated confer
ence, has not been modified in fifty years; except that as land 
wires pick up and relay the messages of sea wires, such cable
grams have had to conform more and more to the code gov
erning telegrams, and international conferences on telegraph 
have made" Declarations," if unable to make laws controll
ing deep-sea communication. International law governing 
wireless communication, discussed through a quarter of a 
century in repeated conferences, the formula of 1927 the 
most highly technical and the longest of communication 
treaties, has evidently not yet crystallized into fina1 legal 
form. 

The United States communicates with the world through 
these four services, the post, the telegraph, the cable, the 
radio, and assists in the making of laws for these services. 
The United States, because of its national origins and the 
isolation of its geography, its federal form and its definitive 
constitutionalism, has been peculiarly concerned in interna
tional correspondence. America is Europe transplanted, 
with at once all the needs of a highly developed civilization. 
Being transplanted it has been desirous of keeping in touch 
with the civilization whence it carne. The failure of the 
Continental Congress to unify correspondence was one of 
those several beneficent failures whereby the states profited 
when they carne to develop more exact fundamental laws. 
The constitutional form of the United States is that of states 
within a state, of nationalism working through a kind of 
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internationalism. The adjustment ot forty-eight states to 
common federal purposes has given the United States a wider 
experience than would have been possible under a unitary 
government. The Constitution recognized the post, that is 
communication, as a federal area. Correspondence became 
a national, and ultimately an international concern. 

Under the simple clauses which grant to national jurisdic
tion .. post-office and post roads," and .. commerce with for
eign states," it has been possible to accept a multitude of ex
panding conventions governing communications with the 
world. The administration of national government which 
is charged with supervision of correspondence has been per
mitted to enter into closely defined relations with administra
tions of other countries, without delaying the operation of 
agreements governing such relations through any review by 
the treaty-making power. The utilization of new methods 
of communication like radio, of new means of carriage, like 
airships, has been extended under the enabling clauses of a 
century-old fundamental law. It has been possible to adjust 
private ownership of important means of communication in 
consonance with tho public welfare, and to govern the merg
ing of such services with publicly owned and controlled ser
vices of other nations. 

There is something epical about international communica
tion i it does I:hant the story of mankind. The chapter which 
the United States has written in this universal history is of 
importance in any understanding of the development of the 
country. through the plasticities of its fundamenta1law, and 
in the intricacies of modem life. 

This study has been developed of necessity from an inter
national point of view. There is no preliminary study of 
international correspondence, there are few monographs on 
the separate means of communication. Therefore it has 
been necessary. in order to get the complete picture, to make 
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first a study of each of the four mediums, from an inter
national point of view, covering the history, the diplomacy, 
the international legislation, on the subject; and to follow 
each of these with a study of the attitude of the United 
States toward the use of that medium, from the historical, 
the diplomatic, the international, and the national legislative 
angle. 

This study grew out of the answer to a note of inquiry 
concerning American participation in international organiza
tions, addressed to Professor Hudson of Harvard Univer
sity-UNo, there is nothing; there's a job for you." The 
idea was developed through conversations with the late Pro
fessor Allin of the University of Minnesota, whose stimulat
ing criticisms while destructive even to the foundations, 
always left a better framework and a greater hope. The 
study has been developed under the direction of Professor 
Chamberlain of Columbia University-no acknowledgment 
here could measure the debt. To the general counsel and 
criticism of Professors Hyde, Jessup, Moon, Rogers and 
McBain of Columbia, the writer owes much. For practical 
assistance, thanks are due to Mrs. Frost and Miss Gay of 
the library of Carleton College, Miss Firkins of the library 
of the University of Minnesota, to the staff of the library 
of international law, Kent Hall, Columbia University, and to 
my friend, Alice Loomis. 

DECEMBER 2, 1930. 

CAlILE"!ON COLLEGE. 

KEITH CLARK 



CHAPTER I 

UNIVERSAL POSTAL UNION' 

CONVENTION OF STOCKHOLM' 

His/ory 

WHEN messages became capable of record, then messen
gers were found, carrier birds of the air, devoted dogs of the 
trodd~ ways, commissioned couriers on foot or horseback.' 
Aztecs and Assyrians, Iroquois and Incas, Phoenicians and 
Persians, Macedonians and Merovingians, Jews and Gen
tiles, sent letters annihilating distance in the five continents. 
Herodotus bears witness, and the facade of the New York 
post-office borrows his witnessing, that .. neither snow nor 

1 The Univenal Postal Union, called in the beginning the • General 
Postal Union,u Is an excellent OlWIlple of international organization as 
demoped during the balf..:enlDr7 before the organization of the League 
of Nations: it i. the international anion with the clearest sebeme of 
govemment: it was the first in_tional anion proposed by a conf ..... 
ence of world states; it is the international anion with the largest 
membership today; it is the &rst in_tionaI union in which the United 
Stales became a member; a discussion of the terms under which the 
United States exercises its membership invol .... the most delicate point 
in the constitutional power of the United States 10 enter international 
organizations. 

1l.Hgw of Natioru Troaly s...w.r, wi. xl (1925-'906), No. 10Ila; here
inafter cited at 1- N. T. S. The pl'O<:eding a>mentioDS and arrange
ments will be indicated =tI:y in the text. 

• • To the lieutenants and d_ties and rulers of the provinces, which are 
from India DOlo Ethiopia, six bundred and twenty ........ PIOViDcos ••• 
be wrote in the King AhasuenJs' IIIUDO ••• and .... t letters by posts 011 

horseback, and riders on mules, camels, and 10lIDIf dromedaries.· EslTaw. 
,nii. 9.. 10. 

15 



16 INTERNATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS 

rain nor heat nor gloom of night stays these couriers from 
the swift completion of their appointed rounds." 

The first" Director of Posts" or " Postmaster-General" 
may be revealed in the definite record that Count Francis 
von Thun and Taxis of Austria was nominated at Ghent by 
Philip the Fair, son of the Emperor Maximilian I, and son
in-law of Ferdinand and Isabella, as capitaine et maitre de 
nos postes, on the first day of March, 1500.' The title be
came hereditary in the family, and ultimately the" postes" 
overran all of Western Europe, serving especially to unite 
the territorial diversities of the scattered Hapsburg domin
ions, Austria, Spain, the Netherlands, Italy, the German 
states, and, in that remote postal era as today, crossing 
France. Because royal correspondence was not sufficient to 
cover the post, the service was allowed to carry private let
ters, thus becoming an early international public utility.' 

Certain French monarchs, or their ministers with a gift 
for organization, developed highly-organized systems of 
posts, largely maintained for state correspondence, never 
with the objective of furthering commerce, always with the 
thought of revenue or of espionage. In England, the post 
developed as an adjunct of increasing empire. Henry the 
Eighth, breaking ecclesiastical bonds with the sovereign pon
tiff, but eager to maintain any other connections with the 
continent, appointed the first English postmaster-general. 
James the First appointed a postmaster-general who was to 
supervise the "footpads", postmen of the route between 
England and Scotland. WiIIiam and Mary, conscious of 
over-seas territory, appointed a colonial postmaster-general.' 

I J. Rubsam, "Francis von Taxis," L'U"Um pOI/ale, vol. xvii, DO. 8, 
., seq. (Berne, ,892) . 

• Ibid. 

• J. c. Hemmeon, The Hislory of lhe Brilish Post-offic. (Harvard 
Press, 1912), pp. 108-112. 



UNIVERSAL POSTAL UNION 

And in the time of Queen Anne there was passed a Postal 
Act, as important in uniting the dominions as the Act of 
Union in uniting the kingdom! 

The merchants of these late medieval and early modem 
times, and the universities, forwarded their particular cor
respondence as a private necessity. But gradually, as gov
ernments began to concentrate the activities of their terri
tories, these individual relations were taken over by or affili
ated with the government organization, as a national public 
service, a national monopoly. Then through a vast, uncer
tain, inharmonious, increasing network of agreements be
tween two states, each two contracting parties developed sup
posedly separate problems, but, with no certainty for their 
correspondence in crossing a third country, or for the corres
pondence of a third country in their territories. Then, with 
increasing relations among states and among peoples, this 
bi-national service became international service, and ulti
mately an international monopoly through an international 
use of the national postal administrations. 

Step by step, and with many mis-steps, this finality was 
achieved. The governments, working together in increasing 
numbers, have unified the world territory. ~hrough thir
teen international congresses, the Universal Postal Union 
has come into form. The constitutioD-the Convention-
defines the extent and the powers of this II state;" creates 
the essential organs of the II government" and determines 
their procedure; contains provisions for amendment, for ad
visory opinion, and for judicial settlement by arbitration; 
the Union so completely answering the needs of the world 
that no government can afford to nmain outside of it. 

The German states, under Pmssian leadership and because 

1 Statutes at l.arge of EDgIaDd aDd Gnat Britain fl'lllll Y_ Carta 
to the Uoiott of the Kingdom of Gnat Britain aDd IreIaDd, ~ 1J9; 
quoted b7 Ruth BatIer Lapbam, Dr. F.--ilit" P_ c-u (N .... 
York, 1918), Po aI. 
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of the common bonds of nationality and of language, first 
worked out a multilateral problem in the midyears of the 
nineteenth century, a preliminary study in interstate postal 
organization. The Zollverein had demonstrated the advan
tage of a tariff union surmounting political boundaries be
fore the North German Confederation had erased those 
boundaries. The German-Austrian treaty of 1850 united 
and zoned sixteen postal administrations of the Bund, 
brought a certain degree of unity into diverse German postal 
tariffs and demonstrated the advantages of postal union.' 

Conference of 1863 

The United States in the Constitution had declared postal 
affairs to be federal affairs, decreeing to Congress the power 
"to establish post-offices and post roads.'" The states 
thereby surrendered control over such matters. They had 
not experienced the struggle of the German states, but their 
successful unity in interstate communication, and the situa
tion of disunity in international communications, especially 
critical for the United States and especially difficult with 
France, the chief country of transit,' influenced the United 
States to suggest a conference of the nations, even during 
the Civil War.' The suggestion was made to Napoleon, and 
the French Emperor was never averse from an international 
possibility. 

Delegates from fifteen states • met on May II, 1863, with 

I Neuma.nn. ReceuU del Iraites d ccmve,.tiMu COfKlw /HW r Aillmhe, 
voL v, p. ,6, . 

• CoMi"'li ... of In. Uniled Slalu, art. ~ sec. 8, cL 7. 

• See Retort. of In. Po.tmasl .... -Gennal, both before and after thio 
date, particularly for the years 1I!68·,874-

.. See infra, p. -, for American initiation. 
• Austria, Belgium, Costa Rica, Denmark, Spain, the United States, 

France, Great Britain, Italy, the Netherlands, Portugal, Prussia, Sand
wich Islands, Switzerland, Hanseatic Towns. 
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M. Vandal, Director General of the French Posts, as presi
dent of the conference.' Twelve of the States were Euro
pean, including the Hanseatic towns, remnants of an old in
ternationalism; three were American, a curious trinity, the 
United States, Costa Rica, and the Sandwich Islands. The 
avowed purpose was, not to enter into a treaty, but to have 
full discussion one with another, to debate and if possible to 
agree on the general principles of postal administration be
tween nations. As the presiding official remarked, any de
cision reached would .. not be obligatory to anyone"." 

On June 8, .. Thirty-one Articles" were adopted, embody
ing principles which would serve as a basis for any future 
convention.' The first step had been taken, the nations had 
met together to consider the common administration of 
communiCllitions.· 

If no international convention resulted, there was however 
established with precision and authority Ie diagMstiC du 
mal,' from which international communication suffered. 
From this time on, bilateral postal treaties were based on the 
diagnosis of 1863, thereby approximating uniformity. In 
particular, postal rates were based on weight instead of dis
tance, a principle imperative in international service. 
Neighboring countries reduced their tax to each other; there 
was increasing acceptance of responsibility for loss; account-

• See R.porl .1 1M P.,._In-G.-aI, 186.1 Senate, Ex. Doc. No. 33So. 
Congress, 54:3. p. 16s. See also L'U";." pO$lak 1lIIiwr.-lk, ..... load&-
Ii ... " d_I.~, M .......... p.bIil ~ I. B ......... 1I., ....... liOllOl 4 
foccosiOll d" so' -"-Mirw d. r ......... Berne, 1924- Hereinafter cited 
as M brtoi.... Herein .... particularly • Ann.,.." 1& Confh-enc:e de Paris, 
I86J.N 

• Hugo Weithase, w«Aiclot. M$ W.llpO$twrriIu (Slra$sbourg, ISgs). 
P. 31. 

• M~, pp. 10013. 

• See addRss by Mr. Kassoa, M~. p. n. 

• Ibid., p. Ia. 
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ings between administrations were simplified. As Mr. 
Blackfan, American delegate at the next conference at Berne 
declared, "the principles recognized at the conference of 
Paris have been generally adopted"! 

Conference of I8N 

In the changing decade of the 1860's, Germany undertook 
the task of thinking the thing through. The German-Aus
trian postal treaty of 1850 was terminated by the battle of 
Sadowa, 1866; Austria was eliminated from the political and 
from the postal union. Prussia undertook a reorganization 
of the several postal services on a single-government basis; 
the Constitution of the North German Confederation of 
1867 declared the post and telegraph service were to be" sub
ject to the supervision of the Confederation and to its legis
lation" (Art. 4, IO), and that" the services will be arranged 
and administered for the whale territory of the North Ger
man Confederation as single institutions for state inter
course" (Art. 44)" 

Having solved its own problem, the German postal 
administration began to meditate the larger hope. More
over the International Telegraph Union had been formed at 
Paris, and had tentatively established its Bureau, leading the 
way to international administration of communications. 
Dr. Stephan, Director of Posts for the North German Con
federation, responsible for the German-Austrian Convention 
of 1850, and for the German administrative success, set his 
mind to work on the European problem, and in 1868 pub
lished a scheme for international organization of the postal 
service.· 

• Documents tk IIJ C""f.,.ttlu, .874. p. 36. 

• Brilish FOf'tilJtl and SIal, Pap.,.s, voL 57, p. 30S, l.oDdon. Hereinafter 
cited as B. F. S. P. 
• c. J. Beeleokamp, us Lois Pos/alts Utliwr .. llts (The Hague, 

1910), P. S42-
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Napoleon, if infirm on his throne, was still firm in his be
lief that France as the center of geographic transit would 
control the international situation if the service was unified. 
He did not fear but approved the Stephan plan, even though 
it was evident that it would cause an enormous hole in the 
French budget; he endorsed the project and the proposed 
conference before he rode to his fall.' 

Delayed by the Franco-Prussian war, this time Germany 
proposing,' but Switzerland inviting, the Congress was called 
in the neutralized territory 0'£ Berne for September IS, 
1874.' 

France hesitated; there was no enthusiasm for German 
leadership, and the government stood to lose through the 
proposed lowering of transit charges the estimated figure of 
five million fraru:s annually." 

Russia hesitated. Her territory was tremendous, her 
population sparse, postal necessities as yet primitive and un
demanding.' 

Great Britain, if not hesitating, was not over-zealous; she 

I John F. Sly, .. The Genesis of the Universal Postal Union," in lOll ...... 
nollo"'" Cod .. ,.." P_pllld No. :1133 (New York, 1\127), Po 16-

• The United States, as the proposer of the preceding conference should 
have called this eonference. If not, France as the host to that eonference 
should have called its successor. But, as Dr. Stephan declared at Vienna, 
1891, where there was 50nght a fixation of the honor of suggesting the 
origin, .. Itail dmu fair. Mbtwin, Po 2Jn. 

• There is a review of the conditions of the internatiooa\ post at the time 
of the calling of the coni_nee in M btwin, eh. n. 

I It may be noted here that while France was hesitant in 1874, and did 
not sign the eon .... tion whoa the other eonferring states did, that the 
Congress of 11178 where the Union was reorganized and the fundameotal 
law rewritten, was held in Paris (as the confOl'OllCle of 1876 had beeo), 
and that a medal struck in commemoration of the meeting shows OD one 
side the Goddess of Libert7 eocln:led with the words Rltwbliqw F,.... 
nriu, and OD the reverse the words M. Dr. Sktloat, C""", Mrrim ok .. 
P""". ,mlgrtl ok fAI~. See Mhooin, Po 4Q. 

• Arth"'. DiplOfltOliqu<., '101. Iiy, 1875. iv, Po 151. 
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had her own arrangements with over-seas dominions, and 
there was still a remnant of "mercantilism" lurking in the 
British international attitude; moreover there was the com
fortable revenue derived from trans-Atlantic mails which 
served to offset the subsidy paid the Cunard line as a mail 
carrier.' 

But, the Congress met at Berne, September 15, 1874. It 
sat for fourteen sessions during four autumnal weeks. 
Twenty-two states were represented.' 

The members of the delegations were all what is known 
today as "experts ". In that older day of international 
conference, it was understood that postal affairs were tech
nical matters; national administrations alone knew the com
plexities of postal correspondence, and if anything pragmatic 
were to result from the deliberations such practical method
ality must come out of technical experience. The invitations 
had been issued to " States and Administrations," • although 
this then meant to the administrations of independent gov
ernments. Consequently in almost every case the delega
tions were composed entirely of postal officials of high posi
tion. Twenty delegates were directors of posts, that is post
masters-general in their countries, an evidence of the im
portance of the congress similar to that shown in the pres
ence of ministers of foreign affairs in the annual Assemblies 
of the League of Nations. Ten others--for the govern
ments under the "rules of procedure" finally adopted' 
could be represented by more than one delegate yet could cast 

I Royal Meeker, History of Shipping Subsidies (New York, 1905), 
pp. 150-'70. 

I Arch. Dip., op. cit., PI'. '43-270. The states were Germany, Austria
Hungary, Belgium, Demnark, Egypt, Spain, France, Great Britain, 
Greece, Italy, LuxembolD'g, the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Rumania, 
Russia, Serbia, Sweden, Switzerland, the United States, TlD'key. 

• Arch. Dip., op. <it., pp. 143-'45-

• Ibid. 
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but one vote-were postal officials of lesser rank. Quite 
simply these governments sent their experts; there was no 
suggestion whatever of any political possibilities in this con
ference of states. 

It is a pleasant thing to read in the fWoces verba= with 
what single-mindedness these delegates set about their task. 
Only Yanco Effendi Macridi, Turkish representative, seems 
to have been absent at any time, and this after he had called 
the attention of the conference to the postal servitude to the 
Great Powers under which Turkey suffered, certames anom:
alies malhevreusement aussi nombreuses que regret tables, 
and was advised by these technical experts that they were not 
there to discuss and would not discuss political questions.' 
The press was not admitted, not because of any secrets of 
postal diplomacy, but because of the small size of the confer
ence hall, the former meeting place of the Swiss Diet. A 
daily communique was issued. 

M. Eugene Borel, Director of Swiss posts, was made pres
ident of the congress, and the Swiss government prepared the 
rules of procedure. Only thirteen of the delegations had 
.. full powers" to sign the treaty envisaged; five had powers 
to represent their governments but no authority to sign; 
three were merely named by their governments to the Swiss 
government. With an eye to the probable results, this vari
ation was solved by opening the discussions of the confer
ence to all delegates while the delegates lacking powers took 
steps to secure these from their governments. All the dele
gates except the French secured such powers before the con
clusion of the conference. 

A .. General Commission" was set-up, a sort of inner 
council, to which from time to time debatable points were 
referred for special consideration· This commission 

1 .of ... .\. Di~ o#, cit., Po 1$3-

'Ibid., Po Iso. 
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created in the opening session of the congress, was not an 
expert body, but a small conference committee. States in
stead of delegates were nominated and any member of a 
state's delegation could represent it in the commission. The 
states so named were Germany, Austria, Belgium, Egypt, 
Italy, the Netherlands, Portugal, Russia, Sweden and 
Switzerland. 

Great Britain and France were at first named to the group, 
but declined; the British delegation was cautious through
out, was entirely English not colonial, and in the beginning 
was not fully empowered; the French delegation was not 
empowered at any time, and reflected the hesitation of 
France.' The American delegation arrived late, otherwise it 
might have been named since the United States had been 
recognized as a leading postal power; but this delegation also 
was not fully empowered when it arrived. When it is un
derstood that not until 1924, that is fifty years later, did the 
Postal Congress create a permanent technical committee, this 
commission of 1874 seems again a notable experiment in the 
precise logical direction. 

The rules for the conference had provided that" the pro
ject communicated to the States and Administrations shall 
be the basis for deliberations" (Art. 4). The congress had 
before it the " Original Project presented by the Postal Ad
ministration of Germany, and communicated to the States 
and Administrations invited to be represented at the Con
gress." The draft consisted of fourteen articles providing 
for the creating of an international organization of member 
states, to constitute a " single territory in matters which con
cern the reciprocal exchanges of correspondence between 

'See "'pa, p. 21. It should be noted that on account of a railroad 
accident wherein two of the French delegates were injured, M. Bernier 
was the only representative of France in the Congress. Arc". Dip., op. 
cit., p. L4lL 
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these postal bureaux" (Art. 1). with the expectation that 
each national government would still supervise its national 
area. and that regional arrangements would be made (Art. 
12). with a provision for arbitration by " absolute major
ity of votes" (Art. 13). for periodical conferences to be held 
with a view to perfecting the system of the Union. of intro
ducing into it improvements found necessary •. and of dis
cussing common affairs" (Art. 14). Suggestions for re
form in technical postal affairs were included. covering uni
formity of rates (Art. 3). allocation of receipts. gratuitous 
transit. and abolition of accounts (Art. 9). In short. the 
German draft. out of German interstate experience. had been 
so well wrought that the main provisions. incorporated into 
the Convention of 1874. remain the main provisions of the 
Convention of 1924. 

The proces fle1"baux contain much interesting discussion of 
the particular provisions of the convention as developed. and 
also the debate as to an adjustment of independent sovereign
ties in an international treaty. As M. Borel declared at the 
conclusion of the labors. .. it is not for us to judge our 
work; the future will develop the consequences." • Far con
sequences. as they proved. 

The Convention was signed October 9th. 1874, to become 
effective July I, 1875; having agreed. these experts wanted 
swift realization of their conclusions. A place was re
served for French signatures on equal terms with the other 
signatories.' 

1 A~1I. Dip., op. til. P. 256. See also Le Croix, EspoH d .. lYSIm. 
gn.m.l tU rUMioto postal. "";""#'16 (Toulouse, 1910). 

• Alter much pressure from the French business world, the FmJCh 
SO""rtnnent accepted the amvention, delaying the etfectiftlleSS of its 
signatu'" lor a few months, for fioaociaI reasoos. Le Croix, op. city 
p. ,s, n. I. 
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The Convention of Berne, 18741 

The original Convention of the Universal Postal Union 
consists of twenty articles, the Regulations of thirty articles. 
The treaty accomplished quietly a striking change in inter
national relationships through a compromise between na
tional and international interests, taken for granted in the 
cosmopolitan world of today but which in that new world of 
the 1870's, with its accent on nationalism, was an achieve
ment. The states agreed, and continue to agree, that all 
matters not determined in the convention may be determined 
by a single state, or by a regional group of states.' 

Three fundamental principles had been discussed in the 
preliminary conference of Paris, principles which have been 
the foundation of the Union as it has progressed through 
more than a half-century-uniformity of rate, uniformity 
of weight, simplification of accounts. The Convention of 
1874 provides for a single maximum postal rate of twenty
five centimes for letters (Art. 3), with a permissible variation 
fixed in the convention (Art. 9), which rate still remains 
(Convention of Stockholm Art. 34).' It provided a single 
weight of fifteen grams for letters (Art. 3), which remains 
today (Art. 34); the Convention of Stockholm provides 
twenty grams for the first unit. 

Succl!eding Congresses 

While the fundamental principles have remained, .. each 

I Arc". Dip., op. cit., pp. 263-270. Also Report of tM Poslma.rler
GeMf'a1, 1875, pp. 144-180. 

• German projet, ArL 12; Convention of Berne, ArL 12; Convention of 
Stockholm, ArL s-

• It should be noted that the United States has established with Great 
Britain and with Canada a 2-CeDt (10 centime) rate, and such rat. 
before the war with Germany for letters carried by direct steamship. 
There is a 2-«nt rate for all members of the Pan-American Postal Union, 
whidJ includes also Spain. See in/rD, p. 68. 
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succeeding Congress has marked a step forward in respect 
to improvements in the international postal service, and the 
adaptation of the fundamental .. principles to new economic 
conditions." 1 

Some of the important developments in the conventions 
have been: 1876, the admission of colonies with independent 
votes; 1878, a remodeling of the treaty and the giving to the 
Union its present name, together with arrangements for the 
exchange of money orders and insured articles, with a dis
cussion of the foundation of a parcel post service; 1880, the 
creation of the parcel post service; 1885, express-delivery 
service, private postcards, identity cards; 1891, collect-on
delivery service, subscriptions-by-mail service, and confer
ring on the International Bureau of the union the duty 
of serving as a clearing house for the settlement of accounts 
of all descriptions relative to the international service be
tween administrations which claim its assistance; 1897, the 
lowering of transit charges, with a serious debate on gratu
itous transit; 1906, further lowering of transit charges, free 
correspondence concerning and for ,prisoners of war, and 
reply coupons, together with a consideration of the recodi
fication of international postal legislation. 

But there had resulted through the decades a huge mass 
of tangled conventional agreement, with no clarification, no 
codification. Each congress faced an increasing number of 
new suggestions, demanding consideration. At Rome, 1906 
there were 7gB propositions which required fifty days to 
review. At Madrid, 1920, there were 2248 propositions, 
discussed through sixty-one days. The war had left ec0-

nomic gaps which the governments were inclined to fill by 

1 L ........ by Assistant Director. M. Gubini, at Geneva. Aug. 3' •• 926. 
before a group of American professon, guests of the Carnegie Endo .... 
ment. This is printed in condensed form in IIItmoGIiowal C...nIiGIioot 
Pamphlet No. a33. Oct., 1937· 
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increasing rates, by limiting freedom of transit, by declaring 
the depreciated franc legal tender; in short, imperiling the 
old postal freedoms and securities of a half-century. The 
Madrid Congress, which had been postponed from 1914, 
was unable to solve the difficulties; 1920 was yet too near to 
the prejudices and upheavals of the war. Not until the Con
gress of Stockholm, 1924, did convention and regulations 
there placed under review, emerge as an international postal 
code. That convention retains the essential outlines, al
though a later Congress, London, 1929, considering more 
than two thousand propositions, developed a new method for 
obtaining transit statistics based on a count of sacks rather 
than weight, provided that senders may pay all fees including 
custom duties, admitted small packets to the international 
mail on the same basis as samples of merchandise, and in
corporated in the convention the provisions of the Hague 
conference, 1927, relative to air mail.' 

Convention of Stockholm 

The convention of 1924 consists of eighty articles, to
gether with regulations of eighty-six articles.' The treaty 
was signed August 28, 1924, became effective October 1, 
1925, "to remain effective indefinitely." The conference 
succeeded in bringing order into the mass of international 
legislation which had been produced during the half century; 
that is, there will be found in this code the same governing 
principles which were uncovered in 1863, and agreed to as 
law in 1874. These principles and laws remain; the con
gresses, being conferences of experts, almost never are com
pelled to rescind legislation, their task is rather to improve 

1 U. S. T. L. B~lleljn, No. I, Oct., 19290 Also Report of lire PolI
master-Gme,al~ for 1929, p. 40. 

• There were in all twenty documents signed at Stockholm, Rapport 
de Geslitm, 1924, p. So 
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provisions in the light of experience. and to meet new situa
tions. Certain questions remain. such as post-office savings 
banks and a universal postage stamp; certain to come but not 
yet dated. Reduction of postage rates from those declared 
in the Convention of Stockholm. which were themselves an 
approximation to the rates of the Convention of Berne. will 
inevitably be made in the future. and ,possibly gratuity of 
transit. at least on certain routes or in certain regions. But 
these congresses do not startle by their innovations. 

Transit rates and the monetary unit were the most per
plexing questions confronting the Congress at Stockholm. 

Accounts and Tf'CJll.!it 

The first lively debate of the Berne Congress of 1874 cen
tered around proposals for a uniform rate of postage. and 
for gratuity of transit. These questions were embodied in 
Article 9 of the draft treaty. vital questions in the formation 
of the Union. but also as affecting the sovereignty of the 
member states of such a Union. The debate in the first two 
plenary sessions was so criss-cross that the whole matter was 
referred to the General Commission. The congress finally 
decided the question and embodied in the convention provi
sions which remain in the current convention. 

Perhaps no agreement in international relations has ever 
been accomplished more startling in its time-environment. 
than that in Article 9 which begins: 

Each Administration shall keep the whole of the sums it 
collects. 

Unless it should be the agreement, equally striking when 
considered in relation to its time-environment, that begins 
Article 10: 

The right of transit is guaranteed throughout the entire terri
tory of the Union. 
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Yet the provisions were accepted in that age of extreme 
state sovereignty, and they remain valid today. " Liberty 
of transit is guaranteed throughout the entire territory of the 
Union" (Conv., Art. 25), and a country which does not 
grant such liberty is cut off from postal service (Art. 78). 
This liberty is not gratuity, except for a rigidly limited list 
of articles and documents, such as the correspondence of the 
Union itself (Arts. 43 and 72), and correspondence of or 
for or concerning pr.isoners of war (Art. 43). Gratuity, 
desired by certain members of the Union, has been achieved 
in the Pan-American Union for the American states.' 

Each administration retains the postage it collects (Art. 
li9), but payment of transit charges is due to each country 
traversed, or whose service participates in the conveyance, a 
table being worked out determining the charges for certain 
kilometric distances (Art. 70). The collectible transit 
charges are computed on "statistics taken once every five 
years during the first 28 days of the Month of May, or dur
ing the 28 days following the 14th of October alternately" 
(Regs, Art. 53). 

The Bureau may " intervene as a disbursing office in the 
settlement of accounts of all kinds relative to the interna
tional postal service between administrations requesting such 
intervention" (Art. 23, # 2). Barring contrary agree
ment, the general accounting is made through the Bureau, 
thus limiting the number of payments made by the debtor 
administrations (Regs. Art. 65, # I), each debtor adminis
tration paying to the creditor administration" in gold or by 
means of drafts payable at sight in the capital or in a com
mercial city of the creditor country" (Regs., Art. 66, # I). 

The manner of settling accounts with foreign countries 
for transit dues is well set forth by the Second Assistant 
Postmaster-General in committ~ Hearings before the sub
committee on postal appropriations for the year 1912: 

~ See infra, p. 11. 
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During the statistical period when the weight and number of 
articles is tabulated [all this] is recorded on bills prepared by 
the dispatching offices and forwarded with mails to the exchange 
offices at destination, where such bills are verified and the office 
of dispatch notified. As soon as possible after the conclusion 
of the statistical period, the exchange offices of destination pre
pare statements showing the weight and amount of mails re
ceived during that period for each office of other countries. 
These statements are forwarded by the offices which prepare 
them to the exchange offices at which the mails originated, for 
acceptance. After they have been accepted the statements are 
forwarded by such exchange offices to the central administra
tion to which they are subordinate. For instance, the exchange 
office at Hamburg would forward a statement to the postmaster 
at New York of all such transit mails received from the United 
States, and the postmaster at New Y orlt, after accepting and 
signing the statement would forward it to the Post Office De
partment. At the end of the statistical period each administra
tion determines, upon the accounts before it, whether the balance 
is found to be ill its favor, 01" against it, with respect to other 
administrations. In those cases where the balance is found to 
be in its favor, it prepares an account against the debtOl" country 
and forwards it for settlement and payment, with as little delay 
as possible and within one year following the statistical year. 
If the office which sends the account receives no notice of 
amendment within four months for countries of Europe, five 
months for other countries (Art. 66. #2, Convention of Stock
holm), from the date of the dispatch, the accounts are regarded 
as accepted. These accepted accounts form the basis of the 
annual transit charges payable by the debtor country. Our 
debts are settled by means of bil1s of exchange through the 
postmaster at New York, and as credit bills of exchange 
received from debtor countries.' 

I H-"'fI$ before a subcommittee 011 postal appropriations of the Hoose 
committee 011 appropriatioDs for 1912, Coogress 6r:2; March 1910, pp. 
348-349- This method l1li\7 be ah:taI bot DOt Yita117 att..red b7 the 
DeW c:onftlltiooal agroemeDt of Loodoa, l\)a9. See -A p. as. 
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Monetary Unit 

The Convention of Berne expressed its monetary relation
ships in the franc and centime. Later conventions con
firmed this, the Convention of Rome, 1906, making a defi
nite declaration of the franc as the standard monetary unit of 
the union (Art. 4); Final Protocol, (Art. 6). The French 
franc, from the time of Napoleon First has been regarded 
as the international franc, with increasing international use 
under Napoleon Third, and after.' This unit of exchange 
suffered a war change, while the Swiss franc, in 1914 ap
proximately the equal of the French franc, held its own. 

It became necessary, especially in view of the fact that in
ternational transactions under the postal convent-ion as under 
certain other international treaties, were paid through the 
Swiss government, to redetermine the franc effectif. This 
question was discussed at the Madrid Congress and a com
mittee named for the purpose determined that the transit rate 
should be based on the gold franc; that the basis of con
version should be the currency of the country which had the 
highest rate of exchange together with free circulation of 
gold, and which had facility for exchanging bank notes for 
gold at sight-which three conditions practically were found 
in the United States. A permissive alternate provided that 
the standard could be determined by an agreement between 
debtor and creditor countries. The committee and the Con
gress neither one determined whether these provisions should 
apply to the future, only, or to accounts already settled or to 
be settled. The question was referred to the Congress of 
Stockholm. In that Convention of 1924, a specified gold 

1 The franc was the unit of the Latin Monetary UDiOlL Other states 
approximated their unit to the franc; Austria and Sweden for a time, 
Rumania, Bulgaria, Serbia, Greece, the Papal States, F"mland, Colombia, 
Venezuela. See H. D. Willis, A Hislory of 1M Loli,. MOMlary UfIioM 
(New York, 1\124). 
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franc of 100 centimes was adopted as the monetary unit of 
the Postal Union, with a weight of 10/31 of a gram, and a 
fineness of o.goo. (Art. 29). 

M efllbership • 
By the convention establishing the Universal Postal 

Union, and by the conventions continuing that establishment, 
the countries of the world have become a union, .. a single 
. . • territory II (Art. I). If the territory embraced by the 
signatories of the Stockholm treaty is considered, there are 
few postal patches on the earth's empire which the Bureau at 
Berne does not supervise.' There were Ii fteen states repre
sented at the preliminary conference of 1863. There were 
twenty-two states signatory to the Convention of I 874. 
There are nearly ninety members (I930) in the Universal 
Postal Union. 

The congress of 1874 may be regarded as European and 
as regional, notwithstanding the presence of the United 

I Union of South Africa, Albania, Germany, United States, Possessions 
of the United States, the Philippines, Ar8"lltina, Australia, Austria, 
Belgium, Belgian Congo, Bolivia, Brazil, Bulgaria, Canada, aw .. 0Una, 
Colombia, Costa Rica" Cuba, Denmark, Dominican Republic, Dantzig, 
Egypt, Ecuador, Spain, Spanish Colonies, Esthonia, Abyssinia, FioIancI, 
France, Algeria, French Colonies, Indo-OUna, other French Colonies, 
G_t Britain certain Colonies, Protectorates and Mandated Territories, 
Greece, Gua~a, Hait~ Honduras, Hungary, British India, Ireland, 
Iceland, Italy, Italian Colonies, Japan, Korea, Japanese Dependencies, 
Lettonia, Liberia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Morocco (except the Spanish 
lone), Spanish Morocco, Me.~, Nicaragua, Norway, New Zealand, 
Panan>a, Paraguay, the Netherlands, Dutch East India, Dutch Colonies 
in America, Peru, Persia, Poland, Portugal, Portuguese Colonies in 
Africa, Portuguese Colonies in Asia and Oceanica, Rumania, San Marino, 
Salvador, Sarro, Yugoslavia, Siam, Sweden, Switzerland, Cm:boslovakia, 
Tunis, Tur~, U. S. S. R., U~, Ven_elL List of signatories to 
the Conftlltion of Stockholm L. N. T. S. 'fOI. xl. Late adherents are 
Afghanistan, Iraq, Yemen, Vatican Ci~. 

I The exceptions are Nigeria, Northern Rhodesia, two of the Feder
ated Ma1a7 States, the Laccadi..e and Maladi..e Islands, Trans Jordania, 
the States of the Alanuites, the Friendly Islands. 
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States; the United States and Germany had made prelimin
ary studies in successful postal groupings; their experiences 
were important to the congress. However, the necessity of 
including states and adminis.trations outside Europe, pays 
d' outre mer, the impossibility of keeping postal correspond
ence regional, was evident to that conference. In Article 16 
of the convention, provi&ion was made for additional mem
bership. An applicant had to make declaration to the sup
ervising administration of its desire, with the approval of 
administrations with which it had postal conventions or di
rect relations; if necessary approval to be obtained through a 
conference of such administrations. The applicant had also 
to declare acceptance of the provisions of the Convention, 
arrangements on the question of charges for maritime trans
port to be made later. Member states of the Union were 
given a right to veto the admission of an applicant, a right to 
be exercised during a six-weeks period after notification 
from the Bureau. 

Reluctance to admit new members may be traced not to 
any desire to keep the Union regional, but to an anxiety con
cerning transit charges. It was felt that the expenses could 
not be evenly distributed among the co-member states if 
there were pronounced economic inequality in those states, 
and to admit undeveloped communities would increase the 
postal burden of the more developed countries. 

As a matter of fact the undeveloped countries suffered 
more, as is indicated in the complaint made by the Persians 
again the influx of Bibles from the United States and Great 
Britain. Persia had to carry these Bibles to their destinations, 
while Persians did not in return send the Koran to Amer
icans and Britons, compelling them to compensations in the 
carrying. The United States and Great Britain retained the 
postage paid by their nationals; Persia paid the cost of trans
portation in Persia. Therefore at Rome, 1906, this inequal-
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ity to the advantage of more prosperous states was righted; 
Persia was permitted tottax such foreign mail distributed by 
her (Final Protocol V).' 

This process of demonstration has brought about a gener
ous hospitality. As it stands in the Convention of Stock
holm, any state may become a member of the Postal Union 
simply by notifying through diplomatic channels the Sw~ss 
government (Art. 2), which in tum notifies the governments 
of the member states, the applicant still having to deposit a 
declaration of intention to observe the convention, and hav
ing obtained the approval of countries with which it has 
postal conventions. A state may leave the union as simply, 
by withdrawal on one year's notice (Art. II)." Anyad
ministration which maintains relations under bilateral ar
rangement with outside countries is required to place those 
relations at the disposal of other postal admini&trations for 
the purpose of public correspondence." 

Government units not independent politically but main
taining independent postal administrations in their areas, 
were of concern to the Congress of Berne. That congress 
emphasized its non-political character when, in considering 
the first article of the German draft creating .. a single 
[postal] territory," it was decided to amend the article by 
inserting the words, .. and Administrations," after the word 
.. States," to indicate what units were participating. The 
President of the Congress declared for such changes 
throughout the convention, but the final draft did not recog
nize that equality. The problem did however continue to 
concern member states with colonies and in 1876 a special 
conference was called at Paris to settle this question. 

I 1. s. Woolf,- IN"1"IIIJ1iottaI GOWf"IIIIItIlf (New York, 1916), p. 2104-
• Nigeria and the Alaouites have withdrawn. 

• Small states are attached to large states in postal service, as Mooaco 
to France, Andorra to SpaiD, lJchtmstein to Switzerland, w-.Jand to 
Daunark, SpitzbeIgeD to N~ (Art. g). 
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Under the provisions there developed, the first sub-state 
to join was India, "French cololies," as a unit being 
also admitted. As of present standing, the eight nations of 
the British Commonwealth have independent representation 
and vote: Great Britain, Canada, Australia, South Africa, 
New Zealand, Newfoundland, India, the Irish Free State; 
or nine, with the mandatory Irak, 1929. But" Great 
Britain and various British colonies and protectorates" to
gether with" mandated territories" have one vote. Certain 
French colonies also became members of the Union of 1876, 
the French votes in 1924 having reached four, or six with 
Morocco and Tunis. Other states with their sub-states have 
three votes, as the Netherlands, Japan, Portugal and the 
United States; others have two, as Italy and Spain. Ger
many and Russia each today has but one vote. A determined 
effort to eliminate votes for sub-states was made at the Con
gress of Madrid by the United States and South American 
states, at the Congress of Stockholm by Russia, Switzerland 
and Mexico in opposing the admission of Ireland. This 
problem is before all the international unions of com
munication. 

The British Commonwealth has of course special arrange
meets within the Empire. The Pan-American republics have 
their special union. The Universal Postal Union makes 
provisions for limited unions in certain matters" on the con
dition that they do not introduce any provisions less favor
able than those provided by the Acts of the Union" (Art. 
s). Therefore beside the geographically " limited unions" 
just mentioned, there are several limited by unity of treat
ment of specified mail matters, set up by signature in the 
congress itself. For instance, that relating to Insured Let
ters and Boxes show its" limitation" by a lack of ten of the 
signatures to the main treaty, and includes four of the 
British units, Great Britain, Ireland, India, and New Zea-
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land; that relating to Parcel Post, also lacks ten of the signa
tures to the main treaty, but not the same ten, none of the 
British units signing; that on Money Orders has sixty-three 
signatures; on Postal Cheques thirty-seven signatures; on 
Payment on Delivery forty-two signatures; on Subscriptions 
to Newspapers forty-six signatures." 

The United States signs none of these special conventions. 
Great Britain and the British nations generally do not sign, 
as noted. Spain and the South American governments sign 
or do not sign, but with no clear basis for abstention. 

The Governmetll 

The uniting of the countries of the world into" a single 
territory" necessitated the setting up of an organization with 
the usual three departments--legislative, executive, and ju
dicial-through which this territory is governed in respect 
to its particular jurisdiction. 

Legislative 

The congress is the legislative body of the Union. It is 
an assembly of delegates, meeting periodically, practically 
every five years; Article 12 provides for a new conference 
five years after the going into effect of the convention emerg
ing from the current conference." The congress is composed 
of representatives from the treaty states, each country with 
one vote (Art. 12). This equality of unequal states has 
however been somewhat corrected, as noted above, by the 
allotting of separate votes to colonial units of large empires-
although it should be remarked that in the case of the British 
votes, sub-states do not always vote with parent states. 

I L. N. T. S. YO!. xli. 
• The COIIgl'eSS at Stockholm should have been held ill 1927. bat was 

advanced to 1924 on account of the semi-<:eDtenniaI RDDiversary. M Ittwin. 
The German draft c:on ..... tion, 1814 (Art. 14). provid<d for c:oogresses 
every three years, D_ .. COJII1I'iS. 1874. Pp. 3-7. 
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Member states send representatives who are technical ex
perts in the postal field and usually nominated from the de
partment of -posts and telegraphs, " plenipotentiary delegates 
provided with the necessary credentials by their govern
ments" (Art. 12). These consult on postal affairs, debate 
conflicting points, learn the international art of give and take, 
and, through this postal parliament legislate for the single 
territory of the Union. Unanimity of vote is required to 
alter certain articles of the convention and the regulations 
which express fundamental agreement, two-thirds majority 
is required for altering certain other articles; a simple major
ity for interpretation (Act. 20). Cases of disagreement 
are submitted to arbitration (Art. IO). 

The government which is host to the congress submits the 
resulting agreements to the governments of the member 
states for ratification. But as the new laws go into effect 
for each state as it ratifies, and preceding acts are repealed 
(Art. 13), and as no state can remain outside the com
munications of the modern world if it would live the modern 
life, no state does refuse to ratify the agreements. There
fore refusal to ratify, while possible in law, is impossible in 
practice. A state can threaten to secede if some new pro
vision of the convention is inconvenient to its practice or 
adverse to what it claims is its national interest. The threat 
is seldom made, although France has passionately threatened 
and never carried out! 

Each congress determines its own rules of procedure (Art. 
IS). Each congress appoints committees to further its 
work (Art. 17), the three principal committees with mem
bership ranging from thirty-five to fifty-five being: the First 
Committee, on the convention; the Second Committee, on 
proposals concerning insured articles, parcel posts, etc.; the 
Third Committee, on proposals concerning money orders, 

1 Woolf, op. cil., p. 195. 
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sUbscriptions to periodicals, etc. 1 These committees, ap
pointed at the beginning of the sessions, study the sugges
tions which have been made to the Bureau during the inr
terim since the last congress, and by the Bureau collated for 
the committees. "When the committees have finished their 
considerations, the congress meets in plenary sessions to con-
sider the results. . 

The president of the congress is the postmaster-general 
or the director of posts of the country where the meeting 
is being held, and the vice-president is the director of the 
Permanent Bureau, and ex-officially the permanent head of 
the organization. T~ese two officials with the chairmen of 
the committees form a kind of steering committee to the 
congress, an excellent provision since it includes permanent 
functionaries who know the workings of the service. This 
combination of temporary and permanent officials for the 
furtherance of the legislation of the Union is one of the most 
valuable features of the congresses. 

Extraordinary congresses, and conferences of administra
tions, may be summoned on a demand of two-thirds of the 
member states (Art. 14). During an i.nterim, propositions 
concerning the convention and the regulations suggested by 
an administration and supported by at least two administra
tions, are circulated by the Bureau (Arts. 18, 19), six 
months being allowed for examination and submission of 
replies, these without amendment. If concerning the limited 
agreements and their legislation, signatory administratives 
are circularized. The replies are then assembled by the 
Bureau, collated, and resubmitted to the administrations for 
a final vote. Within another six months final replies must 
be made. Amendments to the convention are communicated 
by diplomatic declaration from the Swiss government; to 
the regulations, by a notice from the Bureau (Art- 2I). 

I Lec:ture br M. GarbiDi, I", ...... no"", COtJri/ialioa P_~ No. -n 
Po St. 
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Executive 

The executive organ, the permanent agency of postal gov
ernment carrying out the decisions of the postal parliament 
and carrying on the work of international postal adminis
tration, is the Bureau (Conv. Arts, 23-24; Regs. Arts, 72-
85). It was created in the first congress (Art. 13, 1874), 
and is in fact the first of the present permanent Bureaux 
of International Unions; its fundamental law of 1874 has 
been altered very little in the half century. 

Not without doubt and debate did the Congress at Berne 
determine to create a permanent executive organ in inter
national life. There was no provision for any central office 
in the German draft. But in the discussion on arbitration, 
it was suggested by the Belgian delegate that disputes might 
be first submitted to an .jnternational bureau to be set up, and 
on appeal to arbitration as provided in the treaty; the Bureau 
of the Telegraph Union, as yet not fully developed, was 
named as model.' Timidity however possessed the confer
ring minds, and it was determined that such an organ should 
not be an authority but an aid, that it should give opinions 
but not decisions. 

It was however, made a bureau of information, which 
remains its chief service, to which have been added admi'nis
trative functions in acting as intermediary for the exchange 
of accounts. The Bureau also serves as a preparatory com
mittee to the international congresses. While its chief func
tions are those of .. liaison, information and consultation" 
(Art. 23), the office is not merely a repository, though its 
work in this field is enormous and enormously important. 
It compiles, prints and distributes information. Some of its 
undertakings are: An alphabetical dictionary of all the post
offices of the world (Regs., Art. 74); a digest of in forma-

I Arch. Dip., op. cil., pp. 191-192-
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tion on the organization of the administrations of the Union, 
and their internal service i a digest of general information on 
the Convention and its provisions i an up-to-date list of ar
ticles forbidden the mails in various countries (Conv., Art 
41) i a list of packet lines at the disposal of the administra
tions of the Union, their routes, a frequency of service, and 
the distance between ports of call (Regs., Art. 82) j and the 
functions of effecting the balancing and settling of accounts 
of all kinds relating to the international postal services be
tween the administrations which declare themselves willing 
to use it as intermediary [telegraph accounts may be ad
mitted in striking the balance (Regs., Art. 78]. 

The official language of the Union is French (Conv., Art. 
31 j Regs., Art. 76), butL'Union postale, the monthly maga
zine published by the Bureau for a half-century, gives the 
same postal news in four parallel columns in English, French, 
German and Spanish.' The more technical side of the work 
is presented in the Annual Reports. 

In choosing the permanent seat in 1874, there is an inter
esting parallel to thechoosing of a seat for the League of Na
tions in 1919. Switzerland and Belgium contended equa1\y 
for the honor j on the first ballot, which was secret the vote 
was ten to ten, with one blank j the second ballot stood twelve 
to nine, giving the choice to Switzerland." The Bureau is 
now housed in a property of its own at 38 Schwartztor
strasse, Berne. The staff consists of a director, vic:e-direc
tor, two secretaries, one assistant secretary, a registrar, a 
derk, an assistant clerk, and a stenographer; nine persons in 
all j a small group to direct the affairs of a universal union." 

1 Rot~1 d. G •• Ii"", 19U. P. I. Spanish was added b7 tile Congress 
of Madrid. 

• Gustave Moynier. Lo$ B_ ~ '"" uio ... frIIiwr .. ll .. 
(Geneva, Paris, 11112). p. 43; D_ d. COfIgr'i$. 18704. P. ~ 

• Ron"'" '" G.m"", 19"8. p. r. 
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The Bureau is under the supervision of the Swiss Post
Office. The annual budget was limited at first to 75,000 
Swiss francs. Since the congress at Madrid, the maximum 
amount is fixed at 300,000 francs (Regs., Art. 85):' The 
expense is borne .in common by all member states, on a basis 
of tlassification borrowed from the International Telegraph 
Union. (Conv., Stockholm, 1924, Art. 24; Regs., Berne, 
Art. 14). Expenses are divided into units, the value of 
each unit being as of 1926, 455 francs. The member states 
are divided into seven classes, each class paying a different 
number of expense-units. Countries of the first class con
tribute twenty-five units, countries of the seventh class, one 
unit.· 

1 The expenses in 1926, that is after the Convention of Stockholm, were 
219,107.16 francs; extraordinary expenses,· for the new Dictionary, List 
of Steamships, etc. brought the total to 397.4sS.SI francs, Rapp." d. 
Gestion, 1926, p. 37. 

• Qass One: Union of South Africa, Germany. the United States, 
Argentina, Australia, Canada, China, France. Great Britain, British 
India, Irish Free State. Italy. Japan, New Zealand, Turkey, 
U. S. S.R. 

Qass Two: Spain. Mexico. 
Qass Three: BelgilDD, Brazil. Egypt, Greece, Hungary. the Nether

lands, Poland, Rumania, Yugoslavia, Sweden, Switzerland, Czecho
slovakia, Algeria, French Colonies and Indo auna, other French 
Colonies. United States Possessions, Dutch East Indies. 

Qass Four: Korea, Denmark. Finland, Norway. Portugal, Portu
guese Africa, Portuguese Asia. 

Qass Five: Bulgaria, Chile, Colombia, Esthonia, Latvia, Morocco 
except the Spanish Zone). Spanish Morocco. Peru, Tunis. 

Class Six: Albania. Bolivia, Costa Riea, Cuba, Free City of Danzig. 
Dominican Republic, Ecuador. Abyssinia, Guatemala. Haiti, Hon
duras, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, 
Persia, San Salvador, Saar. Siam, Uruguay. Venezuela, Dutch 
Colonies in America. 

Oass Seven: Austria, BelgilDD Congo. Spanish Guinea, Iceland, 
I talian Colonies. Japanese Dependencies other than Korea, Liberia, 
the Philippines, San Marino. 

Regulalio .... 1924, Art. 85. 
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Research Committee 

To this organic scheme there should be added the Research 
Committee-Commission d'Etudes-reminiscent of the gen
eral commission of 1874. 

It was designated at Madrid, with seven members, to con
sider revising the convention; 1 the committee consisted 
of Germany, Belgium, Spain, France, Great Britain, Italy, 
Switzerland. It was convened at Zermatt. July 29, 1921, 

and there developed a revised convention and regulations on 
broad lines. Two subcommittees met at Paris and at Frank
fort in December, 1921, to carry on special studies. The 
entire committee met again at Nice, March Is-April 14. 
1922." The International Bureau circularized the Report of 
the Committee," and sixty-one administrations having ap
proved the Report, the convention as reformed was ready 
for submission to the technicaI-diplomatic conference at 
Stockholm. 

At that congress, at the urge of the United States which 
had not been a member of the committee, it was determined 
to retain the new organ as a permanent part of the machinery 
of the Union, and the Convention of Stockholm so records it. 
The President of the United States in accepting the Stock
holm Convention of 1924 had qualified ratification as .. sub
ject to the inclusion therein of Article xii thereof agreed to 
by the delegates from the United States and subsequently 
signed by them, providing for the appointment of a com
mittee to suggest methods of procedure and to expedite the 
work of future congresses." 

A Committee composed of representatives of fourteen Admin
istrations is entrusted with the task of investigating and study-

lM~.ch.I6. 

I Ra~JIorl tk G~.rIioIo, 1902. Po 50 
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ing the ways and means for simplifying and accelerating the 
labors of the Congresses. 

The result of these investigations shall be submitted to the 
decisions of the Administrations early enough to permit of them 
being applied to the next Congress. 

With this end in view the Committee is authorized to make 
whatever propositions it may consider suitable; and should they 
obtain a majority vote, they will come into force. Final Protocol, 
Art.xii. 

The duties of the Research Committee are therefore those 
of a preparatory or consultative technical committee, similar 
to the new committees set up by the Telegraph, Telephone 
and Radio Unions. The Postal Research Committee has a 
large charter of powers, since "whatever proposals it may 
consider suitable" are within the general scope of its activi
ties, and may be submitted to the congress of the union, and 
made effective by a majority vote. The committee meets 
six months before the assembling of the congress, to con
sider the agenda, but without authority to omit items from 
the agenda. The committee may also be charged with 
special studies by a Congress, as it was by the Stockholm 
Congress, with the restudy of the journal of the union, 
L'Union postale.' The present members of the Research 
Committee are Germany, Belgium, France, Great Britain, 
Hungary, Italy, the Netherlands, Portugal, Russia, Spain, 
Sweden, Switzerland, and the United States.' 

Arbitration 

The judicial functions of the Universal Postal Union, the 
" courts" set up to adjudicate disputes, are important to all 

I Raptorl d. Gestio .. , 1925, p. 6. 
• Th .. e are as named at the Stockholm COng...... The committee met 

at Paris, 1928. prefatory to the London Congress, 1929. and will meet 
at Ottawa, 1933, prefatory to the Congress at Cairo, 1934-
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administrations of the Union. and are significant in any his
tory of progressive international juridical development. 

The German draft convention provided (Art. 13) for 
arbitration in case of any disagreement between member 
states as to interpretation of the convention; each disputant 
to choose as its representative the administration of another 
member state not interested in the affair. the decision to be 
given by majority vote. another administration being c1losen 
as umpire in case of a tie. At once it was seen that this was 
too elaborate a method for the greater number of disputes 
which would center around minor matters. It was then pro
posed that an international organ to be set up should have 
the power to make decisions in disputes between member 
states, which decision might be appealed to arbitration. The 
Belgian delegate proposed this. The Austrian delegate op
posed granting such power to a permanent international 
body.' After much discussion the Bureau was granted only 
the quasi-judicial function of giving an advisory opinion 
(Convention of Berne, Art. 1 S), but arbitration was recog
nized as the judicial means for the settlement of all disputes. 
the decision to be given" by an absolute majority of votes .. 
(Convention of Beme, Art. 16). 

There have, then. resulted four classes ot opinions and 
decisions:· (a) An administration may consult the Bureau 
in case of a doubt; the Bureau when giving the opinion. 
bases it on information which it possesses and experience 
which it has had. (b) Two or more administrations may 
ask the Bureau for an opinion. if all the interested parties 
desire it; and. if the opinion is not accepted. no consequences 
follow. (c) When one or more administrations desire an 
authentic interpretation of provisions of the convention in
volved in a dispute. they may request the Bureau to call for a 

, Arcll. Dil~ 01. N., p. a68.. 
• ~ 117 :u. GarbiDi. 
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consultation of all the administrations, the result of which 
is published and is circulated to all the member states. The 
solution then has the force of an authentic interpretation. 
If no solution is reached, the matter is referred to the next 
Congress of the Union. 

(d) The fourth method of settling disputes is arbitration, 
more often resorted to than consultation (Convention of 
Stockholm, Art. IO). 

In case of disagreement between two or more members of the 
Union as to the interpretation of the Convention and Agree
ments, or as to the responsibility imposed upon an Administra
tion by the application of these Acts, the question in dispute is 
decided by arbitration. To that end, each of the Administra
tions concerned chooses another member of the Union which is 
not directly interested in the matter. 

If one of the Administrations in the dispute does not take 
action on a proposal for arbitration within a period of six 
months, or nine months in the case of overseas countries, the 
International Bureau, upon a request made of it to that effect, 
may call upon the defaulting Administration to appoint an 
arbitrator, or may appoint one itself officially. 

The decision of the arbitrators is made on an absolute 
majority of votes. 

There is a limitation on the choice of arbitrators; while 
they may not have a direct interest in the dispute, their in
direct interest is of ultimate importance, for only such ad
ministrations as are executing the agreement under litigation 
may be designated as arbitrators. That is, in case of dispute 
over any provision in the main convention, the administra
tion of any member state could serve as arbitrator; in the 
dispute over any provision of the supplementary agreements, 
such as Parcel Post, Money Orders, etc. only those states 
which have signed the agreement may serve as arbitrators. 

This, then, is a .. court ", jurisdiction being compulsory; 
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the provision for the appointment of an arbitrator if any 
administration defaults covers the case of a disputant 
reluctant to accept arbitration. The Bureau may hesitate 
to act, to make the choice, there may be a decade of delay as 
there was when the United States refused to arbitrate with 
Norway,> but in the long run postal ~rbitration is accepted. 

The arbitration decisions during the past half century are 
filed, and form a body of jurisprudence for the Union." 
They do not .. bind II succeeding arbitrations. But, since 
the convention and the regulations are the laws of the Union, 
and the interpretation and application of these laws do im
press the minds of arbitrators, preceding cases are cited, their 
argument is considered, and while not technically binding, 
these cases are persuasive, are precedents. Therefore in ac
tual effect, if not in legal phraseology, the preceding de
cisions do .. bind ". 

While it was possible to declare in the celebration at the 
close of the half-century cycle, that there had been little ne
cessity for arbitration depuis la fondatioll de L'Unioll 
Postale, il s' est produit, tres peu de litiges pou" lesquels il d 

fall" ""OIIn" a l' arbitrag, '-still there have been several 
notable instances during the reconstruction period since the 
war where the work of arbitration became significant as 
supplementing political adjustments. Two are chosen for 
review which were especially concerned with the maladjust
ments of the war. 

RUlIIIJnia fl. Hungary, Yugoslavia, Italy, alld Switserland' 

Out of the creation of new boundaries in 1919, and out of 
the relations defined by the Convention of Madrid, 1920, 

> See iIt/ro, Po 740 
IM'-in, PolS. 
IIIiid. 

• RaHorl .u G • .,. ..... 1923. pp. 9-140 
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differences between Rumania and the intermediary states of 
Hungary, Yugoslavia, Italy and Switzerland, were submit
ted to arbitration, the administrations of Holland and 
Sweden serving. It is a case of interest to all countries of 
transit. 

The administration of Rumania asserted that it had en
tered into a contract with the Oriental-Simplon Express for 
the transportation of its mails, that the express was an .. ex
traordinary means of transport "--moyen extraordinaire
within the meaning of the convention (Art. 73), and that the 
administrations of the four countries had nothing to do with 
the correspondence, the Convention providing that such ser
vice must be effective---i.ntervienne effectivement (Art. 74, 
# 4). 

The four contending administrations asserted that the Ex
press was not an extraordinary means of transportation, that 
each of them had contracted with the Express for the trans
portation of their own and of Rumanian mails, and that pay
ment to each administration concerned was not affected by 
the Rumanian arrangement with the Express. 

The arbitrators, considering the applicable provisions of 
the Convention (Arts. 3 and 4) and of the Regulations 
(Arts. 1,2, and 3), declared that these do not envisage the 
exchange of correspondence without the use of postal ad
ministrations of intermediary states, such administrations 
being responsible for instance for articles lost and therefore 
concerned in the transportation of such articles.' and that 

I The postal administration of the United States assumes this re
sponsibility. .. Every foreign mail shall, while being transported across 
the territory of the United States under authorized law. he taken and 
deemed to he a mail of the United States. so far as to make any viola
tion thereof, or depredation thereon, or offense in respect thereto, or 
any part thereof. an offense of the same grade and punishable in the 
same manner and to the same extent as though the mail was a mail of 
the United States ". Poslal Laws IJIId RegulatiON of 1M U .. ile4 SIal" 
of America, Act of COngr .... June 19, 1922, ch. 2, # 496-
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the contracts of these administrations with the Express In 
reality assured the expedition of Rumanian mails. Accord
ing to the decision reached, Rumania was obliged to pay 
transit charges to each administration of the four member 
states, according to article 4, # 3, cl. I, letter a of the con
vention of Madrid. 

I apan 'II. Switzerland 1 

Another question arising out of the war, but with 'lasting 
value in the decision, concerned the franc as the medium of 
exchange. 

Since 1886 Japan and Switzerland had exchanged money 
orders expressed in the money of a third country, the French 
franc, and up to and including 1914 the balance had been 
paid by Japan by means of drafts on Paris, excepting the 
balance for the second half of 1914 which was paid by means 
of a Japanese draft on London. Switzerland in 1915 de
manded that the balance for the second half of 1915 be paid 
by a draft on Berne. Japan declared this impossible, and 
offered a check on Paris or on London. Switzerland in 
February, 1916 accepted such payment, as governed by Reg
ulations XIII, # 3, the expense of the exchange to be borne 
by Japan. In 1916 Japan sent to Switzerland two checks; 
on April 22, a draft on London for £10,000; on July 13, a 
draft on London for £26,000, covering accounts due up to 
May 1916. Switzerland onJune 1 and August 19, credited 
Japan with francs to the amounts respectively of 250,000 

and 655.850. Japan disputed the rate of exchange, and 
asked that it be set at 21.25 francs to the pound. Switzer
land refused this rate as constituting a loss on the account 
of 130,000 francs. Japan by telegraph, March 11, 1911. 
and by letter April 24, 1918, agreed that after June, 1916, 

I Ra~tort ". G,mo., 1!)O6, PPO 8-130 
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the account should be paid in Swiss francs, but refused to 
apply this to the preceding accounts. 

Unable to agree therefore, Japan and Switzerland ac
cepted arbitration, choosing the postal administrations of 
France and Holland, who in turn chose the postal adminis
tration of Sweden as the sole arbitrator in the case. Inter
pretation ran back to the understanding of Japan as to the 
.. franc" at the date of the first arrangement, 1886, the 
franc preponderoot of that time being the French franc; this 
interpretation had gained force through nearly twenty years 
of payment. However, since the Regulations of Rome, 
XIII, # 3, to which both were signatories declared that ex
change should not result in loss to the creditor office, and 
since Japan had in March, 1917, offered that after June, 
1916, the exchange should be expressed in Swiss francs, the 
arbitrator determined that the exchange of January I, and 
May 31, 1916, should be expressed in Swiss francs, that the 
balance due for 1915 should be expressed in French francs. 
and the sum due minus the payments already made should 
carry interest after October I, 1916, at 5 per cent per annum, 
under Article 6, # 3 of the Convention of Rome, applying 
at the time. 

War and Peace 

Wars have at times interrupted the postal relations of 
states. The arrangement made between France and Eng
land May 17, 1802, as part of the peace of Amiens, inter
rupted on the renewal of the Napoleonic wars, was de
clared again operative in 1814, and endured until 1833.' 
France and Germany formally restated their postal relations 
in 1871.' But suspension of the Convention of 1874 by 

1 Leon Poins.rel, £tflde. d, drt>il ;n',f'1Ia'ioMl <_itm",1 (Paris, 
1894), p. 208. 

• I.e Oercq, Trail •• , 1871, vol. X, p. 422. 
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war has not been regarded as termination. Certain of the 
provisions of course become operative on the ensuing of war, 
as the arrangement for free correspondence to and from 
and concerning prisoners of war, a provision added in the 
last congress preceding the Great War.' As a general prin
ciple it has been held that the treaty is not terminated but 
suspended beween belligerents when communication across 
frontiers becomes megal, and the treaty is resumed in vigor 
on the resumption of peace relations, without re-ratification, 
by simple declaration, or by bilateral arrangement. 

The Peace treaties recognized the Postal Convention of 
, Rome, 1906, as part of the body of continuing law.' There 

had been no congresses held during the war, not even among 
the two groupings of the powers, although there were ar
rangements within each group concerning correspondence. 
The congress proposed for Madrid in 1914 was postponed. 
When, after the war, conference was resumed, Germany 
came to Madrid, 1920, Russia came to Stockholm, 1924; 
there were no reinstatements.' 

The degree of immunity which should be granted to postal 
communications in war time has been a subject of increasing 
concern in conferences, and especially as between belligerents 
and neutrals. The Hague Convention (1907), .. relative to 
certain restrictions with regard to the exercise of the right 
of capture in naval war," carries as its first article: 

The postal correspondence of neutrals or belligerents. wbat

I Convention of Rome, Art. n, #... This provision carried out the 
provisions of the Hague Convention respecting the Laws and Customs 
of War, law. Art. 16-

• Versailles, Art. 2&3: St. Germain, Art. 8J2: Trianoo, Art. 218: Neoill7. 
Art. 16.1: (SeYftS, Art. I"'): Lausanne, Art. 99-

• It is interesting to note that in the R~#tJrU • Glmo., where a list 
of members states i. set down, with the date of admission, the date for 
German;, is cnen as July 1,18;50 for Russia (MU.S.S.R.-) as JUDe 
.... 1924. 
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ever its official or private character may be, found on the high 
seas on board a neutral or enemy ship is inviolate. [An ex
ception is made in respect to correspondence destined to or 
proceeding from a blockaded port]. 

The Institute of International Law, having frequently dis
cussed this ~ubject, embodied its considered opinion in the 
.. Oxford Manual," Art. 53 B! 

Postal correspondence whatever its official or private charac
ter may be, found on the high seas on board an enemy ship, is 
inviolable, unless it is destined to or proceeding from a block
aded port. [If the ship is seized such] correspondence is to 
be forwarded by the captor with the least possible delay. [There 
is no reference to correspondence found on board a neutral ship.] 

Postal correspondence is assured a certain status in ar
ticles in the Convention of Stockholm, which would assume 
even more significance in' war time; notification is to be made 
if forwarding on any route is suspended (Art. 28), a list of 
articles forbidden the mails is given (Art. 41), responsibil
ity does not run in case of force majeure (Art. 51). How
ever, postal correspondence lost even such relative immunity 
completely during the Great War. The Congress at Madrid 
met, the late belligerent nations still mindful of the necessi
ties of their peril, the neutral nations still smarting under 
disregard of their rights. Switzerland introduced a resolu
tion safeguarding postal immunity and explained that lack
ing such immunity, .. the damage resulting was indisputably 
greater for the neutrals than the profit for the belligerents." 
The resolution was later withdrawn because of the disrup
tive differences of opinion immediately after the war. 

But American neutrals had no such hesitation. Ecua
dor introduced a resolution which read: 

1 Reso/ulimv of '''' In.rliM. of I>II",",I""",/ Low, p. 188. 
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We declare in conformity with the Swiss proposition ... 

that closed dispatches and open correspondence in transit are 
inviolable both at sea and on land, and that consequently no 
country in the Union may submit them to the censor or seques
trate them in time of war! 

The resolution was signed by Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, 
Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, the Dominican Republic, 
Ecuador, Guatemala, Honduras, Mexico, Nicaragua, Pan
ama, Paraguay, Peru, Salvador, Uruguay, Venezuela. A 
" M oll.roe doctrine postale .. commented Baron de Stael Hol
stein, not approvingly.· 

It was expected that the Universal Postal Union, like other 
international unions, would be placed under the direction of 
the League of Nations (Covenant, Art. 24). Since all the 
member states of the Union did not sign the Covenant, the 
Union remains independent, with a larger membership than 
the League itself. Provision was made in the Covenant 
(Art. 6) to borrow the method of allocating expenses from 
the Postal Union; this was later changed to an independent 
basis. 

CONGRESSES AND CoNFERENCES" 

Paris ................... 1863 
I. Berne .................. 1874 

Paris ................... 1876 
II. Paris ................... 1878 

Paris ................... 1880 
III. Lisbon ................. 1885 

Brussels ................ ISgo 
IV. Vienna ................. IB91 

• D.ttI ..... /: d .. C""IIff$ tk Madrid (Berne, 1901), wL ii, p. 7s& 
• Baron L. de Stie1 Holsteia, • 11IIIIlUDi~ postale en temps de gaerre,. 

R. D. L., 3 _., vi. 1925. 

• The C._: are numbered. 
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V. Washington ............• 1897 
VI. Berne •................. 1900 

VII. Rome .................. 1906 
VIII. Madrid ................. 1920 

IX. Stockholm .............. 1924 
The Hague ............. 1927 

X. London . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1929 
XI. Cairo ................. " 1934 

THE AMERICAN ATTITUDE 1 

History 

The general problem of communication, the particular 
problem of postal communication, has been ever-increasing 
in the United States. as it expanded toward the West terri
torially, as it expanded from the East by immigration, as it 
is expanding, east, west, north, south, in the era of world
trade and the correspondence therefor. Because of the 
make-up of its people and the demands of its business, more 
foreign mail originates in the United States than in any 
other country and therefore becomes of prime importance. 

Because of the diverse and cosmopolitan character of our 
citizenship, our Foreign Mail Service is relatively as well as 
actually more important than that of any other country. It is 
the long arm of American business which, aided by the ties of 
sentiment and interest which bind us to all nations, is gradualIy 
extending the scope of its operations and making greater 
demands on the mail and parcel post services." 

And yet, it is difficult to read the history of the foreign 

1 ConVtltlilm of Slockholm. 
Signed, August 28, 1924-
President approved March 14, I92S. 
Postmaster General approved, March 19, 1925-

I R,porl of Pos/1IIQS/n- GtItn"IJl, I92S, p. 42-
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affairs of this important department of government in its 
own documents. As early as 1792, re-stated in 1844, 
Congress determined that the Post-Office Department should, 
.. with the advice and consent of the President" carry on 
directly with the Post-Office departments of other couh
tries.' President messages, however, make brief state
ment as to postal arrangements concluded during tlle 
year. Since sum conventions are not submitted to the Sen
ate, the correspondence of the State Department in Foreign 
Relations seldom refers to postal affairs. ReptWts of the 
Postma.sters-General contain brief paragraphs, almost always 
colorless, always commendatory. From time to time the 
.. Reports" of the Superintendent of Foreign Mails, or of 
the Second Assistant Postmaster-General who is in cltarge 
of the ocean service, and included in the Reports of the head 
of the Department, will yield some information. These 
Reports are of course'submitted to Congress, and by that 

. body accepted. But neither the House whim guards jeal
ously the raising of revenue and the expenditure, nor the 
Senate whim with greater jealousy guards the right to 
.. advise and consent" to treaties, has ever been disturbed 
over these Reports with contents that from time to time set 
forth acts bearing witness to the independence of a Cabinet 
officer who with the President makes and concludes postal 
arrangements. Congressional Globes and Records contain 
little if anything. In the Statvtes of the United States there 
are set forth postal laws, whim are always in harmony with 
the postal conventions, but whim do not except in three in
stances, and these before 1863, explicitly adopt the conven
tions.' In H eariflgs it is possible, from time to time, to 
gather some information as to the relations between na-

t See .Ira. II- lis. for the effect of these Ja .... 
"Ibid. 
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tional and international postal affairs. Out of such sparse 
material must the story be evolved. 

Before there were· American states, the American colo
nies realized the benefit of communication; whatever their 
geographic separation, they had no intention of separating 
themselves from business or cultural relations with each 
other, with England, or with Europe. The mother coun
try had recognized the binding value of intercolonial 
intercourse. William and Mary, newly arrived in Eng
land from the continent, did in 1691 by letters patent 
make Thomas Neale their postal agent for "the chief 
part of their Majesties' colonies and plantations in Amer
ica." Remaining snugly in England, Mr. Neale commis
sioned Andrew Hamilton in America, who therefore 
became the first American postmaster-general. Brad
dock's defeat led to a weekly mail-packet service in order 
that the colonies might feel the protective presence of the 
mother country. Benjamin Franklin was appointed post
master-general in 1753. In 1774 he was removed from 
office. The Continental Congress reappointed Dr. Frank
lin to supervise the postal territory from New England to 
Georgia. 

For the Continental Congress was resolved that "the 
communication of intelligence with regularity and dis
patch from one part to another of the United States is 
essentially requisite to the safety as well as the commer
cial interests thereof." 1 But that Congress seems not to 
have attempted postal arrangements with foreign states. 
The times were disjointed, the Articles of Confederation 
granted no postal powers, the making of postal treaties 
would have been inconvenient under those Articles when 
three-fourths of the states had to register their approval. 

I Quoted i .. O;;"io ... of Attorneys-G .... '." voL xix, p. 513. 
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Having achieved independence and the right to control 
communications, having adopted the Constitution and 
provided therein the right of Congress .. to establish post
offices and post roads," having set up the Post-Office 
Department by the Act of February 20, 1792, the United 
States in Congress moved slowly through many years and 
many vicissitudes before determining relations among 
themselves and with the always overwhelmingly important 
outside world.' 

In the .. Roaring '40'S," by the political treaties of 1846 
and 1848, vast new territories were added to the United 
States, postal rates were lowered, postal routes were ex
tended along the ways of the covered Wagons, with due 
solicitude that the migrants should remain loyally Ameri
can, but without much regard for the financial loss from 
such extended services. The annual deficits, which are still 
a striking feature of postal matters, began to make their 
appearance. Vast new migrations from Europe, and vast 
newly-opened markets increased the burden of postal corres
pondence. But ocean mail rates were uncertain, sea charges 
were as various as sea lanes. 

During the Polk administration, which stands out as an 
era of sharply defined international hostilities, Congress 
authorized the Postmaster General to enter into ten-year 
contracts with American ships with a view to deVeloping a 
merchant marine, and to reducing the prevailing postal 

1 Various studies lD07 be coosulted on the history of the post-olli<:e in 
the colonies and early states; Ruth Lapham Butler, Dr. FI'IIIIkI .... PosI
~,New York, 1928; Marshall Cushing, TM Skwy of 0-
PO&f-()Iiff, BootoD, 1893; W. E. Rich, TM HistorJ of 1M A...nc
POll-Oliff, Ne. York, 1\124; D. C. ~, TM Uai!ftJ S_s PosI
Offj£., New York, 1917; William Smith, TM HistorJ of 1M PO&f-()6i£t 
.. BritWI Nort" A."';"" Cambridge, 19ao; Mary E. Wooley, &rI7 
HisIor7 of 1M Coloaial POlI-06i£t, Rbode IsIaDd Hist. Soc. Publicatioas, 
i, 2JO " $If., Providence. 1893-
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rates.' And during the Polk regime the United States 
signed its first postal convention one with an ancient Hanse
atic Republic, the Free City of Bremen. Having made this 
venture, other treaties followed swiftly, with Great Britain, 
Prussia, France, Belgium, Canada, New Granada, Mexico, 
Costa Rica, a hodge-podge of uneven and uncertain agree
ments. 

The United States-Great Britain convention December 15, 
1848, contemplated" such arrangements for the conveyance 
of letters and newspapers, and closed mails, through the 
territories of the United States, of the United Kingdom, 
and of France, respectively, as should most conduce to the 
interests of the three countries" (Art. 12). The three 
countries were feeling vaguely for postal unity, but were 
expressing it chiefly in inequality and favoritism in rates. 
Even at that time the United States wanted a uniform rate, 
" as best in all international arrangements of this kind where 
simplicity of detail in every point of view is so essential." • 
The Postmaster-General recommended subsidies to encour
age the building of American ships, the Collins Line appar
ently not being able to compete with the Cunard Line.' But 
particularly the United States had difficulty with France, 
then as always the important intermediary country in postal 
transit. 

The Civil War had its effect on innocent correspondence 
as upon contraband, it could not be kept national. In the 
first year of the war there was a reduction in the receipts 
from foreign postage of $217,940.80, but the bill for trans
portation of foreign mails in that year ran to $319,393.94.' 

I Acts of March 3. ,845. March 3. ,847. Feb. 2. '847. See Meeker. 
op. cil .• pp. '50-'70-

• Report of PosImIJsler General James Campbell. ,853. p. 24-
• H DlUe Doc. No • • 62, C ongr ... 29: ,. 

• Report of Poslmatter General. ,862. p. 3. 
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During such tortuous times Postmaster-General Montgomery 
Blair attempted to negotiate a treaty with the German
Austrian Postal Union, 1 and in no way did he neglect his 
postal generalship because of the war. A significant passage 
in his report runs : 

Our international mail system is extremely loose and de
fective. There is no common standard weight for the sea 
transit. .• The whole foreign system, as now established is too 
complex to be readily understood by postmasters, and many 
mistakes and unfortunate delays arise from its complexity. I 
had little hope of remedying these evils except by a general 
congress of postal representatives practically acquainted with 
their respective systems, and predisposed to facilitate the in
ternational social and commercial correspondence by which 
national prosperity is so much affected.' 

The Postmaster-General was permitted to communicate 
with American representatives abroad, August 40 1862, 
under covering letters from the Secretary of State, and to 
suggest .. a conference of postal authorities of Europe and 
America to meet at a time and place to be selected by 
them." • 

It is evident that the international adjustment on a common 
basis for direct correspondence, and for intermediate land and 
ocean transit and for an international registry system, and for 
the exchange of printed mail matter, is clearly of the first 
importance to the commercial and social intercourse between 
this and other nations.6 

• Rr;ort 0/ 1M Po"""'" Wowra/, 186a, P. 50 
I Ibid., P. 6-
• Rr;ort o/IM P-C......", 1894, qaotiDc letter of Pos_ 

General Blair to the ~ of State, pp. J9-4O. 
• H_ &to DOt:. No. r, Pt. ... ..n.J ..... 1159. Couanss 37' 3. R.;ort 

0/ 1M P~ 1861-186a, Appmdiz No. ro, pp. 1115-168. 
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From Paris came a response, prompt if somewhat cau
tious. Minister Dayton in the midst of suspended sympa
thies with the French Minister for Foreign Affairs, M. 
Drouyn de Lhuys, on account of the French attitude toward 
the Confederacy, and on the eve of diplomatic difficulties on 
account of the French adventure in Mexico, must have wel
comed anything that would bring a ray of harmony into the 
relations of the American Republic and the French Empire. 
He wrote, on September 23, 1862: 

The suggestion by Mr. Blair, as to improvements in inter
national postal arrangements will be promptly submitted to M. 
Thouvenal, and through him to the proper department here.' 

Minister Pike at The Hague withheld any enthusiasm. 
He wrote on April 22, 1863: 

I have to acknowledge yours of 17th March covering copies 
of a letter from the Postmaster-General in relation to the 
proposed conference at Paris, which I have laid before the 
Minister of Foreign Affairs." 

Minister Haldeman at Stockholm gave the proposition a 
warmer greeting on April 24, 1862: 

I have also submitted, as instructed in your dispatch No. 25. 
the suggestion of the Postmaster-General relating to the pro
posed Conference of postal delegates, as contained in his second 
communication dated Dec. 27, 1862, and urged upon Count 
Manderstrom a prompt and favorable consideration of them. 
I expect and hope for a favorable reply at my next interview.' 

It was probably not at any time expected that the confer
ence would be held in the capital of the country which 
initiated it, even if diplomatic voyagers had not been 

'Message. aM Documents, ,862-1863, Abridged, Pt. I, P.392-

• For. Rei., 1863. vol. ii, p. 89z. 
I Ibid., p. 1313. 
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threatened by Confederate raiders. Napoleon the Third, not 
reluctantly, became gracious host. 

Postmaster-General Blair, who had set the conference in 
motion through correspondence, and because of the needs of 
his own office, together with former First Assistant Post
master-General Kasson, represented the United States. To 
Mr. Blair the conference was essential as affording aid in 
vexing postal problems; judging from the subsequent his
tory of Mr. Kasson he must have been one of the few 
Americans of that time with the II international mind". 

Mr. Dayton, resident minister at Paris, was not named a 
delegate, the. customary compliment to permanent agents; 
postal congresses have been always composed of experts. 
Mr. Dayton wrote to Secretary Seward: 

Mr. Kasson, commissioner for the United States to the Postal 
Convention to be held in Paris. arrived and delivered your 
letters. All proper notices have been given to the departments 
here, and I shall of course do everything in my power to render 
his mission useful and agreeable.' 

The American delegates came, having escaped Confederate 
ships, with a program of II Fourteen Points ", particularly 
covering uniformity of weight and rate. These points were 
compared with the thirteen suggested by Great Britain. 
which resembled those of the United States, and with the 
thirty-four which France had tabulated. There resulted out 
of the comparison and the debate .. Thirty-One General 
Principles" adopted by the Congress." 

The presiding officer remarked at the close of the con
ference that the .. results are largely due to the libera\ and 

'For. R.I., 186.3. ...... ii, p. m 
• See R./'Orf of Pon-mr-C • ....." .894. .. bicb includes a sketch of 

the Conference of .863. aDd prints at pp. ....... the fOUl't!!<D American 
points. 
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conciliatory spirit constantly shown during the deliberations 
by the delegates of the government which took the initiative 
in the conference." 1 There was no attempt to give legaf 
and fixed status to postal intercourse by means of a formal 
treaty. The discovery of fundamental laws. the discussion 
of difficulties. the common understanding of the problem
these were regarded as full fruition for the moment. 

The delegates returned home. and the United States pro
ceeded during the next decade to enter into a large number 
of bipartite treaties based on these principles. with Euro
pean. American. and Asiatic countries. "reducing very 
largely the rates of ocean and land postage to and from and 
within those [treaty] countries."· It is of passing interest 
to note that Anthony Trollope came to Washington in July. 
1868. to negotiate the postal convention of 1868. wherein it 
was finally agreed that "each office shall make its own 
arrangements for the dispatch of mails to the other office by 
well-appointed ships sailing on stated days. and shall at its 
own cost. remunerate the owners of such ships for the con
veyance of the mails" (Art. 11 ) .. 

The United States had especial difficulties with the French 
administration. Mr. Kasson was sent to France among 
other countries in 1867. to negotiate a revision of the Con
vention of March 2.1857. with the now unstable Napoleonic 
empire. The attempt failed. although Kasson achieved 
treaties with a half-score of other governments.' Then the 
United States gave notice to France that it would terminate 
the existing convention in 186g." In the meantime Senator 

I Rtporl of SupninttJUknt of Fortigfl Mail.r. ISgS, p. 451. 

S Message of Pres. Johnson, For. Rei .• 1867. vol. i. p. xviii. See also 
Reporl of the Postmastff-G.neral. 1868. 

I Ibid .• p. 17. 
• R.porl of the PosttlUl.fter-G .... ral. 186g, p. II • 

• Ibid.. 1869, p. 2. 
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Alexander Ramsay of Minnesota, chairman of the Senate 
Committee on Post-Offices and Post Roads. arrived in Paris, 
and spent three months conducting negotiations .. with great 
ability. patience, and perseverance," 1 but without success. 
On January I, 1870 ... all direct postal intercourse with 
France [was] suspended.'" but it was hoped that at the end 
of the Franco-Prussian War a new convention would be 
possible. Finally, in April, to become effective in August 
1874. a convention was perfected with France.' 

Bipartite treaties, however numerous, can never solve 
a problem which requires multipartite treatment, agree-
ment in common. Yet the United States which had been so 
eager during its threatened dissolution to insure correspond
ence with other countries. took no part in calling the follow
ing conference. although the first had closed with a defi
nite expression in favor of such reassembling; the United 
States turned its post-war energy toward developing the 
continent. It left leadership to whatever postal administra
tion would act. Germany took up the cause and Switzerland 
called the conference. 

When the Berne Congress assembled there was no Amer
ican delegate. not from Costa Rica nor Ecuador. although 
these had accepted the invitation, and not from the United 
States. The United States had of course accepted, but 
Messrs. Blackfan. Superintendent of Foreign Mails. and 
Rambusch. special agent. did not reach the Swiss capital 
until September 2 I, in time for the third session. That 
morning M. Borel welcomed the Americans with warm re
membrances of 1863." Mr. Blackfan replied, and explained 

'nid-
a R.,.,., 0/" P~ IB:Io. p. ISo 

• R.,.,., 0/1Iw P~ 1117.., p. 16. 
• "'Kr.. Di,.. wi. liT. 11I7s, pt. iY. p. 1611.. 
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the delay. The Postmaster-General of the United States 
had just been changed, Creswell had resigned in July, Jewell 
had taken office in September, and his "first official act" 
was the appointment of delegates to the Berne Congress. 

These American delegates were appointed by the Post
master-General, by and with the advice and consent of the 
President, by virtue of the Act of 1872, continuing and en
larging preceding acts which had made it possible for the 
executive to carry on international postal relations without 
the consent and advice of the Senate. However, Mr. Black
fan seemed reluctant to exercise such authority as Mr. 
Kasson had exercised, without reluctance, in 1863, which 
authority American delegates to postal congresses have used 
since with almost automatic precision. Mr. Blackfan had 
" no instructions upon the questions to be discussed, nor on 
the expected results of the deliberations." As he told the 
congress, he had .. no diplomatic powers but the right to 
carry on as I judge best"; above all, .. before adhering to 
the findings of the Congress I must demand special author
ization from the President and Postmaster-General of the 
United States." 1 

On September 29, Mr. Blackfan announced he had cabled 
for authorization to sign the treaty.' On October 6, he an
nounced that he had received authorization. .. The assembly 
applauded the communication." 1 Mr. Blackfan and Mr. 
Rambusch signed the convention. President Grant could 
announce in his December message that 

an international postal conference was convened in Berne, 
Switzerland, in September last, at which the United States was 
represented by an officer of the Post-Office Department of much 

1 Arch. Dip., voL !iv, 1875, pI. iv, p. 169-

I Ibid., p. 206. 

• Ibid., p. 222. 
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experience and of qua1ification for the position. A convention 
for the establisbment of an International Postal Union was 
agreed upon and signed by the delegates of the countries repre
sented. subject to the approval of the proper authorities of 
those countries.' 

The United States has. of course and of need. attended 
every postal congress since 1874. "The United States was 
one of the organizers of the Union." declared Postmaster
General New in his Report for 1925. "and has taken an 
active part in its Congresses." • 

One exception may be taken to this comprehensive state
ment. In the Conference of 1880 at Paris. there was no 
American delegate. The resident American minister in 
France. Mr. Noyes. belatedly remarked on this absence of 
representation of his country; , his request that an American 
be admitted to the congress was not presented until the sixth 
session.' The congress formally authorized the presence of 
the delegate from the United States. The Documents de la 
C oftjlrence do not reveal that this American representa
tive. M. Brulatour. took any part in the proceedings after 
he was admitted; apparently he acted the part of an .. ob
server ". He did not sign the protocols. However, the 
Post-Office Department of the United States did accept the 
agreements of the conference.' 

From no regular Congress has the United States been 
absent. Washington served as host to the Postal Congress 

I For. R.I., 18740 p. xiv. 

I R.~ 01 Pod.....mr C......." 19150 p. 42-

• There is DOthing in the diplomatic correspondence as published ill 
Forrlgot R.IaIio .... 1880, to meale how Minisler N_ came In the 
conclusion lhat the Unikd States should be represe!lled. 

• ~ • ,.. Coli/""," P"""" • P.m. 1880 (Berne, 1880). 
P. 133-

• R.,.,.. 01 1M p~ 1881. P. 41. 
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of 1897, where fifty-six states were represented, and where 
Postmaster-General Gary, welcoming the delegates, could 
remember" with profound pride that the idea of the Union 
originated with us." 1 It may be noted that the baggage of 
incoming delegates received diplomatic immunity, that the 
meetings took place in the hall of the Corcoran Art Ga\1ery, 
and that after the conference the delegates were taken 
en tour as far west as Chicago. The agreements resulting 
at Washington rank with the revisions of Vienna, Rome, 
Madrid, and Stockholm, as authoritative for the work of the 
Union. 

Genera\1y American delegates have been technical experts, 
and American experience has always contributed to the solv
ing of international postal problems. As the Postmaster
General said in 1925, concerning the Congress of Stock
holm: 

The policy of this country . . . of sending as delegates postal 
officials of wide experience and long service was abundantly 
justified, . . . the structure of the international organization 
is necessarily intricate, and the discussions of the congress are 
so largely technical, that only experienced postal officials could 
be effective.' 

Almost always the Superintendent of Foreign Mails, or 
today the Director of International Postal Service, and very 
often the Second Assistant Postmaster-General who is in 
charge of the transportation of mails including ocean mails, 
or both officials have been sent; a list of American delegates 
to various postal congresses and conferences wi\1 reveal how 
frequently the same delegates have represented the United 

1 .. Report of the Superintendent of Foreign Mail.: in Rept>rl ./ llu 
P • ., ..... ,.,-G.""r.l, .1897, pp. 557-567 • 

• Reporl 0/ llu Posl_er-Gener.l, I!)25, p. 42. 

X 3,.IOk.1~ ·N:!. 

~I 
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States, and therefore how continuous is the service of these 
men in the supervision of foreign mails as well as in the 
representation of the government in foreign postal affairs. 
It may be further remarked that the United States was the 
first government to send a woman ddegate to a postal con
gress, that at Madrid. 

Yet it cannot be alleged that the Congress of the United 
States is over-generous in providing for these delegations. 
" I find that other countries seem to take these conventions 
more seriously than we do," re,marked the Second Post
master-General before the subcommittee on the post-office 
appropriation bill for 1925." There have been instances of 
the American delegates having to pay certain expenses out 
of their own pockets,' even contributing to such funds as that 
covering a banquet which the United States, as is the custom 
of other large countries, gives to the Congress.' 

When the appropriation for the London conference of 
1929 was being considered, the chairman of the subcom
mittee on appropriations exclaimed, .. why it should take 
si:..1:y days for such a conference was more than [he could] 
tel!." In explanation Mr. Stewart advised that .. the whole 
convention must be revised and they go through it from one 
end to the other." The chairman continued with the inter
rogative comment--u and we always get the worst of it?" 
The Superintendent of Foreign Mail flashed back, .. No, I 
beg your pardon. We got the best of it last time. We 
reduced transit rates $500,000 a year." The appropriation 
for the London conference was granted.· Even the appro-

I H~ before a subcommittee on postal appropriations of the Hoose 
Committee on appropriations fOl" 1\)15, Congress fi8. I, Po I9\). 

'HIGritIg$ (as above), 1!)I7, Congress 69: I, Po 233: 11)19, Coogress 
)'0: I, Po a6o. 

• H~ (as above), 1929. Congress)'O: I, Po 230-
• H~ (as above), 11)19, Congress )'0: I, Po 3:9. 
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priations for the Pan-American Postal Congress are not 
automatic.' 

The United States is signatory only to the principal treaty 
covering the transmission of mails, and not to the supple
mentary agreements. When these were developed originally, 
as Insured Letters, 1878, Parcel Post, 1880, Identification 
Cards, 1885 and 1920, Newspaper Subscriptions, 1891, the 
United States did not accept them since it had not itself, at 
these dates, developed similar domestic services. As it later 
added these it has preferred " for various reasons of a do
mestic order to make individual arrangements with each 
country concerned;" but, according to the Post-Office De
partment, "if . . . the said agreements are modified in the 
future in such a way as to become acceptable to this country 
from a domestic standpoint, it will no doubt immediately 
adhere thereto, in the interests of uniformity and inter
national solidarity." • 

The parcel-post network of the United States is com
plete, "practically covering every nation and colony of the 
world, making 260 postal administrations."· Similar net
works have been developed to carry the other services. 

Pan-American Postal Union 

The Pan-American Postal Union is the largest regional 
grouping of independent states; it may be regarded as an 

J Hearings (as above), J927, p. J8.j. It i. interesting to note that Mr. 
Glover answering a Question of a member of the committee as to why 
it was necessary to send representatives to the Pan-Ameriean Postal 
Congress, remarked II if we do not go down there, they just soak it to 
us." Ibid. . 

• Mimeographed material on the Universal Postal Union, Post-Office 
Department. 

• Mr. Praeger in H tarings before a subcommittee on postal appropri .. 
atiollS. of the House Committee on Appropriations for 1923. Congress 
63: 3. p. 9J. 
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appendix to the Pan-American Union; it is conventionally 
possible under Article 5 of the Stockholm Convention. 

For many years the United States recognized the value 
of increasing the mobility of correspondence with the coun
tries of South America. The Postmaster-General in 1877 
declared, .. There is no portion of the world with which the 
United States has as unsatisfactory mail arrangements as 
with South America. . • . The adhesion of all the South 
American countries to the Postal Union would greatly lib
eralize and perfect our postal intercourse with them." 1 

Certain South American countries were interested in the 
Postal Conference of 1863, and gradually each one has be
come a member of the Union.'" Gradually also the Amer
ican states in developing trade developed an understanding 
of the value of postal communication. There were intima
tions of possible Latin-American solidarity as early as the 
Congress of Vienna • but not until the Congress at Madrid 
did the regional union emerge. .. Early during the sessions 
of tile Madrid Congress the interests of the United States, 
Spain and the Latin-American countries began to be cemented 
together to form a Hispano-American bloc in the heart of 
the Congress."· 

The other states of the Union were attempting to increase 
transit charges 200 to 300 per cent. I The United States and 
the South American states blocked the move, although they 
were but twenty-one out of sixty-seven. They attempted a 
declaration of postal immunity in war time.' They at-

I House Committee on Post-Office and Post Roads, R.~ No. 28Ilg, 
ISgo, Congnoss 51 : I, Po :ao. 

• R.p~ d. Cd.nora, IgaII, lists member states with elate of aa:ession. 
• H. R. Turbl, a Internatiooal Postal Coagr<:sses,. B. Y. I. L., 1929> 

Po 175-
• Mimeograph<:d material, Post-Office Department. 
I H..;"g. befCft a subcommittee on postal awroPriations of the House 

Committee on Appropriations for 1\122, CongftSS 66: 3. Po !II. 
, TurbI, ibWl. 
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tempted to increase the value of their voting weight~ince 
only the United States had dependencies but no wish for 
plural votes--by a move to eliminate votes for colonies, pro
tectorates and dependencies. "While none of those aims 
were (sic) completely realized," admits the Post-Office De
partment, yet it asserts approvingly, that" the voice of the 
Western World had begun to make itself heard in the Uni
versal Postal Congress." 1 

There then emerged the American bloc. "As a result of 
the difference of opinions, the conflicts betw~n delegates 
from the American states and the European countries, we 
organized there, under American leadership, the Postal 
Union of America and Spain," Mr. Praeger told the House 
Committee on appropriations." It might, however, be well 
to remember that the postal relations of American states 
with states in other continents have been and are at least an 
important, socially, culturally, economically, as the postal 
relations of European states with outside states. 

The Pan-American Postal Convention was written at a 
conference held in' Buenos Aires, September, 1921, and re
written at Mexico City, October, 1926, the treaty to go into 
effect July I, 1927; nineteen states, including Spain~ince 
the war ranking as a .. Pan-American" state-and the 
United States, were members of the conference, and signed 
the Convention.' They declareli themselves 

inspired by the desire to extend and perfect their postal rela-

• Mimeographed material, Post-Office Department. 
f H~a";"'g8 before a subcommittee on postal appropriations of the 

House Committee on Appropriations for 1922, Congress 68: 3. p. 93. 
I Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Chile, 

Dominica, Ecuador, EI Salvador, Spain, the United States, Gua!en1a1a, 
Honduraa, Mexico, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Uruguay. It is interest
ing to note, that while the United States signs the Convention of the 
Universal Postal Union as Ameri'l"', thereby advancing her place in 
the list, in the Pan-American Postal Union she reD13ins in her old 
position under the name Elals Uti;'. 
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tions and establish a solidarity of action capable of representing 
effectively in the Universal Postal Congresses the common inter
ests of the American Republics and Spain, in regard to com
munication by mail (Preamble). 

The territories of the Pan-American Postal Union are de
clared a .. single postal territory" (Art. 1). Freedom ana 
gratuity of transit receive the liberty desired by certain mem
bers but not yet achieved in the Convention of the Universal 
Postal Uni9n. 

The contracting countries are bound to transport freely and 
gratuitously by means of the territorial and maritime trans
portation service which they utilize for their own correspond
ence that which they may receive from any of these countries 
destined for any of them or fOl' any country of the Universal 
Postal Union (Art. 2). 

Low rates are also indicated. It is provided that 

the tariffs of the domestic service of each country will govern in 
the relations of the countries of the Pan American Union, 

except that if these are higher than those of the Universal 
Postal Union, these latter shall apply (Art. 3). • 

There is set up an International Office at Panama (Art. 
IS) which controls transportation, and an International 
Office of the Pan-American Postal Union at Montevideo 
(Art. 17) with purposes similar to those of the Bureau at 
Berne. Arbitration is provided for .. every conflict or dis
agnement ••• in the manner established by Article 10 of 
the Universal Postal Union Convention" (Art. 16). • 

In fixation of rates, and in gratuity of transit, this Union 
has accomplished in generous measure its purpose. But in 
the expressed purpose of .. solidarity of action," as a group 
in the Universal Postal Union, there may result difficulties.. 
There have been no solid blocs in the Universal Union; not 
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even the units of the British Commonwealth always see 
alike. The value or the danger of regional unions attempt
ing to force measures through the Universal Union will be 
evident in succeeding conferences. 

It may be added that the South American states formu
lated a Pan-American Parcel Post Convention, at Mexico 
City, Nov. 9, 1926.' 

While Canada is not a co-member in the Pan-American 
Postal Union, it may be remarked that the United States 
and Canada maintain the. closest postal harmony, which 
has endured since the year 1763 when Benjamin Franklin 
opened post-offices at Quebec, Two Rivers and Montreal, 
and established the first postal service between Montreal and 
New York by way of Lake Champlain and Lake George. 
Various postal conventions have been drawn up, and these 
are often barometers as to other interests. For instance, the 
Convention of 1875, providing for reciprocal free distribu
tion of second-class mail matter, was terminated in 1907, 
when Canadian manufacturers objected to the effect of the 
advertising pages of American magazines.' The first postal 
conference held by the two countries, 1922, went far toward 
unifying the two services.' 

Expenses 

The annual expenses to the United States for membership 
in the Universal Postal Union, to cover its share in the 
International Bureau, are 11,345 Swiss francs, and the 
quinquennial congressional appropriation for a Universal 

1 Pan-American Postal Union, Porcel Poll Co"",,,,tioIs of M.No, 
(Washington, D. c., 1927). The signatories include Spain and the 
United States, and lack four of the smalIer republics. 

• Oscar D. Skelton, The Ctmadiml Domini"" (Yale Press, 1921), p. 241. 

• Firll [,,'emational Poslal Conference betwe ... lhe Urmed Slol" ond 
the Dominion of CtmrJd4 (Washington, D. c., 1922). 
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Postal Congress or for the Pan-American Postal congresses, 
runs from $7,500 to $IO,OOO. 

While it is easily remembered that there is an annual 
deficit in the United States Post-Office-which for the fiscal 
year of 1928-1929 ran to approximately $I37,ooo,ooo ,_ 
it should be remembered that foreign mail pays for itself. 
In 1908, the Postmaster-General could say, "While the 
expenses of the Department as a whole have exceeded the 
revenue, our international mail service for many years has 
produced a large surplus."· III 1923 the Second Assistant 
Postmaster-General, Mr. E. H. Shaugnessy, could say, "I 
am sure it is about the only branch of the postal service 
today that is self-sustaining and turns a surplus into the 
Treasury." • 

There is of course always a balance due to foreign coun
tries for transporting our mail. .. In every case the balance 
is against the United States." 4 This. is because more for
eign mail originates in the United States than in any other 
country, and the United States must pay for transit of this 
mail through intermediary countries; that is, originating 
more, it pays more. But, originating more, it receives more 
postage through its own post-offices, and it keeps all this 
postage. Therefore, notwithstanding that the annual cost of 

1· Postal Ioues raise vexing problems. N N ... Yorl T,,,,u, Aug. 4. 1929-

I Report of the Pootmaster-General, 1908. 

• H~ before a subcommittee on postal appropriatioas of the House 
committee on appropriationa for 1\123, Congress 67: a, p. "76. There
fore the reference of President Hoo ..... , in his December message, 1929-
is misleadiog, that "Our post-oflice de6cit ••• of which perhaps $14.000,000 
i. clue to losses on ocean mail aDd air mail .... tracts. N See section .... 
« Subventions N. itofra.. p. " • 

• Mr. Glo_. in H-u.!J$. before. subcommittee on postal appr0pri
ations of the House Committee on Appropriations for 1927. Coogress 
69: I. p. 187. The balanoe clue from the UDired States was $IJ'OO.ooo, 
in 19"1. 
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transporting ocean mail has mounted steadily, and now runs 
something above $9,000,000 dollars annually, "the postage 
on mail from the United States to foreign countries received 
in the Treasury is greater than the amount we pay for this 
service under the Postal Union." • 

Arbitration 
The United States has accepted compulsory arbitration as 

the method of settling disputes among the members states 
of the Postal Union-and has lost in the one case it has 
submitted. 

The United States was a signatory to the Convention of 
Rome, which provided for arbitration (Art. 23). In accept
ing the Convention of Madrid, I920, the United States made 
a reserve on Article IO which contained this provision. In 
accepting the Convention of Stockholm, I924, the United 
States did not continue this reservation (Art. IO). The 
United States had, just preceding the Congress of Stock
holm, agreed to submit to arbitration, under the Convention 
of Rome which it had signed without reservation, its dis
putes over postal accounts with the Scandinavian countries. 

The United States-Norway dispute of I925, which had 
been hanging unresolved for nearly a dozen years, was a 
dispute over sea-transit charges claimed by Norway from the 
United States on mail sent, I9I4-I9I9, from the United 
States to Norway, by the New York-Plymouth-Newcastle
Bergen route.' On June 3I, I9I4, the Norwegian postal ad
ministration submitted its accounts to the United States for 

I Remark of Mr. Slemp, in H'lJrings (as above) for 1923, Congress 
(q: 2, p. 276. The revenue from foreign mails, according to the estimate 
for 1921, was at least 16 million dollars, the expenses for transporation 
about 6~ million, leaving a surplus in the Treasury of about \l millions. 

I Rapport de Gestio», 1025. p. 13 It seq.; L'unio" postal,. March I, 
1926; • American-Norwegian Postal Arbitration,H Manley Hudson, 
A. I. 1. L., vol. xx (1926), p. 536 " seq. 
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sums due from the United States to Norway for the trans
porting of mail from Bergen to Newcastle by Norwegian 
mail packet during the year 1914. On September 17, 1914, 
the United States Post-Office Department returned the 
accounts to the Norwegian administration, with its accept
ance, but with the sums reduced. The dispute then remained, 
and the situation remained as it had been created, during the 
war. That is, the all-sea route had been interrupted, and 
mail which had formerly followed the sea route, New York
Bergen, now followed a land-sea route, New York-Plymouth
Newcastle-Bergen, the land route being across Great Britain, 
the question therefore rising as to whether the Newcastle
Bergen portion of the route should be regarded as still a 
part of the long route, or as a new, separate, short route. 

The legal dispute centered in an interpretation of the Con
vention of Rome, Article 4, fixing transit charges on mari
time carriage of articles in closed mails. 

The Norwegian administration claimed the Newcastle
Bergen route (404 nautical miles) as a separate route, and 
that therefore Norway was entitled to payment at the rate 
of 4 francs for letters and postcards, and 50 centimes for 
other articles, as provided under Article 4, no. 3, cl. 2, 

lett" b. 
The United States claimed that the total transit charge 

for the entire route, New York-Bergen (3.000 nautical 
miles). should be assessed. and that the rate of 8 francs for 
letters and postcards. and one franc for other articles. was 
covered under Article 40 no. 3. cl. 2, lett" c, and that this 
total should be shared according to Article 3, no. 2, by the 
American and Norwegian administrations, and should be 
prorated according to the distance traversed. The United 
States of course stood to win a large sum. 

During 1914-1919 Norway repeatedly submitted her 
accounts and claimed certain sums as due her, and suggested 
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that the difference of interpretation of the convention be 
submitted to arbitration. The United States repeatedly 
accepted the accounts, amended them, and rejected arbitra
tion. Norway appealing to the Bureau at Berne early in the 
dispute, the Bureau asked the opinion of Germany, France 
and Great Britain. On October I, 1915, the British postal 
administration recommended that since the matter was of 
interest to other administrations, it be referred to the next 
congress. 

The unsuccessful negotiations continued for several years. 
On November 30, 1921, and on June 12, 1922 Norway 
proposed arbitration, and on August IS, 1922 the United 
States. refused, and refused also to arbitrate a similar dis
pute with Sweden. On May 7, 1923, Norway again pro
posed arbitration, and the United States on April 24, 1924, 
finally agreed to refer the interpretation of Article 4 of the 
Convention of Rome to arbitration, and to apply the de
cision to the similar disputes with Sweden and Denmark. 
The United States named the postal administration of Hun
gary as arbitrator, Norway named that of Switzerland. 

The United States lost, the Norwegian contention being 
upheld; that is, that the conveyance from Newcastle to 
Bergen was clearly a conveyance between" the ports of two 
states served by the same line of steamers," and came under 
letter b of the disputed Article; the contention was declared 
.. irrefutable." The contention of the United States as to 
letter c was declared .. applicable only when the entire mari
time transport is effected by the same postal packet." 

The United States was not only obliged under the terms 
of submission to pay the Norwegian administration at the 
rate of 4 gold francs per kilogram for letters and 50 cen
times for other articles, but according to Article xxxvii, 
c1. 2, of the Regulations, to add interest on the sums due 
1914-1919, at 5 per cent per annum. 
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As Professor l;Iudson said: 

The award tends to give an impression that the case of Nor
way was so clear that the dispute ought not to have been allowed 
to go so far, and the reluctance of the United States to agree to 
the arbitration hardly comports with what is generally supposed 
to be the American attitude toward such settlements of inter
national differences. 

S ubveHnollS 

According to Mr. Glover, Second Assistant Postmaster
General, the United States must pay subsidies, such payment 
meaning" it is the only way that the American flag can be 
kept on the seas."· The American merchant marine has 
certainly fluctuated in a century of history, and the flag has 
been run up or hauled down apparently according as subsi
dies have or have not been paid. 

In order to encourage shipbuilding and to further the 
carrying of American mails on American ships, the United 
States began to practice the gentle art of paying subsidies 
as far back as the 1840's, and continued it during a decade 
of Anglo-American merchant marine rivalry; to the Collins 
Line in pre-Civil War times," as an offset to the heavy sub
sidies paid to the Cunard Line by Great Britain, the United 
States then paying the heavier subventions;· to the Pacific 
Mail in post-Civil War times, at a total cost during the 
decade of $14,000,000." The Collins Line handicapped on 

I H.",;"g. before the subcommittee on the posllll a_riation bill, of 
the Hoase Committee on Appropriations, 19>8. Congress 6g: .. P. J92. 

• This contn.<:t .... entered into in 1847. wheIa Congress aathoriad the 
Secretary of the Navy to ae<:q>t the Collins offer, provided their senic:e 
was faster than the Cunard. Meekor. 0,. riI., pp. '51>-170-

• British subsidies to the Canard Line are of coarse still beiug paid. 
See S ... Dot:. No. 141, Congress 59:', • American Mettbant Marine 
and American Commerce -, p. 60, for the contIact which resalted in the 
building of the M..-1aIoia and Ltuit<aoitL 

• S. LitmaD, &motioIt of I~ r..... (New YorIr, '9"7), 
P. 'os. 
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account of the exacting terms of the contract in spite of the 
subsidy, and suffering losses of its main ships which lost it 
the confidence of the public,> and the Pacific Mail resulting 
in a national scandal through the exposure of the corrupt 
lobby, "throwing discredit on the whole matter of ship 
subsidies, . . . all contracts were terminated." • The habit 
of subsidies never became confirmed. 

The American merchant marine, rudely shocked by the 
Civil War, lost the attention of the American people, who 
turned to the developing of the vast inland region. Still, 
floods of subsidy bills were introduced into Congress, and 
Postmasters-General in their Reports continued often to 
argue the brief of American mails in American ships. 
Typical of these is the appeal made by Postmaster-General 
Creswell in 1871, who recommended as 

legislation to encourage American ships ... a reasonable com
pensation for conveying the mails in excess of the postage 
receipts as probably the only government aid needed to increase 
ocean ships plying between our own and foreign ports.' 

The Forty-eighth Congress made an appropriation for a 
subsidy to South and Central American and West Indian 
mail, to American-built and American-registered ships, but 
Postmasters-General Vilas and Dickenson did not make use 
of it; apparently because they could not find or evoke Amer
ican ships to which to pay the subvention." 

I The Collins contract was reduced in 1856, terminated in 18sS. possibly 
because of Southern influence in Congress. See Hous. Doc. R.porl No. 
2889. p. 6; Congress 51: I. See also Grosvenor M. Jones. Gov,,,,,,,,,,,' 
Aid 10 Merchanl Shipping (Washington, 1916). 

I Warren D. Renninger. Go","""",,' Policy i" Aid 01 America .. Ship
ping (Philadelphia, 1911). p. 41. 

• R.porl 01 PoslftlGSltr-Gene,al. 1871. p. xx. 
• House Committee. United States Post-Offices and Post Roads, R.porl 

No. 1889. 
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Finally in the era of Postmaster-General Wanamaker, by 
the Postal Aid Bill of March, 1891,> a definite effort was 
made to develop American shipping through postal subsidies 
and naval supervision. Payment was provided for ships of 
four classes, under contracts which were to run from five to 
ten years, according to speed varying from 12 to 20 knots, 
according to mileage varying from 66% cents to $4 per 
nautical Inile, and according to tonnage, with particular 
reference to the possibilities of speedy conversion of the 
ships so favored into auxiliary cruisers, a frequent device 
for the expansion of navies in those days. American ship-

'ping, however, did not speedily respond to this persuasion, 
and when it did, just before the war, the profit shown was 
accomplished by dispatching all the mail possible on contract 
ships." 

The practice of postal subsidies became a prominent post
war policy. The Merchant Marine Act of 1920' provided 
that" all [ocean] mail of the United States •.• if practi
cable," should be carried on American-built and registered 
vessels, the Postmaster-Genera1 being authorized to make 
contracts within the liInit of appropriations made therefor 
by Congress." Steamships must as non-contract service 
carry mail at the rates prescribed by Congress, that of land 
plus sea postage; for ships of foreign registry 3S cents a 
pound for letters; for ships of American registry 80 cents 
a pound for letters; second-class mail in the same respective 
varying proportions. This rate for foreign ships is accord
ing to the schedule fiJ.-ed in the Stockholm Conventiou. 
Articles 70 and 76. 

The Merchant Marine Act of May 22, 1928, is frankly a 
mail-subsidy measure; lC the main purpose of this act is to 

I Jfd of M ... r. 3. z8p" Co SIll. 26 Stat. 830-
• R.~ of 1M P~ 19l4. Po as. LitmaD, 0#. cit. Po lO6. 
• Poc~ LInN, Cougress 66: a, Jome So Igao. 
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develop American merchant marine." 1 In three pages it 
provides for the remodeling, improving, and replacement of 
ships, and for loans to promote building, with a limitation 
of $250,000,000; in six pages it provides for ocean mail 
service. All ocean mail is to be carried on vessels docu
mented under the laws of the United States.' The Post
master-General certifies to the United States Shipping Board 
proposed routes for the subsequent five years. The Shipping 
Board then certifies to the Postmaster-General the type, 
speed, size, etc., of the vessels to be so employed, the Secre
tary of the Navy being consulted in the making up of these 
specifications. 

The Postmaster-General then enters into ten-year con
tracts (or less) for the carrying of ocean mail with citizens 
of the United States, the lowest bidding. Vessels must be 
American-built, owned, officered, in part manned (one-half 
the crew American; after 1932, two-thirds the crew Amer
ican), and registered (unless registered before February I, 

1928). Seven classes of ships are specified, the speed vary
ing from 10 to 24 knots, the tonnage varying from 2500 to 
not less than 20,000 tons, the rates of compensation varying 
from $1.50 to $12 per nautical mile! The Postmaster
General has power to contract for ships of higher speed at a 
higher rate, and for airships. 

1 Public, No. 463, Congress iO: ,. See Report of Poslmoster-Cetlerol, 
1929, p. 35. 

• The exception made in the Act of 1928, of mail to Canadian ports 
was repealed. See Siais. of U. S. Congres. il: 2, '_'930, pt. I, 
p. '69, ch. li3. 

I In 1930 in consequence of this Act, 12 new ocean mail routes were 
added to the 25 routes already in operation, the mail contracts entered into 
by the Postmaster-General for the· building of the new ships to cover 
these routes calling for an aggregate of $253,000,000, and the contracts 
involving a total mail pay of $9,000,000 per annum. U .. il,d Sial,s 
Doily, Jan. 21, 22, 23, ~ 1930. 
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Section 414 of this Act makes positive restrictions, which 
have not been found entirely convenient in practical appli

cation: 

All mails of the United States shipped or carried on vessels 
shall, if practicable, be shipped and carried on American-built 
vessels documented under the laws of the United States. No 
contract hereafter made with the Postmaster-General for carry
ing mails on vessels so built and documented shall be assigned 
or sublet, and no mail covered by such contract shall be carried 
on any vessel not so built and documented. No money shan 
be paid out of the Treasury of the United States on or in rela
tions to any such contract for carrying mails on vessels so built 
and documented when said contract has been assigned or sublet, 
or when mails covered by such contract are, in violation of 
the terms thereof, carried on any vessel not so built and 
documented.' 

In addition to these definite subventions, American ships 
are allowed a time-preferential in mail transportation, an 
attempt to offset similar preferences granted British and 
French ships in their ocean mail services; 24 hours prefer
ence to any American ship carrying mail under contract; 
48 hours preference if there are sea postal clerks aboard. 

As Mr. Glover recited the case before the Subcommittee . 
on Post-Office Appropriations in 1929: 

Following the Great War, the countries of economic import
ance have attempted to promote the economic welfare by secur
ing advantages for its (.sic) own business. Preference has been 
given to English ships in England, and to French ships in 
France, and as against the United States to English ships in 
French ports and to French ships in English ports, in the matter 
of carrying mail. The world is against this country so far as 
shiplling mail on American ships is concerned. and they always 

• See H",.,;..g., before the H ...... Commitue OIl YercbaDt lIariDoo. 
Ian. "1, 1!IlO. OIl the Da"ris BilL H. R. 11361. 
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give the preference to another Bag. It [such foreign mail] is 
invariably sent on the ship under the Bag of that nation. 1 

Mr. Glover then proceeded to unfold a story of the rivalry 
between the Majestic and the Leviathan leaving South
ampton, the Majestic leaving one day with 17,661 sacks of 
mail, the Leviathan leaving the next day with 1800 sacks, 
the Majestic delaying at Southampton and at Cherbourg for 
more mail, taking 8,000 sacks that should have been on the 
Leviathan. 

The Chairman of the committee declared that the mail 
brought to the United States in American ships is less than 
15 per cent, but that this is countered by the fact that mail 
sent from the United States in non-American ships is less 
than 20 per cent, adding" and we would not give them any 
if we had ships ready to take the mail out. . • • So we play 
the game that they do.'" 

That the rules of the game while benefiting American 
ships, do not always benefit American business, is evident 
in the comment of the Postmaster-General in 1925, who 
admitted that 

from the standpoint of mail service alone we could wish that 
this preference were not necessary as it sometimes handicaps 
American business in competing with foreign trade.' 

Or, as the Postmaster-General stated in 1929, 

By the preference of 24 to 48 hours in the matter of letter-mail. 
and an even greater preference in dispatching parcel post, we 

1 Hearings. before the SubcolIKl1ittee on the Post-Office Appropriation 
Bill of 1929. Congress 70: I. pp. 258-260-

I Ibid. According to the Report 0/ tlu Postmaster-G ...... al. for the 
Post-office Department, 1930. p. 39. the trans-Atlantic route received 
under the Act of 1928. 64 per cent of the weight, and 90 per cent of the 
pay. for carrying the mails. 

• Report 0/ tlu Poslmasler-Gnreral. 1925. p. 4.'1. 
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are handicapping American business. [However. Postmaster
General Brown saw this as an argument for the encourage
ment of American shipping.] It is hoped that the operation 
of the Merchant Marine Act will eventually correct this 
situation.' 

Tn. Conventiolf and the Constitvtiolf 

President Grant did not submit the Convention of Berne. 
1874. to the Senate for advice and consent. Only three pos
tal conventions. all before 1861. have ever been subjected to 
the Senate.· As remotely as 1792 Congress declared it 

lawful for the Postmaster-General ••• to make arrangements 
with the Postmasters in any foreign country for the reciprocal 
receipt and delivery of letters and packets through the post 
office service.' 

That the first Postmasters-General made use of this per
mission is certain; there was mail exchanged between the 
United States and foreign countries; it must have been ex
changed under .. arrangements" contemplated in that early 
Act of Congress. But such arrangements were entered into 
without much record. simply on the authority of the Post
master-General, and with no question as to his power, no 
question as to the validity of such executive agreements. 
In 1844, Congress gave the Postmaster-General permission 

to' enter into such arnngement or arrangements with the proper 
authorities in France and Germany. the owners and agents of 
the vesse1s plying regularly between those countries and the 
United States, whereby. safe and, as near as possible, regular 
and direct mail communication, under official guaranty, betweeD 

I Rq,m 01 IM~"""" 011"" Post-o/fir. ih~. 1_ 
p.M-

• Slot. .. L.. 'fOI.:n. See Hanter MiI1or, -I'nlpoood ..... Editica of 
the Treaties of the UDiIeil States,· A. I. T. L.. 'fOI. lI4 (1!I3D). p. ..... 

• Act of Coacnss. Feb. lID, 1792, I S ..... lIlI, Sec. a6. 
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the United States and the continent of Europe, viz, the ports 
of Bremen in Germany, and Havre in France, and such other 
principal ports on said continent as the Postmaster-General shall 
deem proper, shall be secured, so that the entire inland and 
foreign postage on letters and all other mail matter sent over 
seas from and to the United States, and to and from any port 
of France, and of the States comprehended within the German 
Customs Union, and of those countries of the continent between 
which and France and the said German States there exists a 
continued arrangement of the like kind, may be paid at the 
place where they are respectively mailed or received.' 

An even more inclusive mandate from Congress to the 
Postmaster-General may be found in the "General Act to 
Consolidate and Revise the Laws Relating to the Post-Office 
Department," of June 8, 1872. 

For the purpose of making better arrangements with foreign 
countries or to counteract their adverse measures affecting our 
postal intercourse with them, the Postmaster-General by and 
with the advice and consent of the President, may negotiate and 
conclude postal treaties and conventions, and may reduce or 
increase the rates of postage on mail matters conveyed between 
the United States and foreign countries." 

The use of the words "conventions and treaties" should 
be noted as new in the statute. This Act is sti1l the charter 
under which the Post-Office Department proceeds in making 
treaties and conventions. It will be found in Postal Ltrws 
and Regulations of the United States of America, being 
chapter 2, section 496, of the Act of Congress, June 19, 
1922. That Act declares simply that "the Postmaster 
General shall transmit a copy of each postal convention con
cluded with foreign governments to the Secretary of State" 

I Joint Resolution, June IS, 1844. 5 Sial., 718. 

.'7 Sial. al L., 304. sec. 167 (R. S. aQll). 
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(section 497). As Crandall says in his study of the Treaties 
of the United States, "In virtue of this Act, conventions 
of this class have been concluded by the Executive without 
submission to the Senate." 1 

There has been and there continues to be much dis
cussion about this departure from constitutional ways of 
making treaties. There may be found authorities who de
clare that because the Senate does not share in the making 
of postal treaties, therefore these are not treaties. The 
Assistant Attorney-General of the Post-Office Department 
once advised that 

the use of the term .. treaties" in the statute, however, is in
accurate and rather unfortunate, for postal conventions do not 
rise to the dignity of treaties, which under the Constitution can 
be made only by the President by and with the advice of the 
Senate provided two-thirds of the Senate present consents." 

A doubtful admission of their status may be found in 
Hearings before the House Committee considering appro
priations for 1922, when Chairman Madden in speaking of 
the Madrid Universal Postal Union Convention, remarked 
interrogatively, .. It is like a treaty? .. " 

Certain" Opinions" of Attorneys General of the United 
States give positive weight to the other side of the argument, 
and accept the status of such conventions made in an extra
constitutional way. Attorney General Devens in 1878,' 
Attorney General Garland in 1887," and Acting Attorney 
General Taft in IBgo may be cited. The latter asserted: 

• Samuel B. Crandall, T....ms. Tloftr Ma1tiag /IJIIJ Eafor<-. 
Columbia UDi-';~ Press (N .... York, 1904), p. 93-

• 06iciol O~ 01 1M A.m-A~ Ganal/or 1M POll
OfficI D.~, -rol. iv, DO. IS18. 

• H.",.;,.g, before. subcommittee on postal oppropriations of the Hoase 
Committee on Appropriations for IgIa, Coagress 66: 3. p. 93-

• Op. AIU. c.... zv, 462-
'lWI.. -rol. xix, p. » 
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Where long usage dating back to a period contemporary with 
the adoption of the Constitution, sanctions an interpretation of 
that instrument different from that which would be reached by 
the ordinary rules of construction were the question a new one, 
the usage will be followed . . . . It is fair to presume • • . . 
that from the legislation of 1792 . . .. down to the present 
time, the Postmaster-General, by the authority conferred in the 
Acts of Congress . . . • has exercised the treaty-negotiating 
power of the government . . . . The concurrence of the Senate 
has not been deemed necessary to the validity of such treaties. 
The powers of the Postmaster-General in this regard, under 
the present statute, are larger, and at the same time better 
defined, than they were in the Act of 1792, but the general 
character of the power, that is, of binding the Government by a 
contract with a foreign nation with reference to inter-postal 
conveniences, has not changed from the foundation of the Gov
ernment to the present day then, the Constitution has been 
interpreted to mean that the power vested in the President to 
make treaties, with the concurrence of two-thirds of the Senate, 
does not exclude the right of Congress to vest in the Postmaster
General power to conclude conventions with foreign govern
ments for the cheaper, safer, and more convenient carriage of 
foreign mails.' 

Federal courts and the Supreme Court of the United 
States may be quoted as considering postal conventions to 
be treaties. Speaking for the Supreme Court seven years 
after the Berne Convention became operative, Mr. Justice 
Miller in a case concerning dutiable goods, declared a certain 
article 

. . . forbidden by the express provisions of the postal treaty 
under which it came, which is the law of the land." 

Forty years later, Judge Dickinson of the district court of 
Eastern Pennsylvania said: 

'[bid, vol. xix, p. 52fl. 

• CO/SMW'" v. Nasro, 107 U. S. 215 (1882). 
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The ever-growing communications between the peoples of other 
countries and our own people made it necessary to in some way 
extend the operation of the postal service, so as to include 
packages and parcels other than what is recognized as ordinary 
mail matter. AJJ a means to this end conferences of repre
sentative of the countries most concerned were held and con
ventions reached. The authority for entering into these con
ventions is to be found in the treaty-making power, and what 
they are by an examination of the statutes.~ 

However, two years later, Judge Manton of the district 
court of Southern New York questioned the status of postal 
arrangements: 

They cannot be considered treaties because the treaty-making 
power is confined in the President and the Senate by the Con
stitution. They are but provisions which determine what mer
chandise may be received in the mail. . • . If it was in violation 
of the Universal Postal Convention's rules, it is as a means of 
introduction.' 

Evidently confusion as to the legal status of postal 
"treaties" persists, even in the higher courts. But the 
practice is so convenient that it is doubtful if any alteration 
would be found feasible. While not of course affecting 
their status in the United States, it may be noted that coun
tries other than the United States enter into these postal 
agreements in their customary constitutional method of pro
cedure and regard them as treaties, and that the cooperation 
of the United States with the other countries in the drafting 
of these documents is a cooperation in the making of inter
national treaties. To quote Oppenheim: 

The distinction made by the Government of the United States 
between IrftJIies, which can only be ratified by the President 

t U. S. Y. lB PlJCiog'$ 01 D""", 1-. au Fed. lal (1\lIS). 
'U. S. Y. 4 p".hgu 01 C"'~, SJI(/ Fed. 3S4 (1\117). 
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with the consent of the Senate, and agreements, which do not 
require such consent, has nothing to do with International Law. 
It is a distinction according to constitutional law-or the con
stitutional practice-of the United States.' 

AMERICAN DELEGATIONS TO CoNGRESSES AND CONFERENCES' 

1863, Paris .............. Montgomery Blair 
John A. Kasson 
Miihle 

1874, Berne ............• *Joseph H. Blackfan 
Rambusch 

1876, Paris 
1878, Paris .............. James H. Tyner 

*Joseph H. Blackfan 
1880, Paris .............. Brulatour 
1885, Lisbon ...........• William T. Otto 

*James S. Crawford 
ISgo, Brussels 
1891, Vienna ............ *Captain N. M. Brooks 

William Potter 
1897, Washington .......• General George S. Batcheller 

Edward Rosewater 
James N. Tyner 

*Captain N. M. Brooks 
A. D. Hazen 
Colonel Charles Chille Long 
Robert Stockwell Hatcher 

1900. Berne ............• W. S. Shallenberger 
*Captain N. M. Brooks 

'I"",national Low (London, 1920), ,3rd <d., voL i, p. 664. An inter
esting comment OD the status of postal treaties, as ... charters of incor ... 
poration,» is made by ProfessOI McNair, .. The Legal Olaracter of 
Treaties," B. L. 1. L., voL ii (1930), p. 116. 

• Names starred are those of • Superintendents of Foreign MaiIs,
except that of Eugene R. White, who is listed as • Director of Inter
national Postal Service.' 
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1!)06. Rome ......•...... *Captain N. M. Brooks 
Edward Rosewater 

1920. Madrid •.......... Otto Praeger 
*S. M. Webber 
Elizabeth Lee Woods 
Josec Topacio 
Romualdez 

1924. Stockholm ....•..•. Joseph Stewart 
Eugene R. White 

*Edwin Sands 
Juan Ruiz 

1927. The Hague ......•• W. Irving Glover 
*Eugene R. White 

1929. London ..••..•..•• Joseph Stewart 
*Eugene R. White 
H. S. Frankhauser 
John E. LanieU 



History 

CHAPTER II 

INTERNATIONAL TELEGRAPH UNION 

CONVENTION OF ST. PETERSBURG, 1875.1 
REGULATIONS OF PARIS, 1925" 

THERE were telegrams before there were letters. In re
mote centuries signals were used, and those modern-minded 
people, the ancient Greeks, employed the heliograph as a 
means of communication.· But, until the metal wire was 
strung almost invisibly across space, messages remained 
visible and elementary. 

Experiments were made in the inquisitive eighteenth cen
tury; communication in the commercial nineteenth century 
began to move with electric speed. Puck's girdle thrown 
about the earth in forty minutes was a slow circumferation 
compared with that of nine minutes when the Pacific cable 
was opened on July 4, 1903, and President Roosevelt threw 
upon the wire an earth-engirdling message.' 

No other invention was so promptly adopted by all people.· 
Each country developed a usage, but there then resulted an 
impasse: telegraph wires from two countries would come up 

, B. F. S. P., vol. lxvi, pp. 1!r87; L. N. T, S., vol. 57. 
• ]nt.rnatio1l/Jl Telegraph Convention, H. M. Stationery Office, 1921>. 
• George Abel Schreiner, Cabl. and Wirel". and 'heir PhK. m ,he 

Foreign Relatio", of ,he United S'a'" (Boston, 1924). 
• Fortieth Anniversary of the Mackay System (New York, 1924), p. 24-
• Louis Renault, "De I. protection international des cables telegrapbiques 

sous marins ". R. D. 1. L. C., 1880, voL xii, p. 251. 
90 
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to the boundary line and stop; often that boundary line was 
not the old geologic division of mountains or the geographic 
division of rivers, but the new astronomical line drawn as a 
compromise between opposing claims of nations, invisible 
except as toll houses made evident national rivalries. It was 
an intolerable situation. The achievement of an interna
tional telegraph was more difficult than that of an interna
tional post, since the post involved the transmission of ma
terial objects, while the telegraph was concerned with things 
visible and invisible, with apparatus, language, hours of 
opening and closing of offices, and the minutiae of tariffs.' 

Treaties were made between two states, as Austria-Prus
sia, 1849, France-Baden, 1852,' telegraph frontiers began 
to fall. An interesting type of bilateral adjustment, going 
beyond convention and actually uniting offices may be cited 
in the Franco-Swiss treaty of February 7, 1853." The tele
graph administrations of the two countries determined to 
unite their national services arriving respectively in Mul
house and Basle, in Ma~on and Geneva, through instituting 
blW'elJllS mixl!es in Basle and in Geneva. National wires 
and the national laws governing them came up to the com
mon frontier office, agents of the two administrations served 
in the bureaux in a common service, enjoying a kind of dip
lomatic immunity (Art. 6), and accomplishing the exchange 
of messages across the frontier which then ran invisibly 
through this office.· 

RtgioMl Af"f"llngetMllts 

Through the decade of the 1850'S efforts were made 
among European states to unite territories which had some-

I Poiasard, o~ tUq p. :a;o. 
• M. N. R. G., vol. xiv, P. 501; de Oen:q, YO!. vi, P. all
o d. Oen:q. ibid., p. a,s6. 
• Poiasard, ot. ~ p. aSl. 
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thing of common geography, common interests, but what 
was more feasible in each instance, a common language; the 
difficulty of language, the lack of an international language, 
is one of the problems which has presented itself in the mak
ing of each international telegraph convention. 

On July 25, 1850, four German states, Austria, Bavaria, 
Prussia, and Saxony, united in a Iimitrophic telegraphic 
union, writing a treaty and three supplementary conventions, 1 

covering the activities of governments and of private com
panies. The intention was to regulate not only the territory 
of the four states, but ultimately to control the telegraph in 
all the German states. (Preamble). 

On Ocober 4, 1852, a convention was entered into by 
France, Belgium, and Prussia," Prussia stipulating that her 
signature included the states of Austria, Bavaria, and Sax
ony which had signed the German-Austrian treaty of 1850, 
of Hanover and Wurtemberg which had adhered to that 
treaty, of the Netherlands which had acceded to it. The 
purpose was .. to assure to international telegraph corres
pondence the advantages of a uniform tariff and identical 
regulations." An examination of the convention, which 
was revised twice,' reveals it as distinctly a forerunner of the 
international treaties of 1865-1875. The right to telegraph 
is assured to .. everyone" (Art. I). The administrations 
agree to the exchange of all the documents relative to the 
organizatio!l of the services, the apparatus and the improve
ments of their telegraphs, and express a wish for uniform 
apparatus (Art. 4). Dispatches even then were divided into 
three classes with an order of preference: government, ser
vice, general (Art. 8). Administrations could refuse to ac-

I Newnann, Traitlt, voL v, p. 196. 

I de Clercq, Traitls, vol. vi, p. 22~ 

• At Berlin, June 29. 1855, de Qercq, voL vi, P.·SSS9; at Brussels, June 
30, 1858, de Clercq, voL vii, p. 499-
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cept telegrams they considered against the public good (Art. 
14). They did assure secrecy (Art. 17), but they refused 
to accept responsibility for telegraphic correspondence (Art. 

7)' 
A third regional convention was entered into December 

29, 1855, by France, Belgium, Spain, Sardinia, and Switzer
land.1 This conventional law is expressed often in the same 
terms as the triple treaty of 1852, France thereby becoming 
the connecting link in these regional arrangements of Latin 
states, with Prussia the corresponding connecting link in the 
regional arrangement of the German states. But even with 
the best intentions, expressed in the conventions, there were 
difficulties of dissimilar administrative regimes in the sepa
rate countries. Each union was zoned, the tariffs were still 
complicated and burdensome "au point de paralyser Ie 
trolic," says Poinsard.· 

These regional arrangements were concurrently supple
mented by bilateral adjustments seeking uniform tariffs 
across frontiers, especially French frontiers, as those of 
France-Luxembourg, France-Switzerland, France-Spain.· 
These were all negotiated in the 1860's. The Emperor Na
poleon III, at the height of his imperial glory, and neglecting 
no means which would centralize the world in France, moved 
then to secure a European entente by the scarcely visible 
wires of telegraphic solidarity. Invitations for an interna
tional telegraphic conference were sent out in 1864 in the 
name of the imperial government. 

ConfrrefIU of 1865 

There assembled in Paris, May 17. 1865, the delegates of 

1 d. Oen:q, TroiIls. ~. vi, p. Sill. 

• Poinsard, 01- ciI~ p. a86. 
• d. Om:q, Traills. vo1. Yili. pp. 612, 6.8, 6JQ. 
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twenty European states! These were Austria, Baden, Ba
varia, Belgium, Denmark, Spain, France, Greece, Hamburg, 
Hanover, Italy, the Netherlands, Portugal, Prussia, Russia, 
Saxony, Sweden-Norway, Switzerland, Turkey, Wurtem
berg. Only three of these, Russia, Sweden, Norway, had 
not been connected with the regional unions of the German 
or Latin states. The conference was, beyond the subtle in
tentions of Napoleon to control Europe through interna
tional organization, an inevitable result of the preceding 
limited conferences. The" regional" aspect now covered 
Europe, continental Europe, however, for Great Britain 
was not there. Quite naturally at this stage there was no 
representation from the Americas nor from the other 
continents. 

As soon as the conference was called, a committee was des~ 
ignated to draft the convention. This committee held six
teen laborious sessions; there were but three plenary ses
sions.· The avant-projet of the French delegation, 
embodying the results of the preceding experiments of par
tial unions, was a deliberate preparation to control the con
ference, Napoleon's objective; France kept the strings of the 
deliberations in her hands. The provisions aimed to secure 
a single continuous territory, to suppress zones, reduce rates, 
send telegrams in any language or in cipher, cause to fain 
suivre, and establish the franc as the monetary unit of 
exchange. 

The general aims of a single territory, of unified service, 
and of reduced tariffs, are the aims of every conference 
which attempts by a convention to secure a simplified inter
national administration out of the mass of multi-national 
administrations, regional laws, local administrations, and 

I Arch Dip., vol. xxi, 1866, pI. i, pp. 17-38; B. P_ S. P., voL lvi, pp. 
'94-316 • 

• Poinsard, op. cil., p •• 86 ., .. q. 
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local tariffs expressed in local moneys. A convention failing 
in these, the public will have none of it. Succeeding in these 
the public will compel the sovereign state to accept the limi
tations. The nations accepted this Convention of Paris; it 
became, as it were, a preliminary study in the laws govern
ing such communications. 

elmfernlee of 1875 
There were still many difficulties to be adjusted, and 

Europe was of uncertain content in 1865. Nations were 
being made and unmade, and nations were becoming owners 
of telegraph utilities. The conference in 1868, held at 
Vienna, admitted remaining European fragments, Luxem
bourg, Rumania, Serbia, and it enlarged itself to something 
beyond a European regional union by admitting Persia and 
India. When the third conference met, 1871-1872,atRome, 
the new capital of new Italy, Great Britain had become 
owner of her telegraphic line and therefore joined the union,' 
while colonial expansion was indicated by the admission of 
the Dutch East Indies. In 1875, at St. Petersburg, when 
the permanent set-up of the union was developed through 
twenty sessions and many meetings of committees," Europe 
had been adjusted as it was to remain until 1914- Because 
of the erasing of boundaries there were only fifteen Euro
pean states represented; but Egypt was there for Africa, 
independently of Turkey; the United States was there from 
the Americas. The International Telegraph Union had be
come something more than European. 

1 By the BritisA T."I/ftlp" An of 1868, 31 ODd P Yin" c. 73. the 
Postmaster-Geoual is gi ..... authority to pardIase the 1iaes. 

• For. Rd., 187s. -.01. ii, p. I..,... 
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Convention and Regulations 1 

The convention of 1875, consisting of twenty-one articles, 
remains operative even after a half-century. As Mr. 
Schuyler said, " the Convention was drawn up in such form 
as to avoid the necessity of future revision." • The regu
lations, which up to 1875, were not separated from the con
vention, have been amended in accordance with Article 13, 
in various conferences, the current rules being those drawn 
up at Paris, 1925, consisting of eighty-eight articles. The 
convention was cast on simple lines, two general principles 
controlling: the essential duties and relations of member 
states to each other in telegrapic communication as directed 
by their administrative organs; the common duties of the 
international administration working through the respective 
national organs. After a half-century, there was expressed 
at Paris, 1925, a wish that the Convention should be re
written and a wish that the radio-telegraphic conference 
would pass a similar resolution, which it did, advocating a 
combining of the telegraph and radio-telegraph treaties.' 

Each member state agrees to put into international service 
an adequate number of special wires to be established and 

1 The Conventions and Regulations for the definite years are to be found: 

1865, B. F. S. P., va\. lvi, p. 394 e/ seq.; de Oercq, Traitls, voL viii, p. 254-
I868,B.F.S.P.,vol.lix, p. 322; de Oercq, Trait/s, voL x, p. 121. 
1872, B. F. S. P., vol. lxvi, p. 975; de Clercq, Traitls, voL xi, p. I. 
1875, B. F. S. P., voL lxvi, p. 19; M. N. R. G., 2 sor., voL iii, p. I. 
1879, B. F. S. P., va\. Ixx, p. 62; M. N. R. G., 2 ser~ va\. viii, p. 51. 
18850 B. F. S. P., vol. lxxvi, p. 597; M. N. R. G., 2 ser., voL xii, p. 205. 
18go,B. F.S.P., vol. lxxxii, p. 369; M. N. R. G., 2 ser, vol. xvii, p. 294-
18g6, B. F. S. P., vo\. lxxxviii, p. 112; de Oercq, voL xx. p. 433. 
1903, B. F. S. P., voL xevii, p. 736; de Oercq, voL xxii, p. :zg6. 
19oB, B. F. S. P., vol. cii, p. 214; M. N. R. G., 3 ser .• vol. v, p. 208. 
1925. H. M. Stationery Office (London, .926) • 
• 926. H. M. Stationery Office (London, '929). 

• For. Rd .•• 8750 vo\. ii, p. '072-
• See infra, p. -. 
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operated under the best conditions (Art. 4) ; each state re
serving the right to make special arrangements in respect to 
other than the international service. (Art. 17). Govern
ment telegrams have precedence, then telegrams of adminis
tration, then general telegrams (Art. 5). 

The rates are not fixed as they are in the treaties of the 
Universal Postal Union, but are covered by agreements 
among the sending and the receiving and the intermediary 
administrations, who must account to one another for the 
tariffs paid to each of them. Article 10 provides for a uni
form tax, except that a single European state may be sub
divided into two zones, and a tax created which will run 
in ~ch zone separately. Telegrams must be prepaid, and 
the amount of the tax is fixed in a table covering several 
pages of the regulations. 

The" right of everyone" to correspond by means of in
ternational telegraph is established (Art. I), the iOOividual 
being given more conspicuous consideration in telegraph 
charters than is usual even in international unions. Secrecy 
is assured the correspondence of these individuals (Art. 2), 
the state however reserving the right to stop any telegram 
dangerous to its security, contrary to the laws of the coun
try, to the public order, or to good morals (Art. 7), or to 
suspend and for any length of time all communication on 
one certain line, or even certain correspondence (Art. 8). 

Mr. Schuyler reporting officially to the Department of 
State, said that there was discussion at" St. Petersburg of 
an agreement whereby telegrams should be forwarded by the 
most direct routes, 

thougb not openly expressed in the conference in so many words, 
[it was considered] unsafe to make the change, as for many 
reasons it was undesirable to have all messages from the east 
and the west or the north and the south of Europe. sent through 
Germany and exposed to the inspection and possible indiscretion 
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of German officials. Both Russia and France were desirous 
of retaining some way of communication which did not pass 
through Berlin.~ 

There was recent memory of the Ems telegram, and the 
"war scare of 1875" was in the consciousness of both 
France and Russia. The Convention of St. Petersburg 
being still in effect, free speech is still limited over inter
national wires, and is subject to 11 certain surveillance of 
government officials in order that it may be discovered 
whether or not the public welfare is being threatened. 

The Language P'1'oblem 

The language problem, always important in international 
agreement, has been a particular difficulty in telegraphic 
communications. The first union, the German-Austrian 
group of 1850, was of course confronted by no such ques
tion since it was a grouping of German peoples. The 
second union, of France, Belgium, and Prussia, at first 
granted complete freedom to three languages, English, 
French, and German (Art. 13); but the revision of 1858, 
while enlarging the liberties of dispatches of state so that 
any language expressed in Roman characters was accepted, 
now eliminated English as a conventional language for pri
vate dispatches, recognizing only French and German, with 
each member state free to desiguate any other language, for 
the international service (Art. 10). The third union, of 
1855, recognized English, French, Italian, Spanish, and 
German as languages for international telegraphic corres
pondence (Art. II), with Spain reserving the right not to 
accept dispatches in German. 

The International Union in 1865 declared that each state 
should indicate the language it would use (Art. 9). In 
1868, telegraph correspondence was permitted in one of the 

PM. ReI., 1875, voL ii, p. 1070. 
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languages to be designated as used in the territory of the 
contracting state, and in Latin (Art. 9), an attempt no doubt 
to utilize what was then regarded as a universal language. 
In J875, French or the language of the country of destina
tion was recognized (Art. 8). 

By the date of the conference of 5t. Petersburg the union 
had become inclusive of all Europe, and not every telegraph 
office in Europe could cope with all the languages of Europe. 
Therefore the difficulty persisted, and each c:onference at
tempted its solution. At one time the Bureau was charged 
with the preparation of a Vocabulaire du lMIgage COfI"UeflU, 

a work destined to contain about 200,000 :words, never 
completed.' The rules of J908 (Art. 8) recognized only 
the .. pronunciation .. of current languages-German, Eng
lish, Spanish, French, Dutch, Italian, Portuguese, and Latin. 
That is, the phonetic: similarity of the Scandinavian tongues 
!night come under this ruling, but certainly not Russian, 
Balkan, Chinese, Persian, Egyptian, Japanese. Ciphers 
were allowed if the laws of the transInitting state perJnitted. 
and even if these prohibited, provided the telegram were in 
transit.' 

Since words vary in length, even in the languages recog
nized by the Regulations of J875, efforts were made to cope 
with this particular difficulty. The preliIninary conventions 
of the 1850's had attempted to regulate the length of words, 
of hyphenated words, and such devices. The determina
tions of 1875 went farther because abuse of the concept 
.. word .. had gone far. It had become evident that to the 
Germans, through the comprehensive possibilities of com-

I Mo:rnier. o~ riI., P. 32- See Bebn:Ddt, ~. d. I~ 
Hil/~ (Lilboclr, Jga6). 

• P. E. Do Nagle, 1"""""'-1 C....-..no... ... 1M IIlImIoIioroaI 
C-'oa (Washingtoa, Do c.. 111(3). pp. 12-18. 
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pounds, a word could be stretched on the forefinger of the 
telegraph to extraordinary proportions-" a paragraph could 
at times be condensed tel a sentence," said Mr. Schuyler in 
his report.1 The regulations of 1875 permitted that a word 
might consist of only fifteen Morse characters if it was in a 
European telegram, of only ten such characters as it was in 
an extra-European message (Regs., Art. 21). 

At the Paris Conference, 1925, the consideration of 
language was one of the most important items on the agenda. 
The regulations of 1908 had provided that the acceptance of 
telegrams in plain language was obligatory; and that tele
grams in secret language could be refused, except those in 
transit which must pass unless the govenunent of the country 
of transit had suspended services on that line (Art. 7). 
Each administration designated which of its own languages 
it authorized for international telegraphic correspondence: 
but beside these, Latin and Esperanto were to be admitted 
(Art. 8, # 3). Codes were to be formed only of syllables 
which could be pronounced according to ordinary usage in 
German, English, Spanish, French, Dutch, Italian, Por
tuguese or Latin, no word being permitted longer than ten 
Morse characters (Regs., Art. 9, # 3). 

This was not considered sufficiently exact in a world where 
telegraphic correspondence had become not only something 
more than European, but mnlti-continental, and in a world 
where code languages were a useful and necessary device in 
business. Therefore the international conference set up a 
special committee 011 code language. It met at Paris, 
1925, concurrently with the conference, and at Cortina 
d'Ampezzo in August, 1926, and formnlated a report, • which 
it had been determined at Paris should be submitted" to the 

IFor. Rei., vol. ii (1875), p. 1072-
I DoCt, ..... ,t. of til. Committ .. for til. Study of Code Lo_g., in five 

parts, Gov't. Prntg. Off. (Washington, D. C.), 1928. 
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first telegraphic or radio conference following the conclusion 
of the work of the committee.... There were two reports, 
a majority report signed by fourteen of the fifteen members, 
approved by the telegraph companies, carrying recommenda
tions for a five-letter or five-character code-word, the rate 
of the co-efficient to be determined; a minority report, signed 
by Great Britain, holding for a ten-letter code-word." 

The government of the United States, in response to a 
request from the French government as .. director" of the 
International Telegraph Union, on recommendation from 
the special committee, and considering the radio-telegraph 
Copference about to be held in Washington, invited the coun
tries there to be represented to empower their delegates to 
consider the Cortina Report.· 

On October 13, 1927, the Fifth Committee of the Wash
ington Conference, charged with examination of the Report, 
and with power to determine whether the Radio-Telegraph 
Conference was competent in the case, broke up on the first 
day on protest frnm the British delegation, supported by the 
French delegation and others, that it had not been legally 
summoned as an international telegraph conference accord
ing to Article IS of the St. Petersburg Convention, and it 
so reported to the radio conference. It recommended that 
the next international telegraph conference, scheduled to 
meet in Brussels in 1930, be advanced and held in 1928, and 
that it should concentrate on the question of code language.· 

Consequently, in due order, an international telegraph con
ference was summoned by the French government to meet at 
Brussels, September. 1928, which conference was able to 

I lbid~ pt. ~ P. to. 

11I>id.,pp.~. 

• EI. B~ pp. 117. IA 

• EI. B. P. 170-
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reconcile the divergent views of the member states, and to 
develop a scheme acceptable to the Union.' Messages are 
"therein divided into two categories. Category A provides 
for ten-letter words, conditioned as to their formation, which 
has been the custom of the union for fifty years; Category 
B provides for five-letter or five-character words, not con
ditioned (Art. 21). Messages cannot be mixed in the two 
categories; the rates are higher for Category A (Art. 9). 

A Committee on Analysis and Presentation of Proposals, 
established at Brussels, .. experts" named by Germany, 
Belgium, France, Great Britain, and Italy, met at Berne, 
February 5, 1929, to consider Articles 9 and 21 of the Regu
lations of 1925 as modified in 1928, and decided that as to 
Category A, the condition of pronounceability hitherto re
quired had been replaced by the obligatory presence of one 
or two vowels properly distributed, and that as to Category 
B, the decision of the office of origin could not be disputed.· 

The possibility of all this language difficulty coming to 
an end through development of the art of transmission of 
.. facsimile," has been indicated by Mr. Owen D. Young' 
and by Mr. Winterbottom of the R. C. A.' 

Membership 

Any nation may adhere to the convention, accepting the 
defined responsibilities and paying a definite contribution for 
the support of the International Bureau, by notifying 

I Pres. R.k(J$e, Dept. of State, Oct. 5. 1929-

• Pre .. Rtl'(J$'. Department of State, Ool. 25. 1929, P. 2. The Inter
national Bureau circularized the member states as to their opinion as to 
whether this arrangement would result in uniformity; of the thirty-one 
replying. the grut majority aJlirmed. 

• Owen D. Young. U Freedom of the Air". Sm. Ew. Poll. Nov. 26, 
1929-

• Hearillgs. Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce, December. 1929, 

Congress 11: 2. N..., York Ti"" •• Dec. 13, 1929-
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through the usual diplomatic channels the government which 
was last host to the conf~, which in tum communicates 
the notice to the member states; there is no provision for r~ 
jection of an applicant state. 

The convention may be denounced by any state, notice to 
take effect at the end of a year, but the convention to remain 
in vigor for the other member states-the customary rule 
that no single state can disrupt a communications union by 
withdrawal, and no two states can break it through war. In 
even so remote a day as 1892, M. Moynier could say of the 
International Telegraph Union, elk est la loi wmwrseUe.' 

The International Telegraph Union has become one of the 
largest leagues of states. Colonies and dependencies were 
first admitted in 1868, India being the first, and India to
gether with Persia at this date enlarged the Union to some
thing more than a European grouping. In 1875, Egypt, in
dependently of Turkey, was admitted to membership, thus 
enlarging the scope of the union to three continents. The 
United States of America was a member of that conference, 
thereby contributing the experiences of a fourth continent, 
but not becoming a member of the union. In 1879, at Lon
don, the union became highly internationa1ized with such 
a variety of new member states as Brazil from South 
America, Japan from Asia, New Zealand and certain of the 
states of Australia from the Pacific: area. In ISgo, Argen
tina from South America was admitted, and the Spanish col
onies, Cuba, the Philippines, and Porto Rico. Conspicuous 
by their absence are the United States, Canada, Mexico, 
Cuba, Central American states, Fern, Paraguay. 

Private C o",parties 

In a telegraph world of diversities, the adjustment of the 
service of public: administnltions with the service of prin.te 

• • KO)'Dier ... riI., P. IS. 
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companies has been a difficult problem. Telegraph in the 
great majerity 'Of ceuntries is publicly 'Owned, in a very few 
countries is private enterprise. Therefore the great major
ity 'Of gevernments, 'Owning and regulating the telegraph ser
vice, enter inte an internatienal cenventien which sets up 
an internatienal unien through which is executed interna
tional regulation of this means of communication. The 
small minority 'Of ceuntries remaining outside the union reg
ulate their telegraph services in whatever degree their con
stitutions and public opinion permit; they do not become 
members of the International Telegraph Union, nor directly 
benefit by its uniformity of regulation. 

Te reconcile the diversities between public and private 
ownership is a majer preblem in communication. At Rome, 
I87I, the question was raised; at 5t. Petersburg, I875, the 
adjustment was made in the convention (Art. I9), te be 
fully covered in the regulations. 

It happens that private companies exist both in states 
where the governments de administer the telegraph, and in 
states where there is ne gevernment administration. The 
current Regulations 'Of I925, previde that those private com
panies werking within a member state and carrying inter
national service, shall be regarded as an integral part of the 
telegraph system of their state (Regs., Art. 9I, # I). The 
private cempany in a non-member state carrying interna
tienal service, may, en notification through diplomatic chan
nels from its 'Own government te the gevernment directing 
the unien, and en acknewledging the " ebligatery clauses .. 
of the cenvention and regulatiens, be permitted te enjey 
.. all the advantages 'Of the cenventien" (Art. 9I, # 2). 
Private companies, even when not formal members 'Of the 
union, de however, en invitatien from the directing gevern
ment, send representatives te telegraph conferences where 
they serve as experts, a necessary adjunct to such meetings 
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since the resulting regulations must be of practical effect, 
and must be observed in all international service. 

Private companies can connect their cables to the telegraph 
system of a member state only If by formally undertaking to 
submit their tariffs to the approval of the state granting them 
the concession, and to make no modifications, either in the ' 
tariff or in the regulations, except after a notification 
through the International Bureau" (Art. 91, # 4): a two 
months interval runs before such modification may be re
garded as effective, and at least twtll1ty days for changes in 
the tariff (Art. 86, # 10). 

The GOfItI"MMKI 

The organs of government are the Conference and the 
Bureau; but there is limitation on the power of these legis
lative and executive bodies. 

The Conference (Arts. IS, 16), during the period from 
I865 to 1875, had diplomatic character as well as technical. 
Since 1875, with no remaking of the convention, the con
ference has regarded itself rather as one of experts to con
sider the workings of the agreement, and when necessary to 
alter the regulations. It meets, not at periodic intervals, but 
at the time and place fixed by one conference for the succeed
ing: if ten or more states request it, the date of meeting can 
be advanced (Regs., Art. 88). Changes in the regulations 
as well as in the convention must be submitted to the mem
ber states for approval, and that approval must be unani
mous (Art. 16). 

Between conferences an amendment to the regulatioos 
which is suggested to the Bureau, may be submitted by the 
Bureau to the member states with a four-month period for 
consideration, the replies to be collated by the Bureau and 
the result to be submitted to the member states for approval, 
with a four-month period for registering the vote; if no 
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reply is received that state is considered as not voting. In 
order to change the regulations the vote must be unanimous 
of the states voting; in order to interpret a regulation the 
vote may be a majority; two months must elapse between the 
notification of the change and its going into effect. If the 
change is in the tables of tariffs, the assent of concerned ad
ministrations only is necessary, but these must be unani
mous; notification must be twenty days before the change is 
effective (Regs., Art. 86). 

The Bureau 

The Bureau (Art. 14) is in a sense the administrative or
gan, in that it watches over the operation of the convention, 
and arranges the details of the conference which the secre
tary-general attends as an ex-officio member (Regs., Art, 
86). 

The Bureau was not created without difficulties. France 
suggested at Paris, 1865, a permanent commission composed 
of delegates from each contracting state, which should sit at 
the seat of the "last conference and carry on under the direc
tion of the chief of the telegraph administration of that state. 
Possibly this was the ballim d'essrA Napoleon liked to send 
up to see how the European wind was blowing. It was not 
blowing so internationally; only an exchange of information 
and views was provided. By 1868, the inadequacy of this 
was demonstrated, and the French plan was attempted. A 
so-called Bureau was set up, January 1, 1869. It did not 
work, it was too cumbrous, not sufficiently technical. In 
1872, the Swiss plan was adopted (Art. 60), with a secre
tary-general attached to the commission. In 1875, that is 
in the year after the Universal Postal Union had profited by 
the experience of the Telegraph Union, the modern Bureau 
was set up, une creotion originale, une veritable i.nnovation,' 

I Moynier, 01. cit., p. 25. 
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declared M. Moynier. It had taken twelve years to evolve 
the plan, and the Universal Postal Union had already cap
tured the idea. 

The International Bureau of Telegraph Administrations 
then, is an intermediary for the administrations, organized 
under the authority of the Swiss telegraph and postal ad
ministration. It is charged with co1\eeting and publishing 
information, announcing the opening of new lines, the clos
ing of old, notifying of interruptions in service, and changes 
in tariffs both internal and international. It makes studies 
in the interest of international telegraphy, prepares tables of 
statistics, publishes documents, tables of tariffs, and annual 
reports. 

The expenses of the Union, that is of the Bureau, were 
fixed in the Convention of St. Petersburg with a classifica
tion similar to that of the Postal Union (Art. 14), which 
has not since been changed, although the expenses of the 
Bureau have of course increased, and the .. unit" has there
fore been increased. Member states of the first class pay 
twenty-five units, those of the sixth class pay three units, 
each administration choosing the class it will enter. 

C ollSMltatiw C ommilte, 

An .. International Consultative Committee on Telegraph 
Communications II was set up in 1925 (Art. 87), just as the 
Postal and the Radio unions have developed Research 
Committees. It is .. charged with the task of studying tech
nical questions concerning international telegraph particu
larly as regards long-distance telegraphy, and the necessary 
measures for obtaining the best output from the insta1la
tions. II The committee reports to the Bureau; it does not 
meet periodically, but each meeting arranges for the next 
and names the next directing government which acts as a 
permanent secretariat during the interim, receives questions 
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and determines the agenda. It is itself composed for each 
meeting of experts from administrations which wish to take 
part. 

Settlement of Disputes 

There is no provision for arbitration, for judicial settle
ment, among the member states; this is left for the states 
to develop between themselves. In this respect also the In
ternational Telegraph Union may be regarded as more ele
mentary, certainly less highly internationalized, than the 
unions which control postal and radio communications, or 
the Pan-American regional controls. 

There was no suggestion for methods of judicial settle
ment in the treaties of earlier regional groupings; nor was 
there any such provision written into the original convention 
of the International union. But the Convention of 1868 
provided (Art. Ix) that if there was a difference of interpre
tation of the convention, the telegraph administration of the 
state where the last conference was held, the directing gov
ernment, should convoke a conference of member states, and 
the decisions of this conference should have effect even for 
the administrations not represented. This impressive but 
clumsy measure was dropped by the conference of Rome, 
1872 . 

War and Peace 

The effect of war upon telegraphic communication be
tween belligerents is of course complete, communication can 
be and is prohibited." Bilateral arrangements are quietly 
made for restoration. The Peace treaties following the 
Great War do provide that the Convention of the Interna
tional Telegraphic Union shall be reaffirmed by the Central 
Powers. 

1 AIoore, Digest, vol. vii. # 113,5. 
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This union of states is one of the international organiza. 
tions which it was expected would be plaA:ed under the direc· 
tion of the League of Nations (Art. 24). The United 
States is not a member of this union, nor of the League. 
With certain other countries which did not accept the 
League the United States had accepted definite articles of 
the Telegraph Convention, set over into the Radio Tel~ 
graph Convention of London, 1912 (Art. 17). This con· 
vention continues in force among its signatories who have 
not yet accepted the Convention of Washington. This latter 
convention omits the preceding Article 17, but embodies the 
necessary provisions in its own articles, and retains the 
Bureau of the Telegraph Union for the prescribed adminiS" 
trative activities of the International Radio Union. B~ 

cause of this situation. the International Telegraph Union 
is not directed by the League. The League however has a 
committee in its divisions of Communications and Transit 
which considers international te1egraph matters.' 

The Bureau and the union are of increasing importance 
in the history of international communications. as electric 
correspondence furthers the processes of the swift·working 
world. It can no longer be said, as said M. Saveny in 1878, 
that m misots mi_ d, la mgesse rk .PO.!' attitude, Ie BureatJ 
IntentatiotWl [tllegraPhique] ft' a pas d'histoi,.,." Every 
telegraph conference held during the post-war decade. 
whether international or inter-American. increases the hiS" 
torica1 record. Wire has no fear that it will be supplanted 
by wireless, but confidently expects to extend the visible 
evidence of its service. I 

I 0 IfiNJ I-t, YO!. 1'i, p. Iba. 

• R""" lin D..,. NOfIIks. 18?3. P. 55!/' quoted b7 Y07Dier.ol. riI., p. 36-
• See A-' R.~ Western Ullion Telegraph eo.. IIJIOII. 19"9-
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CoNFERENCES 

1865 ................ Paris 
1868 ................ Vienna 
1871 ................ Rome 
1875 ................ St. Petersburg 
1879 ................ London 
1885 ................ Berlin 
1890 ................ Paris 
1896 ................ Buda-Pesth 
1903 ................ London 
19o5 ................ Lisbon 
1925 ................ Paris 
1928 ................ Brussels 
1932 ................ Madrid 

THE AMERICAN ATTITUDE 

History 

The United States has never been a party to the Inter
national Telegraph Convention, it is not a member state of 
the International Telegraph Union.' In this respect it re
mains with Canada and certain American republics. To be a 
member, a government must be .. in a position to insure the 
general acceptance of the principles and rules of the interna
tional telegraph conference on the part of the private com
panies within its territory." • 

Telegraph communication in the United States, except for 
a brief number of years, has always been under private own-

I Through the convention for the protection of submarine cables, the 
United States has cooperated in marine telegraphic arrangements inter
nationally; see in/r(J. pp. -. Through the radio conventions, the 
United States has been an associate member of the Telegraph Union; 
signing the Radio Convention of 1912. it accepted certain articles in the 
Telegraph Convention and accepted in that way membership in the Tele
graph Bnreau. paying its contribution to the upkeep of that Bnreau. 

• Report of American Delegates to the loth conference of the Inter
national Union," House Doc., No. 1205. Congress 60: 2, p. ,3. 
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ership. Therefore the United States has been forced to de-. 
cline the repeated invitations to membership or to conference 
which, since 1865, have been addressed to the Department 
of State. It has from time to time been represented by dele
gates who had the right to speak but not to vote, who played 
the well-recognized role of "observers."· 

The United States was not certain in the early days of tele
graphic correspondence whether or not to take over the me
dium as a government activity, or to permit its development 
to private enterprise. The Constitution had given to Con
gress the power ''to establish post-offices and postroads," and 
this power might be interpreted to cover the transmission of 
intelligence by whatever roads, through whatever mediums 
might be discovered. Congress experimented in public own
ership of telegraph lines, and later passed a fundamental per
missive law which remains on the statute books. 

On March 3, 1843, Congress appropriated $30,000 to 
test the practicability of the electric magnetic telegraph;· 
the test ran on a wire stretched from Washington to Balti
more. On March 3, 1845, Congress appropriated $8.000 
to further the experiment. and directed the Postmaster-Gen
era! to supervise the disbursement. Again. on August 10, 

1846. Congress directed the proceeds from the telegraph line 
to be paid into the United States Treasury for the benefit 
of the Post-Office Department, "in the same manner as other 
revenue from postage." The a-periment was abandoned 
March 4. 1847. The splendid active Forties were not the 

I The United States was oIIiciaI17 ftpI'eSI!Dted in the CGaferexes of lII7s 
aDd 1935. aDd UDD8iclaII7 at the CGaferexes of 19D,S aDd IgoB. 

I "Goftl'llDlCllt Ownonbip of Electrical M..... of CommanicatioD,· 
S .... Doc. No. 3Il!I. Coogreos 6.3: a. This iDdicates aD associatioa of pool: 
aDd tdqraph in the United States -1:1' :ran before Ibis was aa:om
plished in G .... t Britain, bat there the U1'UIgOIIleIIt was pormaaent. See 
EftIyo G. M. Carmichael. TIw ~ ft,..,... Ie ".. TokgraA T,,,,,... 
..., ".. S .... Cebiu (LoDdon, 1914). Po lOCI. 
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era for the sobriety of public ownership. The government 
adventure was followed by private adventures, .. wild cat .. 
concerns, which lasted until two major companies alone 
survived.' 

On July 24, 1866, Congress passed an act .. to aid in the 
construction of telegraph lines, and to secure to the govern
ment the use of the same for postal, military and other pur
poses." The act had a dual purpose; to afford aid to private 
development; to make possible public ownership if the fu.ture 
should find the need. The use of the highways, the crossing 
of navigable waters, and the use of material from the public 
domain was granted. The right was expressiy retained to 
take over such developments: 

The United States may at any time after the expiration of 
five years from the date of the passage of this Act purchase all' 
the telegraph lines, properties and effects of any or all of said 
companies, at an appraised value, to be ascertained by five 
competent disinterested persons, two of whom shall be selected 
by the Postmaster-General of the United States, two by the 
Companies interested, and one by the four so previously 
selected." 

In the 1860's the United States was immensely interested 
in world communication. 1t was apparently not invited to 
the International Telegraph Conference at Paris, 1865; that 
was a regional affair. But the United States had in mind 
an .. American" scheme to girdle the earth with electrical 
communication, and was therefore indifferent to what was 
happening in Paris. Secretary Seward, as Napoleon III, 
thought in continents. They were not America and Europe, 
safely separated by the Atlantic. They were America and 
Asia, with Alaska as the bridge even as early as 1864-1865; 

• HeariNg., C. L L, p. 4D-
137 SIal. al L. 560; R. S. 5263-
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a grandiose scheme for telegraphic communication across the 
tundras of Siberia. a practical employment of ,the Alaskan 
territory. and its use in the interest of both nations. perhaps 
a reason for its later purchase. It was a gallant attempt to 
link together Washington and St. Petersburg in an evidence 
of solidarity. a consummation of the significant act of 1862-
1863 when the Russian squadron sailed into an American 
harbor and demonstrated that the United States had a friend. 
This would counter the then approaching British monopoly 
of international telegraph. which. having joined Europe and 
India across Persia. was proposing to use India as a bridge 
to China and Japan.> 

Or. since .. neither England nor the United States were 
(sic) were invited to take part" in the Paris Submarine 

·Telegraph Conference of 1864." it might be possible to com
bine with the British efforts and make an Anglo-American 
development. In any event. the government of Great 
Britain was agreeable to this Asia-Alaska-American scheme. 
As Minister Charles Francis Adams wrote to Secretary 
Seward. 

The British government has very h'bera1ly acceded to the 
application made by Mr. P. McD. Collins. and has granted him 
the right to continue his proposed telegraph communication 
from Russia over the English territorial possessions in North
west America. I 

Mr. P. McDooough Collins and Mr. Hiram Sibley started 
on their intercontinental adventure. The Czar Alexander 
had approved a charter IJo be issued to .. P. D. McD. Collins 
and Co." on May IS. 1863.. The company had been incor-

1 For. R.I., 1865. wi. Ii, Po 371. 
l/IIu_ ad D_. 1864-18650 wi. iii, Po 88. 

• Ibid., wi. i, Po 1910 
• Far. R.I., 18650 wi. Ii, pp. 3650 369-
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porated as a subsidiary of the Western Union Telegraph 
Company of N ew York. Mr. George Kennan among others 
had been sent to Kamchatka, where he remained for three 
years, exploring the telegraphic possibilities of eastern Si
beria.' Finally Messrs. Collins and Sibley had sent their 
ship to sea with the cable ready.' 

Now, in 1864, these representative Americans were re
ceived personally by the Czar. As Minister Oay wrote to 
Secretary Seward, .the Czar" promised them his cordial co
operation in this great enterprise." Other Russians of 
course followed suit. 

All the persons who are connected with this line, in the 
administration, have been consulted, and seem well disposed to 
give our countrymen all the aid in their power towards the 
perfection of the charter, the rectification of the route, and all 
other facilities in its structure. As our American friends are 
anxious to have a branch of this continental line running 
through the populous and wealthy country of China, I shall ask 
this government at once to aid us through their minister in 
China to procure a charter there. Should this course meet 
with your views, you can interest our minister, the Hon. A. 
Burlingame to cooperate with the Russian authorities in this 
matter. The Russian Fur Company seems friendly, and anxious 
to cooperate with our friends in carrying on their work and 
seems to have also all confidence in their success.' 

Minister Clay congratulated Secretary Seward 

upon this auspicious result which marks a new era in the inter
communication of the nations, which must greatly promote the 
civilization of our race and tend to bind all to keep the peace 
of the world. 

Mr. Haldeman at Stockholm wrote to Secretary Seward in 

1 George Keunau, Tml Lit. ill S,'blf'ia (New York, 1870). 

t For. R.I., 1864, voL ii, pp. 373, 375-
• For. ReI., 1865, vol. ii. passim. 
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answer to a communication from the Secretary, that the 
Swedish papers 

expressed surprise that the first minister of the United States 
government in the midst of a great civil war had the time and 
disposition to employ his mind to so critical and exact a statis
tical and geographical examination of the subject.' 

It is evident that Sweden did not entirely approve the pr~ 
ject. .. Russia is Sweden's chronic dislike," wrote Minister 
Campbell to Secretary Seward. And Secretary Seward had 
to remind Sweden that .. this friendship [Russian and 
American] is neither more intimate nor more cordial than 
that which the United States desires to preserve with 
Sweden." • 

Whether from Swedish protest, British private opposi
tion, or Russian fear of being linked up with the world, the 
scheme was thwarted. Russia did not carry out the temlS 
of the charter. Messrs. Collins and Sibley lodged a formal 
protest .. against the actions, doings, and decisions of the 
Russian government and the imperial department of Rus
sian telegraph." Apparently the Russian telegraph adminis
tration was attempting to so interpret the charter !pat the 
intercontinental telegraph would pay for the all-Russian 
telegraph.' Finally Prince Gortchakov expressed a desire to 
exclude from diplomatic correspondence the subject of the 
intercontinental telegraph.· The scheme of 1865 fell 
through. 

Yet, it may be added that in 1871 a Danish corporation. 
the Great Northern Telegraph Company. succeeded where 
the American company failed. and securing a charter from 
Russia. trailed a line cross Siberia which today follows the 

I 11_ ...., D--.. 1!!64-1865, vol. w. Po 36J. 
IF",. Rtl., 186s. vol. iii, Po ~ 

• 16U1., pp. 372, 37$. 

• 16U1., 186s. vol. iii, Po J8c>. 
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Trans-Siberian Railway, and obtained monopoly rights in 
China and in Japan, which hampered the successors of .. P. 
McD. Collins and Co.," as American cable companies have 
sought landings in the Far East.' 

During the decade which followed the Civil War, the 
United States turned its back upon Europe. Trans-Atlantic 
immigraJtion was in full flood, as the great European tidal 
wave of people swept inward and swept westward. Trans
Mississippi migration was in equal spate, resulting in a tre
mendous expansion of communications across the continent. 
The caravans of the covered wagon demanded" a transmis
sion of intelligence" as important in linking ,these people 
with their homelands as postal communication had been in 
linking the colonies with the mother country. 

Therefore when Russia in 1875, .became host to the con
ference which was to revise the International Telegraph 
Convention, the United States considered an invitation from 
St. Petersburg. Russia was not quite Europe. Russia was 
America's great friend among the naJtions, and a great po
tential customer. The Russian Foreign Office in repeated 
invitations urged the government at Washington to send 
delegates to the first administrative international conference 
to be held in the Russian capital. 

The United States at first refused" on the ground that 
telegraph in this country is a private enerprise not subject to 
control of government." • Russia then announced that rep
resentatives of private telegraph companies would be re
ceived. " This was made known by Secretary Fish to the 
presidents of two of the most important companies," who 
"long held it under consideration," but both ultimately" de
clined to be represented on the occasion." Finally, because 

• The goverument of the United Stat .. objected to the coDcossioo. and 
objected to the renewal. but without success. FM'. Rei •• 1883. 142-'52. 

I Fo,. Rei .• 1875. voL ii, p. 1070. 
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.. Russia was so earnest" and because the Congressional Act 
of 1866 1 had made it seem probable that the telegraph lines 
of the United States would become government-owned, mak
ing membership in the Internationa1 Union possible to the 
United States, President Grant felt justified in sending a 
delegate to St. Petersburg. Sel:retary Fish cabled to Min
ister Schuyler to .. attend the telegraphic convention and re
port results without committing this government."· 

Mr. Schuyler's report to his chief occupies four closely 
printed pages in Part II of the diplomatic correspondence for 
that year.' .. In accordance with your instructions," he ad
mits/ .. I took no other part in the conference than simply to 
attend its meeting." He was asked, in c.onversation .. many 
times" whether it was probable that the .. government of the 
United States would take into its own hands the administra
ti'On of the telegraphs." Europe had read the enabling Act 
of 1866, and was keen as t'O the possibilities of Congressional 
action. .. To this I could only reply that the subjel:t had 
several times been brought to the attention of Congress, and 
had been there considered, but that it would be impossible 
for me to predict the result of any bills which might be in 
future brought int'O Congress." Mr. Schuyler's chief criti
cism on the conferenc.e was its" too great tendency toward 
conservatism ". The American delegate did not sign the 
convention. 

Since this was the second and last diplomatic conference 
of the International Telegraph Union, the United States 
has not since been confronted with .. repeated invitations," 
and the issue of American membership in the union has not 
appeared acute. American observers have sat in on tech
nical discussions on regulations and, following the war. 

1S.., ... ~ Po 113-

• For. RrI., 187s. '101. ii, Po loIio. 
'Ibid., Po 10140 
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the government of the United States accepted the in
vitation of the government of France, to send delegates to 
the eleventh telegraph conf~ence.l The United States was 
not, however named to any of the five commissions set up 
by the conference to carry on the work, and it did not of 
course sign the convention. It invited the nations of this 
union to hold a conference in Washington, 1927," and fol
lowing the Brussels Conference, 1928, the Department of 
State admitted that .. these new rules will affect codes used 
by American firms doing business abroad"; therefore the 
Department issued a full summary of the Brussels rules and 
translations of circulars issued by the Telegraph Bureau con
cerning interpretation of these rules. I 

Private Companies 

As has been noted, the convention and the current regu
lations cover the accession of Private companies. Since the 
entire telegraphic business of the United States is private 
enterprise, the United States can share in the working of the 
Union only through its private companies. It will be re
called that although Russia invited American companies to 
be present at St. Petersburg in 1875, and the President sug
gested such representation to the two leading American 
companies, they refused. Mr. Schuyler in reporting this 
conference expressed the hope, himself, that" in the next 
session the American companies may be willing to take part, 
for it is for the convenience of the public that messages 
everywhere should be subject to the same regulations and 
be sent at fixed rates."· 

1 Jill. TllIg., vol. xlix, DO. 9. Sept. 25.1925." .. q. See also A.l.I.L., 
xix (1925). p. "7. 

• See SflpnJ, p. 101. 
I Pr ... Releas.. Department of State, Oct. 5. 1\129. See also RtlDrl 

01 1M Americtm Dtltgalio .. '0 1M r.oIemaliotSal Ttlegraplt C""ltrtfJCt 
0/ Bnu .. /s. September 10-22, 1928 (Washington, 1\129). 

• For. Rei., 1875, p. 10740 
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Out of the many telegraph companies of the pioneer de
cade, only two main companies surVive; neither of these has 
accepted the convention. With1n the confines of the United 
States these companies can of course act independently of 
the International Telegraph Convention. But since each one, 
as an important arm of its service, has its own cable system, 
and trans-oceanic cables must perforce transmit messages 
to the telegraph systems of other countries, these private 
companies must accept the international rules. 

"We have always complied with practically all of the reg
ulations of the International Convention ", said Mr. Oar
ence H. Mackay of the Postal Telegraph Company.' 

" The private Atlantic cables companies have been in oper
ation for over fifty years, and to our knowledge have never 
offended by their refusal to adhere to the convention. In 
all essentials for the conduct of telegraph or cable business, 
we have complied strictly with the provisions of the conven
tion," said Mr. Newcomb Carlton of the Western Union 
Company.' 

Neither company has had any serious controversy with 
European administrations. "Any minor difference has al
ways been settled satisfactorily, with the aid of the United 
States government when necessary." • 

In the matter of rates. the American companies of course 
must accept foreign tariffs. "Certain terminal charges or 
transit charges are imposed by the governments concerned 
on messages destined for delivery m. or transmitting through. 
their respective countries. The (cable] company has to 
provide for these governmental charges in making up its 
tariff. but the governments in general do not prescribe what 
that tariff shall be." • 

• H-v.,.. c. L. L., Po m. 
aH-v.,.. c. L. L., Po 1111. 
I Private letter, Assis_ v ...... PresideDt, c-'Cial Cable Co. 
,lbitI, 
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It is, however, a "troublesome and difficult question," 
said Representative White, "as to ,how you are to fix an 
international rate that involves not alone the service of your 
own company, but involves the reception of a message from 
a foreign company and the transmission of the message, the 
relaying of the message by a foreign company, and the hand
ling of the message after the terminus, by a foreign com
pany." This could be covered only by treaty, thought Mr. 
White, and with detailed supplemental legislation! Such a 
treaty might, Mr. Mackay warned, "not only destroy the 
enterprise of competitive service, but reduce the private com
panies to the conditions of government ownership." • 

The solution of international difficulties by government 
ownership in the United States remains a theoretical possi
bility, and the permissive Act of 1866 provides the practical 
possibility. Intermittently up to today, suggestion has been 
made for carrying this act into effect. These suggestions 
were particularly forceful in 1884, following the bitter polit
ical campaign, when the Western Union was accused of hav
ing distorted election returns; and in 1887, when many small 
private,companies had been absorbed by the Western Union, 
causing "great excitement and scandal" Even Senator 
Edmunds of Vermont, and Senator Cullom of Illinois, giants 
in their day, introduced bills providing for government own
ership of the telegraph.' In all nearly one hundred such 
bills have been introduced into Congress, more often killed 
in committee. In the Postal Act of 1902, Congress went so 
far as to direct the Postmaster-General, " if he had sufficient 

I Heari1J{Js, House Committee on Foreign Affairs. Congress 70::1. 
March, 1928. 

I HeMing', C. L. L., p. 277. See infra, p. - for further COIIIider
ation of private compani.. and government ownership. See Nagl .. 
01'. cit., for further comment on the relation of companies to the convention 

I SCMI, Report, No. 577, pt. iii, Congress 4B: 2. 
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available information to enable him to do so, to report to 
Congress the probable cost of connecting the telegraph and 
telephone systems with the postal service by' some feasible 
plan.'" 

More than one President in his message has suggested 
that electric mediums of communication should have the 
same relation to the government as have the mails j" and with 
frequency, almost with unanimity, Postmasters-General 
during the half-century have pled for a union of these means 
of correspondence." 

So convinced that the two services, post and telegraph, 
were inextricably interwoven was Postmaster-General. 
Wanamaker, and so confident of the legality of his power 
to unite them, under the Constitution and according to 
the Act of 1866, that he considered installing telegraph 
apparatus in the Post-office Department for the general 
transmission of correspondence without further authority. 

The Attorney General was, however, asked for an ad
visory opinion. It happened that William Howard Taft 
was then Acting Attorney General. He reviewed the his
tory of communication in the United States, from the reso
lution of the Continental Congress in I77S providing" for 
the conveying of • • • intelligence," through the experi
ments in telegraph control under Congressional direction in 
the 1840'S, down to modem practice. He found authority 
for" transmitting telegrams, placing them in postal custody 

1 U. S. S""""$, rgoo-lgot, Congress 56: _, cb. 851,1'0 It .... 

• Prosident Grant, Richardson's M,ssag,s, vol. vi, ISO (1871), 19B 
(1!l7a), """ ('Il73); P=ident Ha,yu, For. R,l., 1880-1881, XY; P=ideDt 
McKinlt7, For. R,l., 19oo, """; P=ident Roosevelt, For. R,l., 19ot, 
xxxiv. 190It xxiii. 

• The list Includes Postmaster-Genenl JoImsoa, RsndaU, MaynanI, 
Ho ..... Creswell, WIIIaIDaker, Gresham, Dic:kinsoD, IVne. CortIe;rou. 
Hitc:hcock, Burlesort. See article by Secn:Iar7 Burl_ N... Yori 
I ......... of C_, Ju, .. 1919-
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and delivering them according to the address," the mess 
then held to be .. mail matter." But, he found no authoI 
for the " employment or establishment of telegraphic ap~ 
ances for the general transmission of correspondence." 1 

AMERICAN DELEGATXONS TO CoNFERENCES 

1875. St. Petersburg ..... Eugene Schuyler 
1903. London •.•..•••.•. General Greeley'" 
x908. Lisbon ...•..•.•.•• Charles Page Bryan '" 

Roland R. Dennis '" 
1925. Paris .•..•.•.••..• J. Beaver White 

Wallace H. White 
Major General Charles McK. 

Saltzman 
Commander Joseph C. Mauborgne 
William D. Terrell 
Lieutenant Commander Jules James 
H.H.Kelly 
R. H. Redmon 

lOP.. AI". G ..... vol. xix, p. 651 ., seq. Compare with the Opinion 
of Acting Attorney General Taft on postal conventions. ~. p. 86. 

• Unofficial. 



CHAPTER III 

SUBMAII.lNE CABLES 1 

CONVENTION, MAllCK 14, 1884 I 

DECLAllATION, DECEMBER I, 1886 I 

FINAL PROTOCOL, MAY 21, 1888' 

History 

The general problem of submarine telegraphy is one of 
the particular jurisdiction. States have been as reluctant 
to unite for legal control of cables on the high seas as they 
were reluctant to give up their ancient, separate, territorial 
claims over" King's Chambers" of great oceanic areas. 

Intemationallegislation which should protect marine tele
graphy was slow in evolution, not because the need was 
unseen, but because of the situation. Laid at the cost of 
millions of pounds, or francs, or dollars, and binding conti
nents together in their increasing intercourse, the cable be
came a fundamental in intemationallife, indispensable in the 

I There Is DO international aniOll fOl' the ~00 of submarine 
cables; there Is .......... tioaal law, u expressed in the _I)' UDder 
conoid .... tiOll; th .... is DO organizatiOll ID exocute 01' _Ida tho eucatioa 
of the pro'risioas of the law, 1M) organization ID .......a tho law in 1lOIlfer
once. But, since cables are All .....,tia\ link in CIIIIIID1IIIica aud since 
wire ud wireless internatiOllll unions ..... this IinIr: aud tha-efore draw 
It inlD tho c:irdes of their anions, aud sometimoo ...... naJIDIDODd legis
Iatioa, cabI .. ha .... been IlDGSidered .. if ~ W'tI'e -lIDioaiRd-• 

• YalIoy, TI'IOIits, ...... ii, '949; Far. RIl., .884. pp. aI!tHg.; II. N. R. G • 
............ ii, p. .', U. S. s-tu. ...... as: 41. 

• YalIoy, TI'IOIits. ...... ii, p. ~6. 
• YalIo" TI'IOIit ... ...... ii, Po .gsB. 
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mechanics of international trade. Running from the coast 
of one sovereign state to the coast of another sovereign 
state, under the control of each sovereign in its own mar
ginal sea, the cable ran also through the international seas. 
Yet, far out on the ocean, an obscure fisherman who dragged 
a careless anchor or raised a pregnant net, might interrupt 
the relations of states to their peril, of business to its loss, 
of property in its actual existence. The nations in spite of 
the intricacies of the marine situation were forced sooner 
or later to come into agreement to administer cable protec
tion. It was later; they took twenty years to work out a 
convention covering this situation on the high seas. The 
same convention obtains today, covering a greatly enlarged 
and complex situation.' 

France, as usual, anticipated the future. The very new 
republic, as early as 1849, gave permission for the new 
venture in communication. A control-convention, in the 
form of a treaty," was entered into between the French 
Minister of the Interior and certain English capitalists, 
establishing the law for the land attachments of the cable. 
The first submarine cable was laid through the Channel from 
Dover to Calais in I8SI. 

The first trans-oceanic cable, owned by a British com
pany, trailed through the Atlantic abyss as early as 1856, 
but the thread was frail; a second venture, made in 1858, 
was successful only from August IS to September I, but in 
that brief fortnight it demonstrated its advantages to the 
nations. The Queen sent the first deep-sea message to the 
President, .. Glory to God in the Highest, on earth peace, 

I Mr. G. Stanley Shoup in Hearings before the Senate Committee on 
Interstate Commerce,. on a bill to provide for a "Commission on Com ... 
munications," Congress 71: I, pt. be, 900-972 (hereinafter cited as 
Hearings C. 0" C.), lists the submarine cables of the world. 

I B. F. S. P., voL lvi, p. 364. 
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good will to men." It was an evidence of the high value of 
communications in determining peace. 

Not until 1865 did the Great Eastern payout the cable 
which was to serve at least for a dozen unbroken years.' 
There was "wild cat" cable laying; much private capital 
was invested. States authorized land attachments; they 
acted slowly to regulate the new service jointly in the terri
tory of the high seas. 

France again led, as an Empire, in seeking international 
legislation. A concession had been obtained by one Bales
trini, May 16, 1864, granting the right to lay a cable con
necting the European and South American continents." 
The states interested were France, Haiti, Brazil, Portugal, 
and Italy, a Latin-American venture demonstrating the in
visible linking of the commerce and culture of the meridional 
old and new worlds. 

A conference was called at Paris, the international city, in 
the decade of Napoleonic international sagacity. An attempt 
was made to extend the horizon; Great Britain and Holland 
were invited but did not come; Spain and Denmark came 
but did not sign; Denmark acceded, May x9, 1865.· 

A convention resulted which must be considered the pre
liminary in any study of international jurisdiction of the 
high seas.~ The exclusive concession (Art. 8) was to run 
ninety-nine years (Art. 7), with subsidies (Art. x3) which 
were determined in later instruments. The states guaranteed 
the protection of the cable in peace (Art. x), its neutraliza
tion in war (Art. 2). The guarantee extended only to the 

I Eugene Websh:r Sharp, 1"""""'-'1 NftM C~ UDi
wersity of Missouri Bulletin, wi. 38, DO. 3 (Colambia, Mo., 1907). 

• Renault, • La Ptotec:tioa des tilqraphes SOIIS-IIIaJim -, R. D. l~ yo\. 
D (1883), pp. t1'43-
"1-' TIUI/f'G~, 1903. Po 7S-
• d. CIen:q, yo\. ix, Po ,.. .t ...,. 
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land attachments and through territorial waters; nothing was 
said as to the situation on the high seas. These signatory 
nations had no mind to legislate for that area, and appar
ently did not have in mind that the property of a citizen of 
one of their jurisdictions might suffer a sea change, and find 
itself perilously beyond any jurisdiction. The convention 
was never in vigor, the concession was withdrawn in 1872'> 

Later in the decade the United States attempted to carry 
on. Many cables'had been laid, and it was evident that only 
the nations acting together could protect in peace time and 
neutralize in war time. The United States realized the value 
of such neutralization out of its ~ecent war experience. It 
suggested, therefore, a draft treaty, providing for general 
neutralization and general protection of submarine cables.' 

But another war disrupted the preliminaries of 1869, as 
of so many international rapprochements in the very inter
national decade of the 1860'S. The conference was not 
called. There disappeared from the scene the most inter
nationally minded of monarchs--who no doubt had seen the 
advantage to his country, but also the advantages to the 
nations. The United States to an extent. disappeared from 
the international arena; post-Civil War, it faced the colossal 
task of communication over its own continental land area. 

Nevertheless, the seas became networks of cables, as pri
vate enterprise in European countries and ultimately in the 
United States, risked the venture for the profit. The aspects 
of marine telegraphy intrigued the mind of publicists and 
of scientists as the national telegraphic key started inter
national messages along slender wires in the international 

I Renault, op. cil., R. D. I., vol. xv, p. 17. 

I The treaty i. Dot anywhere coDveniently printed. Quotatioos are from 
a photostat copy, Department of State. See Moore'. Dig.II, voL iv, p. 
475. Also /0tmJ4l Tiligraphique, 1923, p. 76; Reinsch, 0'. cil. p. 63; 
Poinsard, op. cil., p. 32'. 
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oceanic track, and, as casuals of the sea or rival cable layers 
broke the electric current of communication and came under 
no jurisdiction. Delay in coming to an agreement is no 
doubt attributable to the fact that although an increasing 
number of nationals conducting international business in the 
1880'S were becoming dependent on international telegraphy 
and were asking for an international law to protect cables,' 
the states in the 1880'S were nationalistic, moved slowly in 
international affairs, and were suspicious of that neutraliza
tion which the United States had advocated in the less 
nationalistic 1860's. 

It was seen that a conference was desirable, but no nation 
would call it. Governments were reluctant to revive what 
the United States and France had apparently abandoned. 
When Italy was host to the international telegraph confer
ence at Rome in J871, it did not include marine telegraphy 
on the agenda. It was, however, discussed there informally 
but insistently by Cyrus Field, American technical expert, 
never inclined to be a mere observer." Norway proposed a 
commission, the conference expressed a hope for neutraliza
tion, and the Italian Foreign Minister was requested to com
municate that lion to the powers." 

The Institute of International Law, 1879, adopted the 
discussion as one in which international law was vitally 
concerned. Resolutions were drafted favoring a convention 
for the protection of submarine cables: that the destruction 
or injury of cables on the high seas should be an offense 

I British c:omponies petitioned the British Foreign Ollice as did other 
private companies petition their foreign offi .... IDfM'WIII TIUgra~. 
1 .... as. .88a. PI'- \t-'40 

• Cyrus Field ",presented ben: DOt the aow:nmteDt of the United Stateo, 
but the New yorlt-NewfoWJdland.Loadoa TeI<8ftIlbic: Co. Rmaalt, 
R. D. 1~ ftL xii, I'- lI53. ... 

• For. R.r.. .8750 I'- '071. 
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against the law of nations; that the right of seizure should 
be to the ship of any contracting state; that the right of 
jurisdiction should be to the national tribunals of the flag 
of the captured boat. The Institute emphasized in discus
sion the difficulty of taking the offending boat to the terri
tory of its own jurisdiction. The resolutions included a 
declaration that a submarine telegraph cable uniting two 
neutral territories was inviolable, but they went no further 
toward neutralization.1 

Then in discussing the policing of the North Sea, to 
which seven contiguous states covenanted in 1881, it was 
discovered that many of the fourteen cables • threading that 
lake of the northern nations had been broken, that fisher
men were entirely indifferent to property on the high seas if 
the cable interfered with the fall of their nets. A floeu was 
expressed in favor of international measures to protect the 
cable.' The English Board of Trade on receiving the 
recommendations remarked that the matter would better be 
taken up with the post-office. In the North Seas conference 
itself it had been suggested that the question be submitted 
to the International Telegraph Conference. This is at least 
evidence of the close corporate interest of communications. 
The international congress of electricians which met in Paris 
in September, 1881, expressed a desire and a conviction that 
the nations should act. 

Finally, since individual citizens were losing enormously 
and continuously in their investments in the deep sea, and 
since other individual citizens were committing offenses on 
the high seas which could not be reached, and since the 
communications of individuals and states through the seas 

1 Reso/"tioM of IhI I ... tiM, of 1",,,,,,,",,,",/ Law. cd. J. B. Scott, 
Oxford Pr .... 1916. 

I M. N. R. G .• 2 ser .• voL ix, p. s26. 
I Ibid., 2 ser., voL xi, p. log. 
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were being constantly interrupted, it became apparent that 
something must be done. Seven times did the nations meet 
in conference before they were able to agree on international 
legislation to protect submarine cables. 

The Conferences 

The French government summoned thirty-two govern
ments, together with the Bureau of the International Tele
graph Union, to a conference of diplomats and technical 
experts, at Paris, October 16, 1882. It was an international 
gathering, including land-locked Switzerland, India and 
China and Japan from Asia, with nine American states be
sides the United States. There were eight sessions of the 
conference.' 

There were many sessions of a committee of distin
guished legal experts, Dambach, Renault, Trevor, Velasco 
and Asser, delegates respectively from Germany, France, 
Great Britain, Mexico, and the Netherlands. The United 
States was offered a place on this committee, but the Amer
ican delegates declined the honor. The committee fought 
out the tangled situation, and thought out the convention. 

A draft treaty was drawn up by M. Renault as rapport,.r, 
and .. every article was adopted unanimously or by a big 
majority."· But the United States and Great Britain stood 
for a projet alone, and refused to commit their governments 
further. The draft then was submitted to the home govern
ments, criticized by them, and was redrafted in a second 

I Ibid., pp. 104-3«7. The states were Germany. Argontina, Austria
Hungary. Belgium, Brut', 0Una. Colombia, Costa Rica. Denmark, 
Santo Domingo, Spain, the Uai!ed Statos, F'raD<e, Great Britain, Grooc:e, 
Guat<:mala, India, Italy. Japan, Mexi<o, Nicaragua, N.,.....y. the Neth ..... 
lands, Portugal, Rumania, RIISSia, Samdor. Serbia, Swedea, Switzerlaud, 
~, UI'\IIU&7. 

• For. R./., Iss". .. Report of the American Delegates," pp. 2s6-asS. 
This includes the draft treat)'. 
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conference. Of the thirty-two states which had conferred 
in 1882, two were absent in 1883, Switzerland and Guate
mala. Persia came newly from Asia. The significance of 
India's presence in 1882 was doubled by the presence of 
Canada in 1883; the over-seas substates began in the cable 
conferences to assert that independence which has matured 
today.' 

This second conference made few modifications, and re
submitted the draft with the understanding that it should 
not be amended by the powers on ratification.' A third 
conference was called, and on March 14, 1884, the states 
affixed their signatures to the convention. This is the treaty 
as it stands today. Yet, although ratifications were ex
changed April IS, 1885: there was postponement of opera
tion of the agreement in order to secure an interpretation 
of certain articles. A further conference therefore met in 
Paris in May, 1886, which developed a declaration submitted 
to the powers and signed in conference. 

Not even then did or could the convention go into effect. 
The contracting parties had engaged to take action if they 
were autocratic, or to urge action if they were democratic, 
of measures necessary in order to secure the execution 
of the Convention (Art. 12); that is, to cause the punish
ment either by fine or imprisonment or both of such persons 
as should violate the provisions of Articles 2, 5, and 6. 
When these laws were enacted, or if laws were already en
acted for such purpose, the states agreed to communicate 
them to the other contracting parties (Art. 13). 

Concurrent legislation moves slowly. Not until late in 
1886 did Germany, Guatemala, Spain, and Russia pass such 

1M. N. R. G., 01. <il., p. 2.]4. Sir Charles Tupper was the Canadian 
representative. 

'Ibid., p. 215; For. Rd., 1883, P. 287. 
, M. N. R. G., 01. <il., p. 288. 
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laws i as late as July, 1887, the United States, Argentine, 
Austria, Brazil, and Rumania had failed to enact them. 
Another conference was held, in July, 1887, to examine the 
concurrent legislation. The delinquent states explained that 
there was no material obstacle to the passage of such legis
lation .. at such time as might suit the convenience of the 
legislative bodies of the several countries." 1 

The British delegate, however, .. expressed the desire of 
his government that the convention should not go into 
operation until all the parties to it had adopted the necessary 
legislation to give it full effect, and he referred especially to 
the United States as one of the powers most interested in 
the question, whose legislation had not yet been consum
mated." He proposed an adjournment. This" met with 
very little encouragement," the powers agreed to sign at 
once, and .. with entire unanimity." • 

The protocol was to become effective May I, 1888, pro
vided all the parties to it had enacted the necessary laws to 
execute it. By that date all the signatories had passed prac
tically identica1legislation.' The Convention for the Pro
tection of Submarine Cables came into effect. 

TIs~ COlWnI"OIJ 

The convention consists of twenty-seven articles, and is 
still operative. It is .. applicable outside of the territorial 
waters to all legally established submarine cables landed in 
the territories, colonies, or possessions of one or more of the 
high contracting parties" (Art. I). 

1 For. R.I., 1S87. Po 341. 

Irw.. Po S420 
• For the \ecislatift acts of G ..... t Britaia, France ODd Itab'. _ 

M. N. R. G • ...... ~ xi, Po sgo., ftl/. For those of the UDited States, 
see iIofra. Po 147. 
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Membership 

Membership in this .. union" may be secured by adher
ence to the treaty, notice being given to the French govern
ment and communicated by that government to the other 
signatory powers (Art. 14). No administration is set up in 
the treaty. There is no provision for conference to recon
sider the situation and revise the treaty,' although there is 
provision for withdrawal on the customary notice of one 
year (Art. 16). There is no permanent bureau or commis
sion to carry out the mandate. 

Jurisdiction 

The Convention sets forth the correct attitude toward 
cables, as defined in Article t, by the ships of all nations, 
merchant ships, fishing ships, and repair ships (Arts. S, 6, 7). 
It defines what are the offenses against which the nations 
will act. The" breaking or injury" of a cable" done will
fully or through culpable negligence" is to be a .. punishable 
offense" (Art. 2), whether it is due to the act of a fisher
man or the overzeal of those who mending their own cable 
shall break or injure another cable (Art. 4). These articles 
were the subject of the interpretive declaration of the third 
conference. 

It is understood that the imposition of penal responsibility 
. . . . does not apply to cases of breakage or injury occasioned 
accidentally or necessarily in repairing a cable when all pre
cautions have been taken to avoid such breakings or damages. 

It is also understood that Article 4 has no other object and 
is to have no other effect than to charge the competent tribunals 

1 A conference was held in London, 1913, but the proposed changes in 
the law were prevented from beenming effective by the war. The stat .. 
represented were Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany, Great Britain, 
the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden. See Commorul 
Pap., of Great Britain, 7OJIJ. 
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in each countrY with determination in conformity with their 
laws and according to circumstances of the question of civil 
responsibility of the owner of a cable, who by the laying or 
repairing of such cable, causes the breaking or injury of another 
cable. 

A common riglit to police the high seas, to exercise the 
right of .. visit and search" is given to warships and to 
specially commissioned ships of any of the contracting 
powers (Art. 10). These ships may demand ship's papers 
from suspected ships; .. they may require the captain or 
master to exhibit the official documents furnishing evidence 
of the nationality of the said vessel." A report of such visit 
is to be drawn up, a "races verbal to be .. used as evidence" 
of the violation of the international law; such report is 
official, is of legal force. . 

The insertion of Article 10 is an international achieve
ment, for therewith is created a jurisdiction outside the 
limits of the national states. The offender can be appre
hended, his person can be delivered internationally to national 
custody, his case can be ... submitted internationally in the 
national court. 

The compromise between international and national juris
diction is the most marked feature. In the beginning of the 
long discussion running through twenty-five years, as the 
nations tried to understand their need and provide for it, 
they concluded that authority to try offenders in the inter
national area should be given to all nations, and the crime 
be assimilated to piracy, which was then regarded as an act 
over which all nations had equal jurisdiction sinCe it was 
committed where all nations had a common and no nation 
an exclusive jurisdiction.' Granting a common right of 
.. visit and search," seemed to require rounding out in that 
fashion. The United States, in its draft convention of I86g 

I D_'$ WAtalmo, 11l3. ... B.s. 'Iuob:d in Moore·. ~sf, 'fOI. ii, P. !IS3-
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for the protection of submarine cables, was willing to go 
farther than it had ever proposed to go in joint suppression 
of the slave trade. Article 5 of the treaty of 186g ra!}: 

The contracting parties further agree, that wilful destruction 
of, or injury to, submarine cables or lines in any of the follow
ing cases, shall be deemed and taken to be an act of piracy, and 
that the person or persons convicted thereof may be adjudged 
to be a pirate or pirates, and may be punished accordingly; 
and ,that laws shall be enacted by each of the contracting parties 
to secure a trial in such case, and a punishment in case of con
viction. The cases of wilful destruction and injury, which are 
to be taken and deemed to be acts of piracy are, 1st, Wilful 
destruction or injury to any existing line or cable upon the high 
seas at a distance of more than one marine league from the 
shore; 2nd, Such wilful destruction or injury within one marine 
league of the shore to any line or cable hereafter to be laid, 
under a grant or concession hereafter to be made by either of 
the contracting parties; 3d, Destruction or injury within one 
marine league from the shore to any line or cable hereafter to 
be laid, with the consent of both nations under grants already 
laid; 4th, Such wilful destruction or injury within one marine 
league of the shore to any existing line or cable, unless such 
destruction or injury shall be made in obedience to a lawful 
mandate of a constituted authority of the country within whose 
jurisdiction the act is committed. • 

Field in his International Code of 1876, Article 83, con
tinued such interpretation of crime, and advocated such 
punishment: 

Every person who • • • removes, destroys, disturbs, obstructs, 
or injures any oceanic telegraph cables not his own, or any 
part thereof ••• is deemed a pirate. 

Gradually it was concluded that the punishment as of 
piracy was excessive for such felony.' But still the need 

1 Renault, in R. D. 1'0 ot. <il. <aIls attention to the fact that the French 
law of ,825 makes punishment of piracy, death or life imprisonment. 
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of wider jurisdiction than the. national jurisdiction of the 
offender was regarded as necessary because of the evident 
diffiqtlty of always proceeding in the national court, perhaps 
'far from the area of commission of the crime. 

Great Britain in particular was concerned with the idea 
of national jurisdiction out of which she saw many offenders 
escaping, and she made strenuous effort to secure a wider 
latitude.' It is of course possible that she urged this on 
account of her widespread empire, eager that jurisdiction 
should be large, not a mere European solution. The British 
delegation suggested this particular drafting: 

The tribunals competent to consider infractions of the present 
convention shall be those of the state nearest to the place where 
the offense was committed. 

That is, not the courts of the country to which belonged 
the ship accomplishing capture, nor the courts of the ship 
accused of crime, but the courts of the country nearest to 
which the crime happened. This suggests old claims of ter
ritorial jurisdiction over high seas; it would have meant an 
extension of national jurisdiction, not an international solu
tion. And in view of the fact that Great Britain proposed 
to and did =pt. the self-governing colonies from her 
covering signature, and secured an additional article which 
permitted these to sign the convention as CQ-signatories--Qll 
early expression of the independence of the self-governing 
dominions-the conclusion may reasonably be reached that 
It the state nearest II would most often be found to be British 
territory, and that British jurisdiction over the seven seas 
would ultimately be wide as that of the seven dominions. 
In any event, twenty-five of the conferring states would have 
none of it; only Great Britain and her one associate, India, 
voted for the version. 

'M. N. R. G~. _. -.01. xi,""';': For. Rtl., 1883,""';" 
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In the second drafting conference she made another effort 
to widen the latitude, this time to cover acts in the marginal 
seas. Great Britain proposed 

to adhere conditionally, that is to say, if it [the convention 1 
was supplemented by such international agreements as may 
sufficiently provide for the case, not governed by the proposed 
convention, of a person injuring, within territorial waters, any 
cables within the definition contained in Article I, and after
wards escaping from the particular jurisdiction to that of 
another state, a party to the convention. 

This point had been discussed academically by Renault in 
connection with Article 7 of the draft treaty of 186g, which 
declared damaging acts done in territorial waters pun
ishable in the courts of the territory where committed. 
This, he commented, would take away any concurrent juris
diction from the state of the delinquent! Great Britain now 
asked for special penal laws, or preferably for extradition, 
which of course in current practice would have to be by 
bilateral arrangement. 

M. Pherekyde, delegate from Rumania, in the first confer
ence proposed a solution "which already prevails in like 
circumstances when seveFal states have come to an agreement 
for the preservation of a commercial route;. they recipro
cally grant executory force to judgments rendered by each 
other to infractions of rules made in common." M. Phere
kyde cited the Convention of Mannheim, 183I"relating to 
Rhine navigation, Article 85, and suggested that the judg
ments of the tribunals for the protection of submarine cables 
in each of the member states 

shaIl be executory in relation to pecuniary penalties in all other 
states, on observing the forms prescribed by the Jaw of the 

I Renault, op. <il .. R. D. I., voL xv, p. ,8. 
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country where they are to be executed. The judgments and 
other court orders, the summons for and orders of postpone
ment of cases pending before a tribunal, shall be considered as 
regards to notice to parties in each state as emanating from 
the authorities of that state.' 

M. Orban, delegate from Belgium-which, it may be re
marked, was nearer the territory covered by the Convention 
of Mannheim-criticized the plan, saying that such infringe
ment of sovereignty being accepted in this matter, it would 
have to be accepted in other matters. 

M. Pherekyde's suggestion was sent to the committee for 
study. M. Renault, in commenting on it, declared that 

it touches a problem very delicate and very important in inter
national relations: how can a judgment rendered in one country 
be carried out in another country, since it is a point regulated 
by national legislation, or by treaties as yet very few. 

He cautioned that if the suggestion were included in the 
proposed convention, some countries would not adhere. . 

Much later the member states were urged, in five resolu
tions passed by the Conference of London on Submarine 
Cables, 1913, that each government should definitely desig
nate in each of its ports a competent authority who should 
receive the declarations provided for in the convention 
(Art. 7), and also designate definitely a central juridical 
authority to which appeal should lie.' Twelve years later, 
the International Telegraph Conference at Paris, 1925, re
called these resolutions and endorsed them, although there 
was criticism that the resolutions were not applicable to post
war conditions.' Something still remains to be done. 

'M. N. R. G., a ser. ~ xi, P. 143-
'/0WMi T/Ugra~qw. 19'40 P. 80. 
• Ibid.. p. au. The ResoIutiODS are printed in the Swvtc. R.gtolaIitno 

of the In_tiona! TeI<8nPh Con-.ention, '9OS, pp. .38-.J9. 
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An International Bureau 

There is no permanent organ charged by the member 
states with watching over the operations of the convention. 
A bureau was suggested when the five Latin nations made 
the first treaty concerning submarine cables in 1864; but no 
such organ was considered in the conferences which de
veloped the treaty of 1884. A commission was set up in 
1909 by the Lisbon Telegraph Conference, in order to pro
mote amity between the cable companies and the fishing 
industry but that commission was not permanent.' It may 
be noted, however, that the International Telegraph Bureau 
at Berne, which is also charged with the information service 
and whatever of supervisory service is connected with the 
International Radio Telegraph Union, does not neglect the 
oceanic cable, in its reports, in its suggestions, and in the 
pages of the official Journal. 8 

War and Peace 

The Submarine Cable Convention and Protocol are among 
the twenty-six treaties" of an economic or technical nature" 
which are listed as revised in the peace treaties." The 
Treaty of Versailles further provides (Pt. VIII, Annex 
VII) that Germany" renounces on her own behalf and on 
behalf of her nationals in favor of the Principal Allied and 

1 J ""mal T IlIgrDphiqw. 1923. p. 76. 

• That such a permanent commission would be useful may be derived 
from the complaints of the telegraph companies presented to the Pari. 
conference on telegraphy in 1925. where the companies complained of the 
damage done to cables by fishing operations. the Western Union declar
ing that in 1919 it had experienced 28 interruptio,," on seven of its 
principal cable lines. with a los. of 559 days. amounting to £'43.000. 
Journol TllIgrDphique. 1925. p. 272. 

• See, inter 01;", Journal Tiligrophique. 1906. p. 279; 1914, p. 280; 
1923. pp. 75. 94-

• See supra, p. 51, D. 2. 
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Associated Powers, all rights, titles, and privileges of what
ever nature" in existing submarine cables.' 

CoNFERENCES 

Paris ••.......•.•.... 1864 
Washington •••..•...• 1869 (proposed) 
Paris •.••............ 1882 
Paris •.•.•.......••.• 1883 
Paris •...•........... 1884 
Paris .••.........•... 1885 
Paris ......•......... 1886-May and December 
Paris ..•............• 1887 
London ••••.•..•..••• 1913 

THE AMERICAN ATTITUDE I 

History 
The United States entered into submarine telegraphic cor

respondence with the European members of the family of 
nations just before the days of the Civil War. But the 
communication was neither certain nor constant. If Min
ister Charles Francis Adams had had cable connection with 
Secretary William F. Seward, certain phases of Civil War 
diplomacy would have been vitally affected. 

Realizing more acutely than could the other nations the 

• S .. in/N, p. 1640 for the American attitude. 
'co--n ... , 

Signed March 14, 1884-
Senate -Is, June 12, 1884-
President ratilies, JOIlUlU'J a6" IS8$. 
ProclamatiOll, M., aa, IS8$. 
Effective Ju17 7. 1888. 

D .. Iarati ... , 
Signed Dec:ember I. 1886.. 
Senate -Is, Februar7 ... 1888. 
President ratilies, March I. 1888. 
ProcIamatiou, M., I. 1888. 
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value of correspondence unbroken by the hazards of war, 
more interested in international telegraphing because of its 
isolation than was even Great Britain with her far-flung 
dominions, the United States sought international agree
ment. 

Secretary Fish circularized twenty-three governments. 
stating that the President thought the moment favorable 
for the negotiation of a joint convention of the maritime 
powers for the protection of submarine cables. Even sixty 
years ago the Secretary of State ventured to state that its 
" central position in the communication of the world entitled 
the United States to initiate this movement for the common 
benefit of the commerce and civilization of al1." 1 It was 
expected that the representatives in Washington of these 
governments would be empowered to conclude the conven
tion. A draft treaty, Ires comprehensif. says Renault; was 
enclosed. While a joint treaty is referred to in the Fish 
dispatch; the actual wording of the proposed convention 
indicates rather a series of identic bilateral agreements.' 

The draft, of nine articles, expressed the desire "to in
crease the means of telegraphic communication," and "to 
prevent the wilfUl injury to cables in parts beyond the juris
diction of national authorities, and also to better protect the 
same in parts within such jurisdiction." It provided for 
protection" in time of peace and war," against" wilful or 
wanton destruction or injury," and declared that .. such acts 
shaH be deemed acts of piracy and punished as such." 
Damage on the high seas was to be punished in the territory 
of any contracting party, damage in territorial waters to be 

1 Mr. Fish to Mr. Motley, Nov. 23, 1869. Moore, Digesf, voL ii, pp. 
475-476. 

I Renault, op. cil., R. D. I., voL xv, p. 18. 

I Moore, 01. cit. 
• Photostat COPY. Department of State. 
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punished in the country where committed (Art. 7). Dis
patches were not to be examined by employees or agents of 
the states through which they passed, or under whose eyes 
they might come (Art. 3). 

The convention prohibited monopolies: II No exclusive 
concession or grant of a monopoly for a submarine cable 
shall hereafter be made or renewed by either of the high 
contracting parties without the consent of the other party 
with whose territories such concession on grant contemplates 
a connection" (Art. I). This is an anticipation of Presi
dent Grant's crystallization of the American policy. 

It was on the whole a convention of stem provisions, of 
stiff professions. It may be hazarded that the United States 
would not today accept all of these propositions. 

After the Franco-Prussian War, the United States did not 
urge further international conference. If it had remained 
in the field it might have prevented that II world monopoly" 
of the cable situation 1 by Great Britain which began to 
develop during that war. The government of the United 
States was, however, still concerned with communications 
with Europe, for itself and for the expanding business of its 
people. The single cable between the United States and 
Great Britain was a British monopoly, its rates exorbitant." 
Negotiations which had been opened between the United 
States and France uncovered the fact that the concession 
granted by the French government to the French cable com
pany constituted a monopoly in that it prohibited any Amer
ican company from a corresponding right to land cables in 
France.' President Grant refused to accept this unequal 
situation, and declared, .. I shall endeavor to secure by nego-

• See .. IN. pp. 150-ISI • 

• For. R.I., 1875. pp. xiii, :KY. 

• M.UtJgN ..., D-. l868-dl6g. P. IG. 
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tiations an abandonment of the principle of monopolies in 
ocean telegraphic cables." 1 

Under such circumstances the President enunciated the 
American policy: the granting of concessions was claimed 
as an executive right until Congress should pass legislation; 
the granting of concessions would be withheld whenever 
monopolistic features were present. Since it embodies the 
continuing American policy, the Message of President Grant 
is worth quoting at length : 

In the absence of legislation by Congress I was unwi11ing, 
on the one hand, to yield to a foreign state the right to say that 
its grantees might land on our shores while it denied a similar 
right to our people to land on its shores; and, on the other hand, 
I was reluctant to deny to the great interests of the world and 
of civilization the facilities of such communication as were pro
posed. I therefore withheld any resistance to the landing of 
the cable on condition that the offensive monopoly feature of 
the concesMon be abandoned, and that the right of any cable 
which may be established by authority of this Government to 
land on French territory and to connect with French land lines, 
and enjoy all the necessary facilities or privileges incident to 
the use thereof upon as favorable terms as any other company, 
be conceded. As the result thereof the company in question 
renounced the exclusive privilege, and the representative of 
France was informed that, understanding this relinquishment 
to be construed as granting the entire reciprocity and equal 
facilities which had been demanded, the opposition to the land
ing of the cable was withdrawn. ••• 

As these cable-telegraph lines connect separate States, there 
are questions as to their organization and control which prob
ably can be best, if not solely settled by conventions between 
the respective States. In absence, however, of international 
conventions on the subject, municipal legislation may secure 
many points which appear to me important, if not indispensable, 

I Richardson, M ,nag", VII, 36. 
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for the protection of the public against the extortions which may 
resuld: from a monopoly of the right of operating cable tele
grams, or from a combination between several lines: 

I. No line should be allowed to land on the shores of the 
United States under the concession from another power which 
does not admit the right of any other line or lines, formed in 
the United States, to land and freely connect with and operate 
through its land lines. 

II. No line should be allowed to land on the shores of the 
United States which is not by treaty stipulation with the Govern
ment from whose shores it proceeds, or by prohibition in its 
charter or otherwise to the satisfaction of this Government, 
prohibited from consolidating or amalgamating with any other 
cable-telegraph line, or combining therewith for the purposes nf 
regUlating and maintaining the cost of telegraphing •••• 

I present this subject to the earnest consideration of Con
gress. In the meantime, and unless Congress otherwise direct, 
I shall not oppose the landing of any telegraphic cable which 
complies with and assents to the points above enumerated, but 
will feel it my duty to prevent the landing of any which does 
not conform to the first and second points as stated, and which 
will not stipulate to concede to this Government the precedence 
in the transmission of its official messages, and will not enter 
into a satisfactory arrangement with regard to its charges.> 

The French government modified its contract with the 
French company.· The President granted the landing 
license. The cable was laid. But while one object of the 
American policy had been to break the monopoly held by the 
British. still cable companies were absorbed, cable wires were 
broken, cable rates went up, cable wars went on.' There 
was no security for the actual wire, and no certainty of 
reasonable rates. 

I For. R.I., 1S7s. pp. xi'Nt'ri.. 
'H~. C. on c.. P. 3S'L 
• For. R.I., l~ Po 1140 
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Secretary Fish was concerned. But since offenses com
mitted beyond the jurisdiction of the United States "could 
not be punished by our laws as now existing," he recom
mended a general convention, for "it does not seem prac
tical for a single country to assume to protect telegraph 
cables under the high seas." 1 In 1882, the international 
Cable Conference was called for Oct. 16, in Paris. 

The United States received its invitation on Oct. 6. It 
did not, as it has since done, refuse the invitation on so 
short a notice; the need was too great. "In view of the 
importance of the subject," • President Arthur cabled Min
ister Levi P. Morton at Paris to represent the government 
at the conference, "believing that it is clearly the true policy 
of this government to favor the neutralization of this means 
of intercourse." • 

The conference met at Paris within ten days after the 
United States received its invitation. The United States 
was offered a place on the small expert committee appointed 
to do the work of the convention, the committee to be com
posed of delegates from the United States, Great Britain, 
France, Germany, and Holland. But, because his instruc
tions were not covering,-Qlthough the very cable for which 
protection was sought could have carried complete data as to 
the wishes and the powers of the United States, and the 
Department of State had authorized the American delegates 
to " feel at liberty to ask for special instructions if you deem 
it necessary during the progress of the negotiations," "-Qnd 
because he was not an expert, Mr. Morton decided not to 
serve. 

As Mr. Vignaud, secretary of the legation, and associated 

1 FM. Rd., 1876, P. 176-
• Ibid., 1883, p. 253. 
• Ibid., 1882, p. iv. 
"Ibid., 1883, p. 253. 
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with Mr. Morton, explained to the conference at the fourth 
sitting, in announcing that the United States declined the 
place, it was 

not from indifference to your work nor to escape the serious 
work entailed by membership in the Commission. • • . Less 
fortunate than a number of our eminent colleagues, we have no 
scientific knowledge of the technical questions posed before 
you, and we are without special instruction upon the question 
of international law you are about to discuss. Our presence 
would be only an embarrassment to the competent members who 
compose the commission, since we should bring neither light 
nor direction. We are of course confident that if we address 
a suggestion to the Commission, it will be well received. But 
if we abstain we are not uninterested. We shall follow atten
tively and sympathetically the progress of your work. As you, 
we desire to see the goal reached, in as short a time as possible. 
We will give our fullest cooperation.' 

The United States thereby lost the opportunity to c0-

operate in the codification of this important subject of inter
national law. Mexico was substituted on the commission." 

Apparently the United States and Great Britain were on 
terms of intimate understanding at this conference; they 
worked together. Secretary Fre1inghuysen wrote to Mr. 
Morton, .. It is desirable that you and the British delegate 
should compare your texts so that they may be identical.»· 
They stood for a draft convention, and at the seventh sitting 
insisted on reserving the right of their governments to pro
pose amendments, a right that .. could not be questioned." 

, M. N. R. G~ • ser., 'VOl. ,.;, p. 13S. Translated from the Freuc:b. 
I Ibid.. P. 127. There is DO evidence that Mexico .... substituted for 

the United Stateo in ani.. to ........ ftpftSeIltatioa for the Americas, 
although the interelt of South America is evidont. The delepteo of the 
United Stateo were absalt wbeD the COIDDIittee .... appointed. 

• EOf'. R.I~ t883, p. 165. 
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Both were conscious that the governments at home had no 
settled convictions of favor toward their labors. Mr. Mor
ton reporting to Secretary Frelinghuysen remarked: 

You will notice the guarded language of the protoco\. We 
do not make a convention, we only make a project of a con
vention. We do not pledge our governments.1 

The projet was submitted to the home offices. Within a 
year seventeen governments had agreed to a diplomatic con
ference for converting the draft into a convention, and still 
other governments were reported as being favorable. There
upon the French government notified the United States that 
the powers would meet October 15, 1883, for this purpose. 
The Secretary of State authorized the American Minister in 
Paris to meet .. to conclude the proposed treaty." To a 
hint from the French Minister at Washington that it was 
hoped the United States and others would not delay the 
treaty by modifications, Secretary Frelinghuysen replied: 

I have to inform you that the Government has no desire to 
hamper the conclusion of the treaty by any suggestions or 
amendments, but is prepared to sign it on the day fixed.' 

The United States signed the treaty in 1884, the Senate 
gave its consent the same year .. unanimously in the affir
mative." 8 But four years were to pass before the conven
tion became operative. American private companies objected, 
as did British, to Articles 2 and 4: and brought about the 
conference of May, 1886, where the interpretive Declaration 
on these articles was fashioned. The American Minister 

1 Fo~. Rei •• 1883. p. 254-
I Ibid .• p. 305. 

• Co .. g~ .. sional Rtco~d. Senate, voL IS. pt. S. June 12. 1884. S .... £.I. 
lml .• June 12. 1884, p. 286. 

• FfW. Rtl .• 1887. p. 291. 
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in Paris was notified that the declaration was " satisfactory 
to the two American companies," and he was authorized to 
sign "subject to the Senate's approval." 1 When the French 
Foreign Office suggested that it might not be necessary to 
secure senatorial approval of this amendatory declaration. 
Secretary Bayard asked Minister McLane to explain that a 
treaty in the United States had to be "viewed in ·the light 
of politics and in the light of juridical law." and he re
viewed the American constitutional practice at great length. 
concluding that the State Department would have to await 
decision by the SenjLte.' 

The Senate delayed action on the declaration. and further 
delayed the operation of the treaty by failing to pass a bill 
for carrying the convention into effect. which the House had 
passed on February 8. 1887. In the meantime the French 
Foreign Office. faithful to its position as guardian of the 
Convention for the Protection of Submarine Cables. criti
cized the American bill as including in Section 8 a limitation 
of the scope of the treaty that had already been provided 
for in the additional declaration.' A new bill. omitting 
S,etion 8, was introduced into the new session. passed by 
both Houses. and approved February 29. 1888. 

The Act provides : 

S.c/io,. Ill. Any person who shall willfully and wrongfully 
break Of injure or attempt to break or injure, or who shall 
in any manner procure. counsel. aid. abet, or be accessory to such 
breaking or injury. or attempt to break or injure, a submarine 
cable, in such manner as to interrupt or embarass. in whole or 
in part. telegraphic communication. shall be gui\ty of a mis
demeanor. and. on conviction thereof. man be liable to imprison-

• For. Rol., 1887. P. 113-
• Ibid., pp. 115-276. 
'Ibid •• p. 34 
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ment for a term not exceeding two years, or to a fine not 
exceeding five thousand dollars, or to both fine and imprison
ment, at the discretion of the court. 

Section 22 provides penalty for those who break or injure a 
cable by " culpable negligence". 

Section 23 exempts from penalty those who break or injure 
a cable in an effort to save "life or limb" or "a vessel ", 
provided" reasonable precautions" have been taken to prevent 
such break or injury. 

Section 24 provides fines for negligent master of repairing 
or fishing vessels. 

Section 26 permits" ships of war of the United States or of 
foreign states", or ships specially commissioned, to perform 
the duties envisaged in the Convention, such as visit and search, 
and compelling the production of ship's papers. 

Section 27 provides that" any person having the custody of 
the papers necessary for the preparation of the statements" 
provided for in Article 10 of the Convention, " who shall refuse 
to exhibit them, or shall violently resist ", shall be guilty of a 
misdemeanor and fine or imprisonment or both, accordingly. 

Section 28 gives jurisdiction to the District Courts, providing 
that" the ship must be a vessel of the United States ", with 
appeal as in other cases.' 

Private Companies 

The Government of the United States has never experi
mented in public ownership of cables, as it did in owner
ship of the telegraph. It did consider such ownership in the 
Pacific when it appeared that private capital was reluctant 
to run the risks of that wide expanse. It has been compelled 
because of the situation to own and administer coastal 
cables in the Philippines and Alaska. It has not subsidized 
cable companies, but it has been zealous for the advance
ment of the interests of American private companies, and 

I Act of February 29, 1888, Co 17, 2S Sial. 41. 
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for the protection by international law of such submarine 
telegraphy. 

American capital, when cables became commercially im
portant both as a business and an aid to business, was en
grossed in the economic development of the American conti
nent as empire took its remarkable way westward. The 
submarine cable, requiring huge investments, had to compete 
with the winning of the West by means of railroads and 
other tangible objectives. Therefore, foreign private com
panies, British and French, provided the first ocean tele
graph between the United States and Europe. 

However, the year before the first Atlantic cable was laid, 
on March 3, 1857," Congress passed .. an Act to expedite 
telegraph communication for the uses of the government in 
its foreign intercourse," authorizing the Secretary of State 
under the direction of the President, to enter into contract 
with competent persons to furnish not exceeding two ships 
in laying cables to connect existing telegraph lines between 
the coasts of Newfoundland and Ireland, providing for 
complete equality of status of Americans and British eitizens 
in cable-laying. Further acts covering the concession were 
passed in 1865, to further the schemes of the Collins Com
pany; in 1866, in order to develop relation with the Carib
bean region; in 1867, for a cable to Europe by way of the 
Azores, with others in 1876 and 1877. Generally these were 
speculative, although they did lay foundations for future 
development. 

Not until men of such large imagination and daring as 
Jay Gould and his associates, having won riches in land 
adventures, and having merged telegraph land lines, became 
willing to risk capital in deep-sea affairs, did an American
owned cable actually span the Atlantic by way of the Azons. 

t This and the substqutDt Licemes for l..aIIdiuc and Ads of Cougress 
lIP to 1\)00 IDI7 be foand in H..;.g.. C ... C. pI. a. lIP- 34S.Q6. 
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.. A few hours after the opening of the service the cable of 
the American company snapped." 1 Such were the hazards, 
sometimes rivals being suspected. But in spite of such ill 
fortune, in 1883 John W. Mackay and James Gordon Ben
nett, projecting the Postal Telegraph Company into the deep 
sea as the Commercial Cable Company, laid the second 
American cable between Europe and the United States, with 
Nova Scotit and Ireland as the intermediate points. 

Eventually the" telegraph plateau" of the North Atlantic 
became a network of submarine cables, twenty-two connect
ing North America and Europe, with the Azores and New
foundland as .. ports of call" in order to break the long 
stretch. These cables are generally privately owned, British, 
French, American, with American telegraph companies own
ing several • and leasing others, with liberal permission from 
the British government to lease land wires and maintain 
offices in British cities, with less liberal provisions in 
France.' 

Whether the Atlantic situation approximates a .. virtual " 
British or American monopoly depends on the point of view. 
The question came up at the Peace Conference. In the 
Council of Ten, May I, 1919, Lord Balfour declared that 
the British cable owners had been .. forced to give them 
(cables) up by , freeze out,' by discrimination in land rates 
on the part of the American telegraph companies.'" In a 
letter to President Wilson, Mr. Rogers, technical adviser on 
communcations, declared "the American cable companies 

I Schreiner, 0;. cit .• p. 98. 
• The New y ..... Ti ..... , Nov. 20, 1929, reporting the break in North 

Atlantic cables by earthquake, stated that the Western Union operates teo, 
the Commercial Cables Company seven, the French company four, and 
the Imperial Cable Company ODe. 

• Sharp, op. cit. 
I Baker, op. cit., voL ii, p. 468. 
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could not live a day except for the arrangement with the 
British government telegraph system for the interchange of 
business." 1 Each statement is relatively right, and perhaps 
only an examination of the books could determine whether 
ownership is American or British. 

Although as early as 1866 the United States provided for 
the future of cable relations with South America, by grant
ing a concession to James A. Scrymser of the International 
Telegraph Company, a British company was able to oust the 
American company,' and British cables connected the wodd 
with the east coast of this continent, having monopolistic 
rights in Brazil, granted in 1873 for sixty years. Later the 
American company went into the Caribbean region, and 
profiting by the British lesson, obtained in 1878 an ex
clusive concession for fifty years from Mexico; in 1879 
it organized itself as the Central and South American 
Cable Company, went down the west coast to Valparaiso in 
1890, reaching the Argentine by crossing the Andes on 
acquiring the Trans-Andine Telegraph Company, and thence 
north into Brazil, where it could land in places not already 
occupied by the British monopoly.' 

Here the contest went on. As Mr. Elihu Root, Jr., said, 
in the H 6GriKgS on the Cable Landing License Bill, "The 
British Foreign Office has actively assisted the British liiIe, 
and the American State Department has actively assisted the 
American line, .. • with South American states generally 
favoring monopolies.' In 1917 came .. the culmination of 

• Baker, o~. riI~ wi. ii, p. 469-
• HMrirIg~, C. 1.. ~ p. sa. 
l lhid., Add .... pp. 361. 
'lhid., p. S30 

• TrihoIet, l~ A~b 01 Ektlrinl Co~ ;. flw 
~ Am (Baltimore, 1919), P. 1490 
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forty-eight years of untiring labor by Mr. Scrymser, ably 
supported by the American secretaries of state, from Mr. 
Seward to Mr. Lansing;" 1 the Brazilian Supreme Court 
declared the Brazilian monopoly broken; and the All 
America Cable Company, successor to the International 
Oceanic Telegraph Company, gained the right to encircle the 
continent. Since the passing of the Cable Landing License 
Act, 1921, monopolies have been terminated also in Argen
tina, Uruguay, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru, Haiti, Santo Do
mingo, Venezuela.' 

The "virtual" cable monopoly on the part of American 
companies in the North Atlantic, the "virtual" cable 
monopoly by the All America Company in the western 
hemisphere, is countered by the situation in the eastern 
hemisphere, where there is "virtual" monopolistic control 
by British companies. Land wires stretching across Asia, 
cheaper to install, if sometimes difficult to maintain, together 
with coastal cables, have covered the Far East situation, 
British and Danish concessions dating back to the 1870's, 
and running to 1931, with America eliminated." 

Cables crossing the Pacific were of much later laying, 
because of the greater depth, the greater width, therefore the 
greater expense. The first scheme for linking North America 
with Europe before the Atlantic was spanned, contemplated 
a short cable of perhaps fifty miles across the Bering Straits, 
the major part of the route being telegraphic. The success 
of the Atlantic cable ended this scheme. While it is still 
possible in theory, the threat of fog and winter storm so far 

• A Holf Centu,y of Coble Service to tM TIw .. A1Mri<:tJS, published by 
tho All America Cabl .. (Now York, 1928). 

• H .ori"llS, C. L. L., pp. 55-56. 

I Heori"gs, C. 0" C., pI. 8, p. 336. 

• MacMurray, TreaMs and Agreemmts toilh Dr coftuming Chi,"" 
.894-1919. p. (q. 
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bas prevented its realization. Hence the effort to span the 
Pacific. 

In 1873, Congress authorized the Secretary of the Navy 
to map the floor of the Pacific. In 1880, President Hayes, 
anxious for understanding between the United States and 
China, recommended the cable as a medium: 

It may be that such an enterprise, useful, and in the end 
profitable as it would prove to private investment, may need to 
be accelerated by prudent legislation by Congress in its aid, 
and I submit the matter to your careful consideration." 

Such " acceleration" did not take place, and not until the 
final years of the century when the United States was 
making and unmaking its mind as to annexation of the 
Hawaiian Islands, was a bill brought before Congress pro
viding for a Pacific cable to the Islands, and to China. Not 
untU Hawaii and the Philippines were acquired, did the 
subject win attention. 

The British discussed a Pacific cable in the Colonial and 
Imperial Conferences; in 1900 such cable was authorized. 
in 1902 it was laid. It was operated by the Pacific Cable 
Board. an .. All Red " cable. touching no lands but British. 
In order to accomplish this, one span. running from Van
couver to Fanning Island, is 3,454 miles in length; to 
break such a span would have necessitated a landing in 
American Hawaii." 

To counter these discussions and this achievement, Presi
dent McKinley and President Roosevelt both advocated 
Pacific cables. either government-owned or by contract with 
private companies.' Two American companies were there-

1 FIW. R.l., 188c>-188,. Po IS. 
I Tn'bolet, o~ ..,~ pp. ,6,-,6$. The Pacific: Cable Boord .... camposed 

or British. Canadi.... AIIStraJiau, ond New ZeaIaDd reprosentatioD. 
H~. C. 011 C .. Pt. !Io Po gSa. 

• FIW. R.l., ,goo. Po zn; 19O1. pp. zxxiv-y; Igot, pp. xxii-iii. 
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upon formed, the Pacific Cable Company of New York, the 
Pacific Cable Company of New Jersey; they fought for 
favor, various bills were introduced into Congress. The 
Department of State then advised the organization of the 
Commercial Cable Company (a Mackay concern), and in 
1902, the year the British cable was laid, this company 
offered to lay the cable without government aid. It had 
made arrangements with the British and Danish companies 
already in the Far East field, and in fact its stock was one
half British, one-quarter American.' The cable was opened 
in 1904.' 

Cable Landings Licenses 

Cable companies, foreign or American, can make a land
ing in the territory of the United States only on permission 
from the President.· This has been the practice of the 
American government since 1875. It has been the law only 
since 1921. 

In the absence of congressional action, President Grant 
had regarded such permission as "an executive function." 
An Under Secretary of State was to say, a half-century 
later, "It is something which should be controlled by the 
department which is charged with the conduct of our for
eign relations." • 

The French company, whose attempted landing concerned 
President Grant, had laid its cable from France to St. Pierre, 
had bought land on Cape Cod, and had its cable-laying 
steamer waiting to lay the wire to the United States, and 

1 Hearings, C. L. L., p. 269; HeGrings, C. "" C. pt. 8, P. 579-
• The cable situation in the Pacific is Dot satisfactory but radio is 

being used as supplementary. 

• The British Board of Trade acts for Great Britain. Mr. Carlton, in 
HeariOlgs, C. L. L., p. 99-

• Norman H. Davis in Hlaring_, C. L. L. p. 36. 
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attach the end to the landing apparatus on its privately
owned property.' 

Secretary Evarts declared to the French company that 
.. the authority of the executive government to admit the 
laying of transmarine cables . . . is exercised only in the 
absence of legislation of Congress regulating the subject ... 
and subject to such future action as Congress may take on 
the general subject." 

Secretary Frelinghuysen continued the policy. .. While 
there is no special statute authorizing the Executive to grant 
permission to land a cable on the coast of the United States, 
neither is there any statute prohibiting such action." 

The Attorney General in 1898 upheld this executive 
action. 

Congress acted, after a half-century, and after a dramatic 
episode in ocean telegraph history.· 

The Western Union had been asked by a member of 
President Wilson's cabinet, to consider the South American 
situation, Secretary McAdoo had sent for Mr. Newcomb 
Carlton, and remarking on .. the paucity of cable connec
tions with South America," had said, .. \Ve want you to 
extend your system to South America." 

The Western Union proceeded to investigate the situation. 
Barred from the west coast, since "All America" had occu
pied the field with monopolies, barred from the east coast 
because of the British monopolies, the Western Union in 
order to carry out the wishes of the administration, planned 
a cable from Miami Beach to Barbados, there to connect 
with the British Barbados-Brazil cable, that is, with a mono
poly. .. Of course there was no cable business to Barbados 
that amounted to anything." • 

'H~.C .... C~~ 
·H~. C.l.. L..,......; a1so H~. C .... C~ ~ 
• Mr. Vall ...... in H~. C. I.. L. pt. a. p. 8sg. 
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The President did not back up the advice of his Secre
tary; he refused the landing license for Miami, maintaining 
the principle expressed in President Grant's Message of 
1875. The Western Union challenged the right of the 
President to control the granting of licenses. It had its 
cable manufactured and on board ship. Since a cable should 
seek the sea water as soon as possible, the cable was attached 
at Barbados, the cable-laying ship then steaming toward 
Miami, trailing the wire. It would attach the Miami end to 
a buoy at the three-mile limit, and await the processes of 
executive action; the landing end, the apparatus, was not on 
board the Colonia. 

The cable was not landed. The license was not granted. 
Instead there was met the opposition of the United States 
government, of the Secretary of the Navy, expressed in the 
presence of an American cruiser and of American marines! 
The Western Union brought suit against the Secretary of 
the Navy, but later withdrew it. The case caused the en
actment of a Cable Landing License Bill-a half-century 
after Presidents had begun the practice. 

The bill provides that the landing and operating of cables 
connecting the United States with foreign countries cannot 
proceed "unless a written license to land and operate such 
cable has been issued by the President of the United States." 
The President is also empowered to revoke such license, and 
to prevent any attempt to land a cable without such license. 
Furthermore, in carrying out the American policy of oppo
sition to monopoly through vested rights, it is provided that 

no right shall accrue to any government, person, or corpora
tion under the terms of this Act that may not be rescinded, 
changed. modified. or amended by Congress. [The American 
company must not bel" associated and shall not associate with 
any foreign company or concern which enjoys •.. any con-

• Hyde, Internalioool Low. voL i~ p. 375. n. So 
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cession, or which is a party to any contract, understanding, or 
working arrangement, ,by reason of which any American com
pany is denied privileges or rights similar to those enjoyed by 
the foreign company or concern affecting traffic between the 
United States" [and the other country j.' 

N eut,.aliaation 

The convention for the protection of submarine cables is 
applicable only in peace times; it does not protect in war 
times; it leaves at hazard the commerce and communications 
of neutrals. It definitely permits " liberty of action of bel
ligerents .. (Art. IS). The effort to assimilate war-time and 
peace-time security for cables is as difficult as for other 
private property on the high seas. 

Neutralization of cables was written into the Latin
American treaty of 1864, made during a war that seriously 
affected the commerce and communication of European and 
American states; such positive provision for neutralization 
may be considered the result of war experience. 

The contracting states agree not to cut or destroy in war the 
cable [therein protected) and to recognize the neutrality of the 
telegraph line. Art. 2. 

It will be remembered that Great Britain and the Nether
lands, both of which had scattered dominions between which 
cable service was of prime importance, refused to confer 
over that convention, and that Denmark, a carrying country 
with at that time a developing interest in cables, did not 
accede until later. 

Neutralization was deemed by the United States the most 
important provision in its avant ""ojd of 186g, developed 
also out of war eJ..--penence and prevented also by war from 
becoming a convention. The draft ran simply (Art. 6): 

, KeJJoa Cable Landing Licease Act, YIIJ,q, Igll, Co 12, 42 Sial. B. 
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In case of war the provisions of the convention shall remain 
in force." 

Such neutralization was advocated for a decade thereafter. 
In the Telegraph Conference at Rome, 1871, Cyrus Field 
produced a letter from Samuel Morse expressing" the hope 
that in war as in peace the telegraph in the air and in the 
sea should be considered as a thing sacred, protected by 
universal agreement against all attack and damage." Field 
himself in an extended address recognized the necessities of 
war, but suggested free passage of dispatches "containing 
nothing which belligerents could object to," the cable to be 
placed under an international commission.' 

When the international telegraph conference met at St. 
Petersburg, 1875, the member states reserved the right of 
stopping any message in transmission which appeared dan
gerous to the safety of the state, and the right of suspending 
the international service for an indefinite time, subject only 
to the obligation to notify the other member states (Arts. 
7,8). These two articles crystallized the international policy 
which for ten years had been veering from neutralization to 
liberty of action." 

It became apparent, out of the more sober aftermath of 
post-Civil War thinking, that cables were of supreme impor
tance to belligerents, and to leave them untouched, to declare 
them untouchable, would nullify an important element in a 

1 Photostat copy, Department of State. 
I Renault, R. D. I., vol. xii, 0;. til., pp. 253, 26g. 

• There was a temporary revival of the idea of neutralization in regard 
to cables in the Far East, during the time of Secretary Blaine; sugges
tions can be found in For. R~l., 1881, P. 29S; 1882. p. 115; 1883, p. 14%, 
etc. The United States was particularly aoxious to block the Danish 
Great Northern from its monopoly of cable rights in China. It is inter
esting to note that China at that time expressed a preference for isolatioll, 
by remarking that .. if the cable is cut at sea, it will be no great damage 
to ClJina.· For. R.I., 1881, p. 2\)4. 
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blockade, that of breaking correspondence with the outside 
world. Neutralization was deliberately omitted from the 
draft convention which France submitted to the powers in 
1882; there was full consciousness of the renouncement of 
that principle. Neutralization meant internationalization; 
the nations were too individualistic for that; it was well 
understood that certain governments would absent them
selves if there was prospect of any such provision being en
tered in the treaty. Therefore, when the invitations to the 
conference of 1882 were issued by the French government, 
the United States was particularly reassured that .. in the 
opinion of the French government deliberations should be 
restricted to the protection of the cables in the time of 
peace." • 

The United States did not, in 1882, speak in the same 
voice that she had used in 186g.· Great Britain also would 
have none of neutralization, this being her consistent atti
tude. Her far-flung dominions would never be safe if they 
should remain linked to possible enemy countries in war 
time. The British delegates at Paris obtained assent to the 
printing in the Journa\ of a Declaration to the effect that 
the convention would apply only during peace. 

In order to avoid an possible misunderstanding. I think it 
would be useful to declare formally, before reading the project 
of the convention, that this convention for the protection of 
submarine cables which we are going to submit to our repre
sentative governments, will be applicable only during peace.' 

In the interim of the two main conferences, when the 
convention was being discussed in the thirty-two conferring 
states, there developed the general opinion that a war be
tween two states would terminate the convention for an the 

I For. Rtf., 18S3. Po ags. 
'11*1., Po aS7. 
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signatories.' The United States did not so understand it. 
Neither did Great Britain. When the conference met in the 
second session of 1883 for revision, these two joined to 
secure the adoption of their viewpoint. Great Britain pro
posed that the powers who had signed the convention in 
peace time could withdraw in war time. The Article ran: 

The High Contracting parties agree that the present con
vention will not be obligatory on any power in case of war 
provided that that power should give due notice to the other 
powers of its suspension during the war. The convention 
shall remain in force between these other powers unless termi
nated as provided in Article IS.' 

The conference approved. All but one. The German 
delegate could not be persuaded to accept it. The American 
delegate reported that he, the German, declared: 

We had been convened to make a convention for time of 
peace and that he would not consent to any article having in 
view a possible state of war. If we insisted, he said, upon 
such an article being introduced in the convention, he could 
neither sign it nor recommend it to his government. He in
trenched himself in that position .••• The relined scholars of 
the French delegation tried to turn the difficulty by shaping the 
proposition differently, but he resisted the temptation of their 
adroit language. The sense of the conference was taken and 
was found to be overwhelmingly against him, but he was not 
moved. Finally as he would not yield to us we had to yield 
to him. 

The British delegate withdrew his proposition; he an
nounced that his government would bring it directly before 
the other government.· Then, the British won their point 

I For. R.I., ,883, p. 287 • 

• M. N. R. G., :3 ser., vol. xi, p. 271. 

• For. R.I., ,883. p. 287; M. N. R. G. 2 .er., voL xi, p. 267. 
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through diplomatic notes exchanged in the following year. 
The convention as it was submitted to the final conference 
of 1884 carried a new Article 15: 

It is understood that the stipUlations of this convention shall 
in no wise affect the liberty of action of belligerents. 

Lord Lyons entered a declaration, that these stipulations 
meant u that in time of war a belligerent who is signatory 
to the convention will be free to act with respect to sub
marine cable as if the convention did not exist;" which 
declaration was repeated by the Belgians.' 

The advantages are evident. A swift auxiliary cruiser 
cannot so quickly affect the outcome of a possible hostile 
situation as can a cablegram. A swift transport cannot so 
quickly add to the war resources as a cablegram transferring 
credit. A bridge across a river is not so useful as this 
bridge between territories or between continents. The cable 
cannot be visited and searched for contraband, as can a mail 
steamer. But, it can be cut whenever the interruption of 
sea communication becomes r/. war need." 

During the Spanish-American war, the only war the 
United States has carried on with an outside enemy where 
the cable situation was important, the American government 
revived its traditional policy and declared the cable neutral; 
an order was issued in April prohibiting cable cutting. But 
the prohibition was revoked almost as soon as made" By 
the end of the war, that is by July, Cuba was ifICOfIIIII,,"icado 

1 Far. Rtl., I~ Po a87: M. N. R. G .. • ser ....... xi, Po a(q • 
• George Grafton Wilson, • Submarine Telegraph Cables in their inter

national Relations,- Nawl War C.u.g .. 1901, PPo:08-,](I. Sce also Phillip. 
son, 7Wo SltJdin ito 1""""'"-" ~ (Londoa, IgoR), Po 90: A. Peon:e 
Higgi .... SubmariDe Cables and In_tional Law, U B. Y. 1. z... 111'11-
1922, Po.,· 

• Moore Digm, ...... 'Iii, Po 360. n.e Ha-..--Key West cable _ 
excepted, but ........... 0_ it were seftl'eI7 ceosomL 
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to the outside world. The Philippines were similarly iso
lated after Commodore Dewey's suggestion that the United 
States and Spain should both use the cable was rejected by 
the Spanish Captain General. These cables were owned by 
neutrals and many of them were connected with neutral 
territory. But the Hague convention was not yet formu
lated, and the United States enjoyed an advantage in thus 
separating Spain from her colonies--even the advantage of 
fighting the battle of Manila, August 13, after the prelimi
nary peace protocol was signed, August 12.1 The United 
States refused to pay compensation. 

The Peace Conferences at The Hague formulated laws of 
control, and in the regulations annexed to the Convention 
(1907) respecting the laws and customs of war on land
not, be it noted, as sea-it was declared: 

Submarine cables connecting an occupied territory with a 
neutral territory shall not be seized or destroyed except in case 
of absolute necessity. They must be likewise restored and 
compensation fixed when peace is made (Art. S4). 

This is the only law developed by the nations preceding 
the Great War, and one needs but to read the comment in 
various journals on international law to detect a disbelief in 
any law applicable in war time, certainly in naval war.' 

However, the Institute of International Law, meeting at 
Oxford in 1913, the year before the war, developed a draft 
of .. laws of naval warfare governing relations between 

1 • Eastern Extension Australian and China T elograph Company. Lmt.,· 
A. I. I. L., 1923. p. 83S. It i. interesting to note that the claims of the 
Eastern Extension Co. against the United States were not decided until 
Nov. 9. 1923. twenty·live yean after the close of the Spanish-American 
war, live yean after the close of the Great War. 

t See particularly A. Pearce Higgins, .. Submarine Cables and Inter
national Law," B. Y. I. L., 1920-1921, p. 27. with quotations from other 
authorities. 
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belligerents," with explicit regulations for the capture, cut
ting, and return of cables (Art. 54 C) : 

Belligerent states are authorized to destroy or to seize only 
the submarine cables connecting their territories or two points 
in these territories, and the cables connecting the territory of one 
of the nations engaged in the war with a neutral territory. 

The cable connecting the territories of the two belligerents or 
two points in the territory of one of the belligerents, may be 
seized or destroyed throughout its length except in the waters 
of a neutral state. 

The cable connecting a neutral territory with the territory of 
one of the belligerents may not, under any circumstances, be 
seized or destroyed in the waters under the power of a neutral 
territory. On the high seas, this cable may not be seized or 
destroyed unless there exists an effective blockade and within 
the limits of that blockade, on consideration of the restoration 
of the cable in the shortest time possible. The cable may be 
seized or destroyed in the territory of and in the waters belong
ing to the territory of the enemy for a distance of three marine 
miles from low tide. Seizure or destruction may never take 
place except in case of absolute necessity. (No distinction is 
made between government-<>woed or privately-<>woed cables.) 
S~marine cables connecting belligerent territory with neutral 

territory which have been seized or destroyed, shall be restored 
and compensation fixed when peace is made.' 

In the Great War-into which the United States entered 
too late to share the determination of submarine telegraph
in,.--the cutting of communication was the most important 
of war acts in the first days. Great Britain and France cut 
German cables in the Atlantic, Japan took them in the Pacific, 
in August, 1914- Two of these cables were cut in the Eng_ 
lish Channel, that is, on the high seas; cables which ran to 
the United States, that is, to nentral territory. The Eur0-
pean ends were carried, one into Penzance, one into Brest. 

1 R.m""",,, 01 1M lastittrR ollfll.......n-l z.-. Po 188. 
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Censorship, exercised rigidly over all cable service, against 
which the United States protested, was exercised over these. 
British cable landing licenses obligated the American 
companies to turn over cable dispatches to the British gov
ernment.' 

Later as the United States entered the war, and perhaps to 
fix the status of cables as spoils of war, since these two 
had been for three years British and French, the western 
ends were severed. The British in March, 1917, cut 
the American end of their once-German cable which was 
still connecting with the United States, 600 miles from 
American territory, and to'Yed it into Halifax. The French 
in November, 1917, cut the American end of their one-time 
German cable five miles from Far Rockaway, the German 
company's landing place, and directed it to Coney Island, 
the French company's landing place, and asked and obtained 
the consent of the American government to grant them the 
privileges which had been enjoyed by the German cable 
company, although American cable companies lodged a pro
test with the State Department. The cable remained idle 
during the war, was not equipped by the French until 
March, 1919." 

During the war the belligerent powers, Great Britain, 
France and Japan, had justified their cutting of cables as an 
" absolute necessity," under Article 54 of the Hague Con
vention. At the Peace Conference these powers refused 
restoration and compensation as envisaged in such article of 
such convention. The United States urged restoration, and 
Mr. Lansing even went so far as to say the cables should go 
back to their former owners, but that pending a decision they 
they might remain under existing operation; if regarded as 

1 H .ari"fls, C. L. L., pp. 87, 275. 

• Ibid., pp. 271-272-
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spoils of war however, the United States would assert its 
right to a one-fifth interest.' 

At the Peace Conference also, the status of cables in the 
Pacific was an important subject of debate, complicated by 
the awarding of the Pacific islands north of the equator to 
Japan as mandatory. Yap, an island of the Caroline group, 
sold by Spain to Germany after the Spanish-American war, 
is the crux of Pacific cable to communication. President 
Wilson at Paris entered a reserve on Yap as a Japanese man
date until the cable situation should be adjusted. Secretary 
Lansing proposed the internationalizing of cable rights on 
the island under an international commission. At the con
ference on electrical communications at Washington, 1920, 

the United ,States insisted that the Far Eastern lines be in
ternationalized. On AprilS, 1920, Secretary Hughes sent 
a note to Japan asserting American interest in Yap as a place 
of cable relay, but asking" no exclusive interest." • 

On February Il, 1922, the United States and Japan, in a 
bipartite agreement I settled the status of Yap as a Japanese 
mandate, and as an American cable landing. station, the 
United States to have free access on entire equality with 
Japan (Art. 3), with no censorship over cables (Art. 4), 
and American nationals to have the same rights in radio
telegraph as in cables (Art. 2). 

After the Peace conference, and because of the continuing 
unsatisfactory situation, the United States interested itself 
in the legal status of cables in war time, and made some ef
fort to reach a solution in the preliminary conferences on 
electrical communications, Washington, 1920, Paris, 1921. 

, Baku, .~. cit., ~ ii, PII> 475. 0 

• 0Iar1es Noble G~, -The MaDdate "- Yap,- A. 1.1. L.. ..to 
:ItT, II> 4111-

• MallO)', TI'fGIit$, ~ iii, II> ~ 
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Definite recommendations were made, to be presented to the 
governments, that they should 

consider the desirability, or otherwise, of establishing an inter
national code defining the status of submarine cables in war 
time; that the Principal Allied and Associated Powers exchange 
views upon the subject, and that a special conference be called 
of the Powers interested ... to consider the matter further if 
the Powers should agree in principle to establish such a code.' 

A draft agreement regarding the use of islands and other 
points as relay stations contained the provision: 

that certain points and islands shall be especially designated as 
available on equal terms to the nationals of all the states signa
tory to this protocol, which give reciprocal facilities for the 
landing of cables for automatic relay purposes or for manual 
retransmissions.' 

These drafts remain in the archives of the Powers who 
conferred, and certain of their provisions may be brought 
forward in the Madrid conference.· 

What may be regarded as the probable American attitude 
toward the status of cables in war time, and desirable treat
ment in peace treaties, is set forth by Professor Hyde in his 
work, International Law chiefly as interpreted and applied 
by the United States." The advanced position taken by the 

1 Mimeographed Mal,""l, Department of State. 

• Ibid. 
8 It is understood that the material is being reviewed for publication 

in the forth-coming ""Iume of Foreign RelaliDM of 1M U. S., I920. 
Something of the American attitude may be discovered in the article by 
Walter S. Rogers, a delegate to the Washington and Paris conferences, 
If International Electrical Communications." FDreign Affairs, December, 
19'/2, p. 1440 An exposition of the American attitude, as set forth by 
Elihu Root, Jr. may be found in Proceedings, American Society of Inter
national Law. 1921. p. 70. 

• 0;. cil., vol ii, pp. 432-433. 
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Institute of International Law at Oxford is maintained, ex
cept that the necessity of cutting cables on the high seas as 
well as in the territorial waters of an enemy or within the 
limits of a blockade, is envisaged. Emphasis is placed on 
cables as agencies for the transmission of intelligence 
throughout the world, which agencies are therefore of con
cern to more than the warring nations. There is suggested 
the idea of a commission of neutrals with which should be 
associated II representatives of every belligerent concerned," 
to control and censor the use of cables. 

It may be recalled that Austria has made this sugges
tion in 1871, advising a II sequestration" of cables during 
the war time, under a commission, either neutral or bi
belligerent.- Renault had later criticized the plan, believing 
that impartial administration by a commission would be im
possible at such a time. I Since the United States does not 
easily become a member of an international union, it may be 
believed that American membership in such a commission 
would be reluctant. 

The protection of submarine cables in war time is one of 
the unfinished subjects of intemationallaw, and the subject 
is difficult. The private companies of the 1880's, in asking 
for international protection, excluded protection in war time 
from their petition, and declared that that must be II post
poned to an indefinite time."" Apparently that time is not 
yet definite, a half-century after. Ocean cables and their 
messages are private property, and private property at sea in 
war time is not yet immune. Perhaps cables will not ac-

1 This attitude of Austria ...... expressed in a repl:y to a questimmaire 
sent out b7 the Italian IIO-t, as _ted b7 the intematioual ....... 
feruce of the Telegraph Union, Rome, 1871. D~ "" Corogri$. 
Dr. Fischer in IN T.kgral/t .... dao Volitrn<1lI, p. 40. _II a 
similar soIutioa. 

I R_alt, 010 cit.. R. D. 1 .. 1882, m. zii, p. 874-
• /..."." TlllgnJtJAqw • • 882, p. 90 
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quire that status of neutralization, deemed so desirable by 
neutrals, until they acquire it through an international union, 
placed under the care of a disinterested international 
commission. 

AMERICAN DELEGATIONS TO CONFERENCES 1 

1882-1883, Paris ............ Levi P. Morton 
Henry Vignaud 

1884, Paris ................. Robert McLean 
Henry Vignaud 

I The United States was not represented at the London conference of 
19I3· 
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CHAPTER IV 

INTERNATIONAL RADIO UNION 

CONVENTIONS: 1906, BERLIN 1 

1912, LONDON' 

1927, WASHINGTON' 

IN contrast to wire telegraphy, international control over 
wireless has moved rapidly to conclusions through frequent 
conference. However definite frontier lines may be, it is 
recognizable that air cannot be walled off or marked with 
monuments, that freedom of the air is as important as free
dom of the sea, that regulation of a·ir activities is even more 
essential than regulation of sea activities. 

In 1873, through experiments in electric currents, aerk 
Maxwell came to the conclusion that high-frequency alter
nating currents, flowing in a circuit, would result in electric 
waves through the surrounding space. In 1887, Heinrich 
Hertz detected the radiation of such waves and experimented 
with them. In 1895, Marconi made experiments in long 
distance radio communication. The first practic:aI use was 
in ship-to-shore communication. In 1901, trans-oceanic 
communication was intimated with the passing of the letter 
S, to be followed by the full flow of messages known today. 

1 MalloY, TrfGIit., ~ iii, a880; u. S. T. S. No. 568; For. R.L, 1_ 
p. 444; U. S. S_., '001. 37, pI. I, P. 156s. 

• Malloy, TrfGIit., ~ iii, 3(148; U. S. T. S .. No. sill; For. R.L, 1!lIJ, 
P. 137$; U. S. s-., ~ 38, pI. .. p. 161a. 

• u. S. T. S .. No. 767: U. S. S_., 19a.\-1929, pt. .. p. 3sS. 
I6g 
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Not until 1921 did broadcasting become a program art.' As 
a source of wonder radio is not yet plumbed. 

A legislative problem at once presented itself: how could 
radio waves started by a machine and therefore under na
tional control, received by a machine and therefore under 
national control, be kept within national jurisdictions, since 
the waves themselves do not respect national boundaries? 
Governments were forced to act quickly and in conunon, to 
internationalize the practice, since the Marconi Company 
backed by the governments of Great Britain and Italy was 
aiming for a monopoly! 

Conference of I903 

There have been four conferences of the nations out of 
which there have issued three conventions on radio. These 
have been conferences of experts, with the same delegate 
representing his country repeatedly; in the case of the United 
States there has been continuity in representation. Other 
related conferences, on telegraphy, sea laws, safety at sea, 
regional and technical meetings, have furthered the develop
ment and control of wireless." 

Germany called the nations together for their first meet
ing in 1903, August 4-13. The conference constituted, as 
is often and advisedly the case, a small group for the ex
change of expert opinion. It was attended by delegates 

, Laurens E. Whittemore •• The Development of Radio", AnllGls of II" 
Acad .... y of Political and Social Sci.nc~s, Radio, ed. Irvin Stewart, 
March,l!)29. 

• Reinsch. op. cil .• P. 19. See also H~ariH{J' 00 the International Wire
less Convention, Berlin, 1906. before the Senate Committee on Foreign 
Relations. 19[2, Congress 62; Feb. 21, 1912 . 

• Conventions with provisions relating to the use of radio. will be fOUDd 
noted in John Bassett Moore. I"',mal"",,,1 Law and S_ C""",, 
IIlUli ..... Appendix, p. 210 " IIq. See also Stephen Davis. TM Law of 
Radio Communications (New York, 1927). cb. xi. 
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from only eight of the eighteen nations which had been in
vited.' All but one were European states, an indication of 
the regional aspect of the problem; but, the exception being 
the United States, an indication of the importance of traffic 
between the European and American continents, where 
wireless was of primary use in ship-ta-shore communication. 

The nations discovered that already the development of 
wireless had moved so rapidly that they must let the science 
develop further; there was no treaty, but only resolutions. 

Conference of 1906 
The German government, no doubt mindful of the fact 

that the government which is host is the" directing JJ gov
ernment between conferences, had in 1903 reserved the right 
to propose the following conference. Public opinion and 
the clutch of circumstances were forcing the nations to an 
agreement. They met again in 19OO, and again in Berlin. 
Where eight European states had foregathered in 1903, 
thirty states from four continents joined to discuss, twenty
seven to conclude,' in 1906; the world of wireless had be
come world-large. 

The conference has been proposed for June 28, to follow 
immediately the international postal conference at Rome, in 
April; It so that the delegates to that conference who may 
also have to attend the Berlin conference will have ample 
time to travel the intermediate distance" i so said the German 
foreign office in issuing the invitations.' But, since both 

I A ..... Di~ 3 ser .. "101. bcariii, z903. pp. z6s__ The group was 
German7. the Unitod Statos, Austria-HlIIlSV7. Francle, Gnat Britain, 
Italy. Russia, Spain. 

• German7. the United Slate!, Arsentioo, Austria, HIID&U:Y. ~ 
Bruil, Bulgaria, o.il .. DenmarIr, Spain, Francle, G .... t BritaiD, G,,
Italy. Japan. Mexico, Mona .... Nor-way. the NetherJands, Pasia, PortapI, 
RlIIIWIiI, Russia, Sweden, TlIrke7. UruglIaT. 

• For. R.I.. 1906. "101. ii. Po 1513-
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conferences were meetings of experts in particular fields, as 
conferences on communications of necessity are, it was not 
found expedient to utilize the same delegates to both. 
Therefore the radio experts met October 3-November 30. 

The German Secretary of State for the Imperial Govern
ment Postal Department was president of the conference. 
The Berne Postal Convention of 1874 had been suggested 
as a model by the German government, and it will be remem
bered that that treaty was also German modeled. The 
original text was, however, subjected to one hundred and 
one amendments. There then resulted a Convention of 23 
Articles setting forth the fundamental law, Service Regula
tions of 42 Articles, a Supplementary Agreement to cover a 
point on which there was substantial but not complete agree
ment, and a Final Protocol. Twenty-seven of the thirty 
conferring nations, fifteen with reservations, signed the 
treaty, after air had proved itself a subject of grave debate, 
debate which promised at times to result in failure, which 
was punctuated at times by threats of withdrawal. 

The agreements of 1906 were affected by the existence of 
certain contracts already entered into, by bilateral arrange
ments, by national aspirations, and by general uncertainty as 
to what this new and miraculous means of communication 
might ultimately bring forth; nor did the conference wish to 
hamper the art through too early crystallizations. The 
treaty did, however, prove a basis for subsequent conven
tions, in 1912, and in 1927; in the main the legislation was 
sound. 

Conventicn of Berlm 
The contracting states obligated themselves to the trans

mission of wireless telegrams through their" coastal stations 
and stations on shipboard" (Art. 1). That is, the conven
tionallaw related entirely to messages between ships at sea 
and the land; it carried no suggestion of ship-to-ship com-
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munication, of land-to-land communication; there was in the 
article on charges the only reference to intercoastal possibili
ties (Art. 10). .. Absolute priority to calls of distress from 
ships" was made obligatory, but only .. wireless telegraph 
stations" were thus obligated (Art. 9), and these were de
fined as .. coastal stations" (Art. 2). In a Supplementary 
Agreement twenty-one of the twenty-seven contractants 1 

agreed that" each station on shipboard referred to in Article 
I of the Convention shall be bound to correspond with any 
other station on shipboard without distinction of the wire
less telegraph system adopted by such stations respectively." 

The member states bound themselves to make 'the provi
sions of the treaty obligatory upon private enterprises (Art. 
1), ., without distinction as to the system of radio telegraphy 
adopted by their stations" (Art. 3), but a signatory state 
which provided certain coastal stations in accord with the 
provisions of the convention, might exempt other coastal 
stations from the convention (Art. 4). Military and naval 
stations were exempt, tx'Cept as to interference and to calls 
of distress (Art. 21). Scientific experiment was assured 
freedom, special devices being permitted which could not 
communicate with established systems. Assurance of trans
mission inland by special wires, " or other measures which 
will assure I. rapid exchange" (Art. 5) was obtained, and 
the forwarding of wireless telegrams received by coastal 
stations from shipboard stations was agreed to, with a right 
to refuse transmission to a shipboard station when the coun
try of the ship's flag was not I. signatory (Art. 14). Cer
tain general and fundamental provisions governing tele
graphic correspondence of the International Telegraph Con
vention of 1875 were incorporated into this treaty (Art. 
17), since certain states in the oonference had not accepted 
that treaty. 

1 Manor. T....n.6. ~ iii, Po I8g6. The missing six were Great BritaiD. 
IlaIT.l_ Mexi .... Persi .. Portugal. 
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Organs 

Legislative and administrative machinery was provided. 
Conferences of plenipotentiaries to reconsider the conven
tion, or of experts to modify the regulations, were to be set 
up, "to take place from time to time," each conference to 
fix the time and place of the next meeting (Art. II). An 
International Bureau as a medium of exchange of informa
tion, to examine sugges¢ed amendments, and to promulgate 
amendments, was authorized, the expenses to be borne by all 
the member states (Conv., Art. 13; Regs., Arts. iv, xxxvi, 
xxxviii). Displlltes were to be settled by arbitration (Art. 
18). 

Conference of 1912 

The fact that peace has its perils no less than war, that 
those who go down in great ships to do business in great 
waters may even in a modern day of safe construction and 
safety devices suffer such hazards as overtook the Titanic, 
April 15, 1912, brought the nations to a sober realization of 
their common needs. A conference had been called by the 
British government, in accordance with the decision of the 
Berlin Conference. The nations met in London in June, a 
convention was signed July 5, 1912. The shock of the un
paralled sea disaster compelled agreements which had been 
resisted six years before. There were forty-three govern
ments represented, "colonies" being freely admiuted,' and 
the conference found the United States and Great Britain 
weaving together, not tearing asunder, the international 
fabric. 

J The signatories were Germany, the United States, Argentina, AWltria, 
Hungary, Bosnia-Herzogovina, Belgium, Congo, Brazil, Bulgaria, Chile, 
Denmark, Egypt, Spain, France, French West Africa, French Equatorial 
Africa, Indo-China, Madagascar, Tunis, Great Britain, South Africa, 
Australia, Canada, Iudia, New Zealand, Greece, Italy, Japan and Chosen, 
Morocco, Monaco, Norway, the Netherlands, Dutch Indies, Persia, Por
tuga1, Rumania, RWI.ia, San Marino, Siam, Sweden, Turkey, Uruguay. 
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Confl!rmce of Lond09l 
There resulted a Convention of 23 Articles, Service Regu

lations of 59 Articles and a Final Protocol. Preceding pro
visions were repeated, often article for article, with some 
change in the nomenclature; wireless became" radio-tele
graphy "; wireless telegrams became .. radiograms." The 
convention was to apply to .. all radio stations" established 
or worked by the contracting parties, and open to public ser
vices between the coast and vessels at sea (Art. 1). It 
provided for an exchange of correspondence for" fixed sta
tions • . . between land and land," with entire liberty to 
each country for the organization of correspondence between 
fixed points in its own territory (Art. 21, # 4). That is, 
the Supplementary Agreement of Berlin became a part of 
the Convention of London, accepted by all the signatories. 
The same articles were borrowed from the St. Petersburg 
Convention (Art. 17). Priority to calls of distress was 
again pledged, (Art. 9) but since Ithere had been some doubt 
as to whether the calls of the Tittmic had been answered 
with that humanitarian concern which should be universal at 
sea, such uncertainty was resolved into obligation. .. Every 
station on shipboard shall be bound to exchange radiograms 
without distinction of the radio systems adopted by such 
stations" (Art. 3). 

The Conference as the legislative organ was retained 
(Art. 12). The Bureau as the administrative organ, which 
in 1906 was merely an international bureau, was now desig
nated to be the International Bureau of the Telegraph Union 
(Art. 13). That Bureau at Berne, established for nearly 
a half-century, was charged with the administration of the 
affairs of the International Radio-Telegraph Union. The 
e,'\.-penses of the organ were limited not to exceed 80,000 
francs a year, the countries being divided into six classes, 
(Regs.. Art. 43) each country choosing itself which class it 
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would enter, and paying expense units of graduated 
numbers. 

Ccmference of 1913 on Safety of Life at Sea 
In the meantime of the Berlin and London radio confer

ences, and issuing out of the shock caused by the Titanic 
disaster, invitations to a conference on safety of Ii'fe at sea 
were issued at London, the delegates meeting, however, a 
year after the Radio Conference of 1912; that is, in Decem
ber, 1913! Seventeen powers, including three of the self
governing doIninions, and including Japan as an observer, 
met together. The conference created several committees, 
one on wireless. 

The convention, signed January 20, 1914, by sixteen of 
the states," to come into effect July I, 1915, ratified by a few, 
was never in force because of the war.' It provided that 
ships carrying fifty or more persons were required to carry 
radio-telegraph apparatus, and on receiving a call of distress, 
to go to the rescue." Several of the states made this con
ventional provision effective through their own statutory 
provisions.· 

I Bulleti .. No. 40, International Maritime Committee (Antwerp, 1913). 

• See Hearings before the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations, on 
International Maritime Conference for Safety at Sea, 1913, Congress 
63: 2. See also S .... Doc., Es. B., Congress 63: 2. 

I Great Britain did not rntify. The United States Senate consented to 
ratification with the reservation of II the right ..• to impose upon aU 
vessels in the waters of the United States such higher standards of s2fety 
2nd such provisions for the health, protection, 2nd comfort of the passen
gers, seamen, and naviptors, as the United States shall exact from the 
vessels of the United States." Ibid. 

• The convention grnnted to the govermnent of the ship'. flag the right 
to issue certificates guar2Qteeing the competence and efficacy of ito in
spection, which contracting states were bound to accepL 

• Congress accepted the standards of the convention, Art. 31, which 
required radio instaUations whenever a steamohip had on hoard fifty or 
more persons. See II Report" of Amerian Delegates, in Sm.. Doc .. 
£s. B., Congress 63: 2, p. 77. 
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Conference of 1927 

It had been expected that developments in radio would 
move rapidly, and a fourth conference would be called in 
1917; the war prevented this. In order to control wireless 
communications for war purposes there was created an In
ter-allied Wireless Commission, through which, as in many 
other war ~elations, the nations learned the art of coopera
tion, and thought to apply such lesson to peace relations.' 
At the Paris Conference, the Principal Allied and Associated 
Powers discussed the communic3i1:i'ons situation, the oppor
tune possibilities for a common solution," and issued a draft 
of revised international regulations to bridge the gap be
tween law and praotice; these were put into effect .. 

A preliminary conference of these five powers was held in 
Washington, in October, 1920, under Congressional Resolu
tion," which meeting considered the disposition of the Ger
man cables, cable landing rights, cable monopolies, general 
communications, and developed a draft treaty creating an 
electrical communications union. A technical committee at 
Paris, 1921, revised the Washington draft, but the full con
ference was never called' 

In the meantime, the Commission of Jurists, created by 
the Washington Conference on the Limitation of Arma-

I W. S. Culbertaon, Illttnoolioroal Eco-,< P.licWs (New York, 1905), 
p. 5400 . 

I Ra7 SIaDnard Baker. Woodroar WiI.root """ World S,,,'- (New 
York, 1902). Memorandum Iftpanocl b7 Walw- S. Rogers, Feb. [2, [91g, 
wi. iii, Doc. 6s. p. 427. 

, Published b7 the Navy ~t, u Radio Pn>1ocoI, AUC. 25. [91~ 

• Doc. 17. [91~ 41 Slat., wi. I, P. W. 
• Urt/wr.ro/ ElHIri<al C.........,..,., U ..... Rerised Draft of CoD

ftDtioa and Reculations, oriciuaIl7 ~ at Wasbiagtoo, D. C. 1920. 
and UIleII<kd ill atXOl'danc:e with the ~ of the tedmical 
committoe 00 radio tomIIIIIDic:atioDs, Paris, [9OL JUDe, 19oa. 
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ments,' met at The Hague, December I I, 1922-February 19, 
1923, representing six nations,' to consider the laws of aer
ial warfare, and the use of radio in wartime. The Ameri
can delegation presented a draft on radio communication 
based on American experiences and observations during the 
war, and governed by persistent American regard for hu
mane warfare, which served as the basis of the discussion, 
and of the twelve articles which were formulated as a war
code for radio. These relate to strategy and tactics. 
Therein it is forbidden as a violation of neutrality on the 
part of the belligerent and of the neutral, to erect or operate 
radio stations in neutral jurisdiction (Art. 3) ; neutral ves
sels are forbidden to transmit military intelligence (Art. 6); 
a" zone of silence" is permitted around an actual naval war 
area (Art. 7) ; neutral states are forbidden to keep a record 
of belligerent messages (Art. 8) ; there is provision for the 
safe transmission of news as in peace times so far as possible 
(Art. I); there is continued emphasis on radio as a service 
for humanity, and the status of distress signals is preserved 
with the utmost solicitude (Arts. 9, 10) ; protection for radio 
personnel is assured (Art. 12) ; and severe penalties are pre
scribed for the infraction of the rules (Arts. 6, 8).· 

The field had therefore been wel1 considered, and the prob
lems to an extent isolated, when the International Radio
Telegraph Conference was cal1ed for Washington, October 
4, 1927; it sat until November 25. The delegations of 
eighty governments' had before them a .. Book of Pro-

I Con/."nc, Oil lhe LimiloliOll 0/ Armomlllu (Washington, 1922), 
pp. 356, 810-

I The Netherlands, as the inviting country, was included. 

• The .. General Report· may be found in Moore, InltnllJliMlal LII1It 
olld ...... C"""" I/lNrions, pp. 2100225, and in .. International Law 
Topics," NGTJrJI War Coll.g., 1\)24, pp. 96-108. 

• Uninn of South Africa, French Equatorial Africa and other co1oni ... 
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posals" which the ~nternational Telegraph Bureau at Berne 
had compiled from the replies received from member states 
as to the proposed modifications of the London Convention. 
There were 1768 proposals to which were added later sup
plementary proposals circulated before and during the con
ference, bringing the total up to 1951. 

Radio had had an experience nothing short of miraculous 
during and since the war, and the nations now met to con
sider these experie~, to weigh the experiments, to codify 
the new attitudes. They were in need of the virtues sug
gested by President Coolidge in his opening address, "candid 
discussion, generous conciliation, and wide co-operation." I 

Secretary Hoover was named the presiding officer. There 
were nine plenary sessions; there were almost innumerable 
meetings of the ten oommittees. The Director of the Bu
reau of the Telegraph Union served as a secretary, through 
whom the different delegations made known their inclina
tions, such as their particular preference for committee work. 
The conference was therefore II able to reach a unanimous 

French West Africa, Portuguese West Africa, Portuguese East Africa 
aod the Portuguese Asiatic Possessiom, Germany, .Argentina, Australia, 
Austria, Belgium, Bolivi.. Brazil, Bulgaria, Canada, CUI., 0Una, 
Colombia, Spanish Colony of the Gulf of Guinea, Belgian Congo, Costa 
Rica, Cuba, Cura~ ~ Domnar1r, Dominican Repab\ic, Egypt, 
E1 Salvador, Eritrea, Spain, Esthonia, Uoited Slata of America, FioIand, 
France, G ..... t Britain, Greece, Guatemala, Haiti, HOIId....... Hungary, 
British India, Dutch East Indies, French Jndo.a.iua, Irish F_ State, 
ItaIy,11P1D. Chosen, Taiwau,1._ Sakhalin, the Leased Territol'7 of 
Kwantung and the South Sea Islands ID1der 1_ Yandate, Liberia, 
Yadagucar, Norwey, N ..... Zealaod, PaDama, ~, the Netherlands. 
Persia, Peru, Po1and, Portugal, Ramaoia, v-avia. Siam, Italiua 
Soma1i1and, Sweden, Switaer1and, Soriuam, Territories of Syria aod The 
Lebanoo, San YariDo, Caechaslankia, TripolitaDia, TIIIIis, TurI<q, 
Uruguay, VeneaueIa. It should be noted that of these, Esthooia aod 
Persia did IIOt slgn the ..,.. ..... tioa. 
·S .... Dot~ EstaoIiw B, ~ 70:1; beraoafter refernd to as 

&t. B~p. 91. 
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conclusion upon . . . so difficult a problem involving a 
technical knowledge of electro physics," such technical 
knowledge as no preceding international conference had ever 
required. Out of the ISO committee reports there was 
crystallized a convention expressed in 26,000 words. 

The Convention of Washitngton 

The Convention, signed by seventy-eight units, consists of 
24 Articles; is completed by General Regulations of 34 
Articles with 8 Appendices, also signed by seventy-eight rep
resentatives, "which have the same force and become effec
tive at the same time as the Convention" (Art. 13); is 
supplemented by Supplementary Regulations of six Articles 
and one Appendix, signed by seventy-five governments, 
" which bind only the governments which have signed them .. 
(Art. 13). These latter governments are all of the 
seventy-eight signatories to the convention, except the 
United States, Canada, Honduras. The fundamental pro
visions of the preceding convention are retained, certain ar
ticles being set over completely from the London Conven
tion. In the changes in the General Regulations may be 
found the evidence of the progress of 1he art." 
Th~ convention of Washington, while often borrowing 

the very phraseology of the Berlin and London agreements, 
differs in many particulars from these preceding conven
tions, and in general provides an eulargement of the area 
supervised. The scope is now broadened to include radio 
communication between land and land, between people and 
people, by means of mobile and of fixed stations-a compre
hensive treaty which nevertheless regards radio as still in 
the process of development. There is an allocation of wave 

1 The Supplementary Regulations. Art 1. include provisions of the Inter
national Telegraph Convention and its Regulations. Tho United Staid 
reserved on these Regulations as not binding it. Elt. B., pp. 240, 214-
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lengths, based on .. services" which are better defined than 
before; there are provisions against interference; as in the 
other communications unions, a permanent ,technical com
mittee is now set up to consider developments between 
conferences. 

The first Articles of the Convention and of the General 
Regulations, are short lexicons of definition; especially sig
nificant being the application of the term .. radio communi
cation" to cover .. the transmission by radio of writing, 
signs, signals, pictures, and sounds of all kinds by means of 
Herzian waves," so that the future is safeguarded whatever 
the extension of radio by scientific expansion. For" wave 
length" the term" kilocycles," (that is ky/s) is substituted, 
as being more accurate (Gen. Regs., Art. 4, # 5). 

There is again the pledge to apply the provisions of the 
convention to all stations opened to international service, to 
secure national legislation covering this, and to provide 
mechanisms which will operate" under the best conditions 
known . • . so far as practicable" (Arts. 2, 10). The 
right to suspend the provisions of the convention, thereby 
closing a country from other countries for an indefinite 
period, for all or for only "certain connections, is permitted 
on immediately advising other member states through the 
International Bureau (Art. IS). Once again the exchange 
of radio telegrams is 'assured .. without regard to the radio 
system" (Art. 3 # 2), but also again there is permitted a 
radio system incapable through its peculiar activity of con
necting with other systems, as well as the use of special de
viaes (Art. 9). Military and naval freedom is continued 
(Art. 22). 

Secrecy is assured to correspondence (Art. 5) depending 
of necessity on. the national legislation and the official in
tegrity of the COlUltry or countries through which the com
munication passes. Although several European delegations 
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wished the receiving sets to be licensed in order to enforce 
a control, the United States with its interest in the amateur 
and its solicitude that a developing art should be as free as 
possible to receive new stimuli and to make new adventures, 
succeeded in preventing such inhibiting restraint. Certain 
provisions do hedge about ~orrespondence through air, such 
as unauthorized divulging or publishing of the substance or 
the existence of correspondence which may have been inter
cepted, with penalty for false alarms (Art. 5). 

Priority to calls of distress is again pledged, the " heart " 
of all conventions op. wireless, but with altered phrasing. 
" Stations participating in the mobile service shall be obli
gated to give absolute priority to distress calls, regardless of 
their origin, to answer such calls, and to take such action with 
regard thereto as may be required" (Art. II); the mobile 
service is defined as the service of a station "capable of 
moving and which ordinarily does move" (Art. I). This 
then is the final achievement of assistance, after a quarter 
of a century of debate. 

Allocation 

" Peace in the air", as M. Strnad, delegate from Czecho
slovakia, said at the Prague Conference, through some di
vision of the common empire, became necessary as the use 
of radio approximated the universal. The pre-war theory, 
that the air like the sea is international territory, remains 
true to the extent that Herzian waves sent out in anyone 
country can penetrate the air area of any other country, ex
cept by the most extraordinary use of wave traps. Hence 
the imperative need of allocation, of a distribution of wave 
lengths, in a world of many countries where the air channels 
are surcharged with messages, and where further develop
ments of the art and further enlargement of commerce are 
certain to bring increasing use and increasing conflict. 
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In the Service Regulations of the Berlin Conference two 
wave lengths were authorized, those of 300 and of 600 
meters, for general public service (Art. 2). Governments 
were permitted to authorize other wave lengths for other 
purposes, provided these did .. not exceed 600 meters" or 
did" exceed 1600 meters" (Regs. II). The wave length 
of 300 meters was fixed as the norma1length for shipboard 
stations (Art. 3), with permissive use of other wave lengths 
not exceeding 600 meters. 

The London Convention did not change these allocations, 
except that for shipboard stations, which was now declared 
to be 600 meters, with 300 permitted (Regs., Art. 3). The 
pre-war channels were not yet crowded. 

The Washington Conference faced an allocation prob
lem. .. All frequencies now belong to the available class," 
said Secretary Hoover.' The General Regulations carry an 
article on allocation (Art. 5); the controlling principle is 
that of an allocation of frequencies to services and not to 
countries; that is, the govemments of the member states 
accept a definite limitation of their right to control radio in 
their own territory. The world has become one area with 
common interests in communications. 

There was no attempt to allocate to countries, an impos
sible task. AS! Colonel Manton Davis said, .. it became 
immediately apparent that if there had been any effort to 
allocate as between nations, specific bands, and so forth, that 
there would have been chaos confounded; national aspira
tions would have been so great th&t the spectrum would not 
have been one-hundredth part broad enough," • 

The member states .. may assign any frequency and any 
type of wave to any radio station within their jurisdiction," 

lEI. B, Po g6. 

I H~ before the SeDate Committee OIl Intontale Commen:r. OIl 

radio commwUcatioD, Concress 70: a, F.........,.. 1929, Po Sa. 
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provided no interference with any service of another coun
try will result therefrom. Each member state must assigtl 
to stations which may cause international interference, fre
quenci~s according to an extensive table incorporated into 
Article 5 of the General Regulations; arbitration is provided 
according to Article 20 of the Convention. 

It was declared in Senate Committee Hearings that prior 
occupation of a frequency band would unquestionably be 
considered by the arbitrators, whereupon Senator Wheeler 
asked if it would not be well to allocate all international fre
quencies immediately." General Harbord has also foreseen 
a race between countries as to who .. can plant its flag first 
upon those radio channels by actual appropriation and use." • 
While the old theory of territorial rights by .. discovery and 
settlement" may remain in the minds of those who would 
" annex " air channels, there is the restraining certainty that 
chaos would result, and that the next international confer
ence on radio would be forced to adjust the matter. Such 
adjustment is still a possible necessity at Madrid in 1932. 
Allocation by international agreement, even though the na
tions may not rush to occupy the channels granted them, is 
a possibility which is being recognized in both Europe and 
America. 

The use of certain frequencies is particularly reserved, and 
new assignments must be made with care. Beginning on 
other frequencies in the band of 10-100 kilocycles, frequen
cies are allocated up to 60,000 kilocycles, with three bands 
not reserved in the higher frequencies. As was said in 
Committee Hearings, the range of frequencies above 25,000 
is .. still in a laboratory or experimental state of use.'" 

I Ibid. p. 83-
I U. S. Daily, Dec. 14, 1929. Report of H.arirlg" as above. 

• H.an1ffJ', C • ... C., Senate Committee on Iotentate Commerce, U. S. 
Daily, Dec. 14, 1929-
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The allocation is done on the basis of services, which are 
designated as .. fixed," .. fixed or mobile," .. mobile," 
.. broadcasting," .. air mobile," .. air fixed," .. amateur," 
.. radio beacon"; certain of these allocations being exclu
sive, certain others being shared. 

The wave of 600 meters, soo kilocycles, remains as it was 
designated in the Berlin and London Conventions, the in
ternational calling and distress wave, but may be used for 
other purposes on condition that such use will not interfere 
with call and distress signals. For meterological purposes 
in Europe two frequencies are reserved, to be made by 
regional arranganents, 37.5 and 100 kilocycles (8,000 and 
3,000 meters), and out of the same bands a frequency under 
regional arrangement for police use. Provision is made for 
progressive abolition of damped or non-continuous waves, 
by January I, 1940. 

The Prague Conference of European states and the 
conferences of North America states, each made a regional 
arrangement of allocations adjusted to area rather than 
to service, under the provision of the Washington Con
ventions. A review of these arrangements, and further con
sideration of national needs in the international situation, 
will be made at the Madrid Conference; the Technical Com
mittee further studying the problem in the meantime. 

InUrf~ 

The possibilities of interference, of one station blocking 
and confusing the emissions of another station, are of 
course increasing as stations multiply i allocation of wave 
lengths, while it can go far, cannot c:<mplete1y control the 
difficulty. Single countries have had to take action in their 
area and neighboring countries have had to make adjust
ments. The problem is acute in the United States where 
for the extensive use of radio in a single extended area there 
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has been an adjustment for broadcasting by zones, and 
where the long international land boundaries present a 
large problem. The problem is acute in Europe, where 
many states of small areas with new boundaries again dis
cover that Herzian waves obey no provisions of peace 
treaties. 

The earlier attitude toward interference is evident in this 
quotation from the Electric W MId in 1908, when national 
legislation was being considered." .. It would be far better 
to let the situation stand as it is and give inventors an op
portunity to overcome the present difficulties." 1 More than 
twenty years after, inventors with a free hand have been un
able to cope with the problem; only international law can 
clear air communication. 

The Convention of Berlin had declared that" the work
ings of the stations shall be organized as far as possible as 
not to disturb the services of other wireless stations" (Art. 
8). The London Convention repeated these provisions. 
The Convention of Washington expressed the prohibition 
more positively: 

All stations, whatever their purpose, must so far as practicable, 
be established and operated so as not to interfere with the radio 
communications or services of other contracting governments, 
and of individuals, or of private enterprises authorized by these 
contracting governments to carry on public radio communication 
service (Art. 10). 

The liberty of any administration of the contracting gov
ernments to assign any frequency or any type of wave to 
any radio station within its jurisdiction, is limited by the 
condition that it must not result in .. interference with any 
service of another country" (Gen. Regs., Art. 5, # I). 
Notification of possible international interference must be 

I Electrical World, March 21, 19011. voL Ii, p. 609. 
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made to the International Bureau, if the employment of such 
new frequency is contemplated, foUr months before the con
struction of the station, in order that concerned administra
tions of otIher countries may be notified (Ibid., # 17). 

The liberty therefore of any administration of a member 
state to authorize the operabion and even the erection of a 
new station, i!l definitely limited. If interference is inter
national, the two member states must resort to arbitration. 
The decisions of arbitral courts will \rork out a judicial rule 
for the situation, and together with regional conferences 
making agreements among administrations for precise allo
cation of frequencies, such delimitations must grow more 
and more numerous, and also more and more efficacious. 
In radio control the nations are facing a situation where 
justice and efficiency require international legislation and 
international judicial decisions. 

Amatews 

The recognition in the Convention of Washington, a con
vention between governments, of the status of the amateur, 
an individual, is one of the most interesting achievements in 
international legislation. It was however just; to the de
velopment of no other art, in the experimentations of no 
other wence, has the amateur contributed so much. 

The American Radio Relay League of amateurs had been 
organized in the United State!! on the eve of the war, as a 
result of the Federal Radio Law of 1912. The law pro
vided for a call-bOOk containing the names of all licensed 
transmitters. The book revealed the existence of several 
thousand amateurs in the United States, who were engaged 
in a common adventure with a common purpose of getting 
out of their wentific sport aD its possibilities; this meant 
development and discovery. The amateurs united in an 
association. Suspended during the war, the amateurs them-
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selves generally active during the war, reassociated after the 
war, these now expert amateurs took upon themselves delib
.erately the development of transcontinental radio tele
graphy. Achieving this bridging of wide land space on 200 
meter waves in 1919.' the American Radio Relay League 
sent one of its members to Scotland in 1924, to experiment 
in inter-continental uses. Again on a 200-meter wave length 
signals were exchanged between Europe and America. In 
1923, after experiments on 100 meters, America and France 
talked to each other. Amateurs had proved the value of 
the short wave length, and soon were experimenting with 
wave lengths as low as 20 meters, finally achieving com
munication not only with Europe, but with Australia, South 
America, South Africa, and Asia. It is the amateur who 
has spanned the seas and connected remote continents. 

In 1925, at Paris, there was organized the International 
Amateur Radio Union, containing experimentalists from 
thirty countries.· Among these countries having such an 
organization of amateurs are, <Alina which has several such 
societies, and Russia, to which society every amateur must 
belong, and, can belong only after a committee examination 
by experts 0 f the society declares him eligible, otherwise he 
cannot operate.' These international amateurs led in the 
campaign to secure recognition in the Convention of 
Washington. 

The amateur is recognized in the latest international legis
lation on the subject under 'the term .. private experimental 
station," to be .. a duly authorized person interested in radio 
technique solely with a personal aim and without pecuniary 

I A"",,/.r of lhe AmniclJll ActJdnny, .. Radio," Hiram Percy Maxim, 
.. The Amateur in Radio," p. 32 . 

• Ibid. 

• Doc ...... nts de /0 Confer,nc. radio lleelri_ E .. roll_, Prague, 1929, 

published by the Bureau of the International Telegraph UDioD, Berne, 
1929-
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interest" (Gen. Regs., Art. I). All the general rules of the 
convention and the regulations apply to the amateur (Gen. 
Regs., Art. 5, # 18, d. 3). The administration of a mem
ber state assigns frequencies to amateur stations out of the 
international allocation chart (Gen. Regs., Art. 5 # 18), 
.but the amateurs of two members states may be denied the 
right of correspondin'g with each other if the Administration 
of one of these states so decides (Gen. Regs., Art. 6, # I). 
There was objection to large liberties for amateurs on the 
part of certain states, so this power of control was granted 
in the agreement. 

An amateur can operate only when he has proved his abil
ity to use the International Morse code (Gen. Regs., Art. 6 
# 3) ; amateurs must be licensed by their governments (Gen. 
Regs., Art. 2), and are pledged to secrecy in regard to inter
cepted correspondence. What form an international license 
shall take is still under debate, and is an especial concern of 
the United States, which regards the amateur as the discov
erer in the radio realm. 

In the large interests of the amateur the United States and 
Canada have entered into special arrangements; and the 
United States as .. directing" government of the Interna
tional Radio-Telegraph Union is especially watchful of the 
situation of the amateur, sending observers even to such 
regional conferences as that of Prague.' A model license 
for the amateur, deoveloped by the Dutch government, was 
circulated to the governments as part of the agenda fOt' the 
Prague conference. I The delegates discussed the question, 
but did not develop an amateur license. They expressed 

• See UtJra. 
• Department of State, Prru R.w., Man:h .... Igog. 

lIIiid. See also D_ • Ie C ... flrnu, pp. 40-52. aDd putica
IIrI7 the remar\cs of Dr. Alois Bania, Caechoskwak delegate, c:ampariac 
the provisioDs of the model license with the provisioDs of the Comentioa 
ofW~ 
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the wish that copies of the rules governing amateurs issued 
by each administration be sent to the International Bureau, 
which would send these to interested administrations; that 
a list of amateur stations be sent by each administration to 
other administrations; that" irreguJarities " caused by ama
teur stations be communicated to the administration inter
ested, and to the International Bureau.1 

The developments of the future as of the past, the United 
States believes, will be accomplished through the adventur
ous spirit of the amateur, through the spirit of youth, by 
those President Hoover denominates" boys ". .. To have 
given to the boys of the world a stat~ in international life 
by treaty is a fine recognition not only of the right of all 
boys, but a tribute to their service in developing the art." • 

Membership 

Membership in this union is open to any government unit 
on its own request to the" directing" government (Art. 
19) ; this has been the provision in all three of the conven
tions. The increase in membership has been steady, from 
the eight states attending the Berlin Conference, to the 
seventy-eight units accepting-1Jut of the eighty attending
the Washington treaty of union. Wireless is one of the 
most binding forces in internationa1 relations. 

An interesting development, however, has come in the 
matter of the parent state and its substates. The Berlin 
Convention provided that membership of the parent did not 
carry membership of the dependency, unless so declared 
(Final Protocol, V). Great Britain claimed in debate in 

1 Doc,,,,, ... ,s d. ItJ Coni"""., p. 64-
• u. S. Doily, November 28, 1927. It may be observed that Great 

Britain does not grant recognition to ., boys", a licensed radio operator 
must have attained the age of ",. Boys may experiment with wir.I .... 
but an older person must carry the responsibility to the slate. See state
ment of Mr. F. W. Phillips, British delegate, DoCf,," ... ', tk ItJ Conii,m ... 
p.I04-
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the conference that the separate declaration implied a sepa
rate vote, and announced that at the next conference it would 
be entitled to plural voting, .. which would represent not only 
Great Britain herself but a:lso her colonies and possessions," 1 

This would mean that the Empire could control the interna
tional air, at that time not definitely national over each 
area. 

Against this the United States verbally declared 

that in view of our widely extended interest in connection with 
radio-telegraphy, we should also make a claim for plural votes, 
based upon an extensive territory, if the equilibrium of the 
present conference were disturbed and anyone of the countries 
represented at the conference should be given more than one vote.· 

Here was Anglo-Saxon jealousy to be resolved. The 
conference granted each state one vote (Art. J2). The pro
cedure for obta.ining votes for substates was set forth in the 
Final Protocol (I). The parent state might make the ap
plication, but the conference would make the decision; ap
plication was to be made to the International Bureau six 
months in advance, the Bureau notifying a:1l member states, 
and for two months these states might also make similar 
application in the interests of their sub-states. 

The number of votes at the disposal of one government, includ
Ing its colonies, possessions or protectorates, shall in no case 
exceed six (Art. I2). 

Pursuant to these provisions, before the London Confer
ence met, Great Britain and France asked for six votes, Ger
many for four, the Netherlands and Holland for three, Bel
gium and Iapan for two. The conference granted these. 
In neglect of these provisions, the United States, Russia, 
Italy, and Turkey asked for additional votes on the floor of 

1 • Report of CltarIemqDe TO'ft1:," F .... Rd. Igo6, YOI. ii, pp. 1515-1519-
'lbNl.. 
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the conference. They were refused.' A debate then en
sued, and the conference finally designated in the convention 
the speCific substates eligible to membership and to votes, the 
number again being limited to six for Germany, the United 
States, France, Great Britain, and Russia, to three for Italy, 
the N etherlaoos, and Portugal, to two for Belgium, Spain, 
and Japan (Art. 12). 

It is significant that although the convention had specified 
the substates, the signatures recorded Great Britain and 
France as signing separately for each of its six members but 
grouping these, whereas Germany, the United States, Japan, 
and Russia simply signed for the group. 

Such arrangements for signature had consequences at the 
Washington Conference. As a member of the preceding 
radio conferences, and as a nation now in good standing be
cause of her League membership, Germany was invited to 
Washington. But in tbe Conference of 1912, Germany 
was an Empire, with" possessions" and six votes. In the 
Conference of 1927, Germany was a republic, and she lost 
her great "possessions." She had no intention of losing 
her six votes. She demanded her old imperial weight in the 
conference, and declared the device of 1906 was merely 
meant to give influence to the Great Powers--which it was. 
On the suggestion of Secretary Hoover, the conference ac
corded six votes to Germany, " only for the duration of the 
conference ... not to form a precedent." The conference 
met the decision" with applause." I 

Russia did not fare so well. She had not been recog
nized by the United States; in spite of the fact that she had 
been a member of the preceding conferences with a weight 
of six votes, no invitation was sent to the Union of Soviet 

1 Irvin Stewart, .. International Radio Convention," A. I. 1. L. (Janu
ary, 1928), p. 41. 

I Es. B., p. 136. 
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Socialist Republics. Russia then lodged a protest in the 
International Bureau at Berne against her exclusi~n on 
.. purely political" grounds. The protest was read before 
the Washington Conference; it was .. received in silence.'" 
It is worth 'noting that Russia was present in full capacity at 
the European Prague conference on broadcasting, where she 
criticized the results of the Washington Convention," and 
also that Russia and the United States were coequals in the 
Committee of Technical Experts at The Hague. 

Seven British units attended the Conference of Washing
ton. The British plan there introduced provided for modi
fication of Article 12, and would have granted one vote to 
every government unit with a separate communication ser
vice; • a very large conference would then have resulted with 
the number of British votes greater llhan that of any other 
country. The Chinese delegation suggested plural votes 
based on the number of radio messages in the international 
service originating in the territory of the unit in a specified 
time. This would have given preponderance to the United 
States. Several days were given over to debate, decision 
was postponed, informal conference took place, and the solu
tion finally arrived at was that of suppressing Article 12, 

leaving the question to be settled by an exchange of notes 
among the foreign offices, or by the next conference! 

However, since the London Convention had granted the 
six-vote basis of participation, the Washington Conference 
felt itself bound by that treaty as fundamental law until 
changed, and the diverse units were all allowed to sign the 
convention, but without prejudicing future action.· The 

• N .. Y0r6 T ..... Oct. a6. 1901. iii. B. p. IJS. 

"D-'I" '" COfi/Inwo, Pnsue. 
I'ro~, Nos. 100. 101, 13&-140-

• iii. B. p. 135. 
Article 19 of the Comefttion permits SO_Is II> adhere OIl roquest, 
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<:;Onvention of Washington was signed by seven British 
units, not grouped as they were in the Convention of Lon
don but scattered through the alphabetical list. F~ench and 
Dutch units were similarly scattered. Germany and the 
United States merely signed as" Germany", as" the United 
States of America ".1 

Status of PrVuate Compani.es 
The radio Convention does not provide as does the tele

graph convention, for membership of private companies in 
the union, but it does provide for their participation in the 
work of the union. The situation is, that in seventy-five of 
the member states electrical communication is government
owned and controlled, in three states is privately owned and 
government-regulated. But, these three countries are the 
United States, Canada, and Honduras. 

The United States and Canada increasingly in interna
tional affairs see eye to eye; the necessities of their geog
raphy, the essentials of their democracy, make for such un
animity. Canada frequently forms the link between British 
and American interests; therefore Canada pulls more than 
its weight in international settlements; therefore also the 
United States secures for its positions more backing than 
the co-operation with one country would indicate. 

The situation is, however, further complicated, and the 
position of the private company further strengthened, 
through the fact that electrical communication so far as radio 
is concerned is not merely public correspondence, which to 
date has exclusively influenced the international situation, 

and dependeDt states with administrations of radio communications to 
adhere separately. See Irvin Stewart, 0;. cit., A. I. 1. L. (January, 
1928), P. 38, for an analysis of the situation. 

I China, on the last day of the conference declared • that nothing in 
the Convention ... nor eVeD the reference to .. . leased territories ..• may 
be considered in any way ••• as affecting or changing the position of the 
Chinese govemment." Ex. B., p. 272. 
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but is a wider idea, involving especially broadcasting, and 
broadcasting is earried on generally by private enterprise 
even though it may be rigidly supervised.' The number of 
representatives in the Washington Conference from private 
companies covers five pages in the Senate Document, Execu
tive B; forty-one companies from eleven countries were thus 
represented, but in several cases from three to ten companies 
were associated in one representation.' In the Prague Con
ference, eight companies from eight countries were repre
sented." 

Again, the situation is complicated by a new factor which 
may have to be considered by the Madrid Radio and Tele
graph Conferences in 193:2, consolidations proposed or com
pleted, of radio and cable services in Great Britain, Ger
many, France, Italy, and Japan. The British Imperial 
Communications service merger in private hands has in
volved the surrender of !ol/.g-distance telegraphy by the 
British post-office. 

Private companies send representatives to the Interna
tional radio conferences to act in an advisory capacity; in 
truth it would be impossible to develop an intelligent con
vention without the aid of experts, and these are most often 
found in private employment. As Mr. White declared be
fore the House Committee on Merchant Marine and Fish
eries, speaking of the many American and foreign compan
ies represented at Washington, cc they went to committee 
meetings and we even called on them for their opinions." • 
Or, as Mr. Castle said, cc The priva~ companies practically 
wrote it." • Representatives of the private companies were 

I H~. C. 011 C. pt. II> P. ~ 
• &t. B. pp. 87.,1. 
I D~ • Ie Cooflnlw, Prque, pp. ~s. 

H~ bef ..... tho Soaate Committee OIl Foreip Relatioras, OIl Inter
aaticoal Radio Conftlltioa, Muda 14 loa&. Coagress 70: I. 

I Ibid., p. 'So 
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admitted to the Washington Conference" upon authority 
given by the Chairman," and" at the dis~retion of the Chair
man were permitted to speak on any pertinent topic which 
might concern them." 1 

The Washington Conference solved the difficulty as be
tween public and private ownership, after the alert attention 
of the American delegation had prevented any confusion be
tween the two, largely through the separation of the regu
lations into two sets. As Mr. Castle said; 

The American delegation was up against one particular problem. 
. . • It has always been our custom in this country to have 
communications run by private companies. In most countries 
the telegraph and telephone and radio systems are run by the 
governments. We had to meet that problem, and I must admit 
that at the beginning of the conference we thought we should 
have a very difficult time to persuade the other countries to 
recognize our sy stem. . • Our business was to get the other 
nations to divide those regnlations into two parts, one of which 
we could ~ent to as a Government; the other dealing with 
such matters as tariffs, for example, which are always regulated 
in this country by the companies rather than by the Government.' 

After" a good deal of discussion," these regulations were 
divided, the" General Regulations" being an essential part 
()f the treaty, all signatory governments agreeing, the" Sup
plementary Regulations" being assented to by all the gov
ernments which control their radio service. But" if our 
[those of the United States] private companies want to ac
cept them, consider it more convenient to accept them, they 
could do so." The siguature of a government binds only 
so far as the national legislation covers the case. The Con
vention of London provided for the transformation of radio-

I E:r. B. .. Rules of the Cooference," art. 4, P. I.S. 

-. Hearings, before the Senate Committee on Foreign RelatiOM,oo the 
International Radio Convention, Mardi 14, 1928. Congress 70: I, p. 2. 
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grams into telegrams (Art. 5); the, Convention of Wash
ington provides only that radiogramsoshall be transmitted by 
II the general communication service" (Art. 7). 

Under the provisions for regional arrangements, it would 
be possible for .. private companies, duly authorized," to 
make special arrangements among themselves if in conform
ity with the general terms of the convention (Art. 14).' 
Such an arrangement had been made for South America in 
1921, where companies of Great Britain, France, Germany 
and the United States have entered into an .. A. E. F. G." 
Consortium, each company nominating two trustees for the 
pool, with the chairman always an Americant but not con
nected with the American company, thus" carrying the prin
ciples of the Monroe Doctrine into the field of communica
tions in the Western Hemisphere." • 

A Ufli'llersal ElecJrical CO~OM UtJi,o,n 
Out of the chaos of the war an attempt was made to evoke 

a universal union. The powers at Paris had the situation 
intelligently before them, since they had operated communi
cations in common through al\ Interallied Wireless Commis
sion;' they believed" the time had come for a world-wide 
survey of communications in all aspects of the problem."· 
A resolution was passed authorizing the President of the 
United States to call a conference .. to consider all interna
tional aspects of communications by land telegraph, cables, 
or wireless telegraph. with a view by providing the entire 

'1'he American delegation \0 the Washington conf_ oftered an 
explanation that since private enterprises in the United Slateo e:zist as 
a m1e bJ "lirtue of their power under state laws, it would be understood 
that such enterprises were therebJ n duJ:y a1lthoriRd· within the meuUng 
of Article I", &r. B~ Po lib. 

• Letter from Owen D. Young, to James R. SbefIieId, Dec. 7 IlIOt 
printed in Radio I....".", Po 61. • • 

• Culbertsoa, 1~ Btotoo.oic Po/i<W$. Po 541. 
• Mr. Racers in HIGritIg$. C. L. 1.. Po 361. 
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world with adequate facilities on a fair and equitable 
basis." 1 

The conference met in Washington, 1920, and a continu
ation meeting of its technical committee on radio in-Paris, 
192I. A draft treaty was enunciated, and the machinery 
of the union in detail worked out.' But confronted with the 
situation, the United States and Great Britain maneuvering 
for position,· the United States being handicapped for in
ternational action through lack of national ownership, and 
the League of Nations not then being able to realize the 
supervision of international unions envisaged in Article 23 
of the Covenant, there came an end to the proposed union. 
The Pan-American states did succeed in drafting a charter 
for an electrical communications union, in the presence of 
delegates from the United States appointed by President 
Collidge, but those delegates failed to sign the convention.' 
The proposition may be revived at Madrid in 1932.-

International BwreIJ;U 
In the Convention of Berlin (Art. 13) a Bureau was auth

orized; in the Convention of London (Art. 13) the Interna
tional Telegraph Bureau was named as official. The Con
vention of Washington (Art 16) makes the work explicit: 

The International Bureau of the Telegraph Union shall be 
charged with collecting, coordinating and publishing informa
tion of all kinds relative to radio service, with examining the 
requests for changes in the Convention, and the Regulations 
annexed thereto, with promulgating the amendments adopted, 
and generally with performing all administrative tasks with 
which it shall have been charged in the interests of international 
radio services. 

J Baker. op. cil .• vol. ii. p. 467. 
• See .... pm. p. 177. n. 5. 
I Ibid .• p. 483. 
• See infra, p. 237. 
• See j"fra. 
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The members are to communicate with one another 
through the Bureau, notifying each other of stations open 
to the international service, and are to exchange their na
tional laws, and regulations relative to the operation of the 
Convention (Art. 8). The member states contribute to the 
expenses of the Bureau a sum for ordinary expenses not to 
exceed 200,000 francs annually, but the limit may be 
changed by unanimous consent of the states, apparently 
without a conference (Regs. Art. 34). The classification 
of the Telegraph Union is accepted, six classes are recog
nized, those of the first paying 2S units, those of the sixth 
three units, each member state choosing for itself which 
class it shall enter. 

The value of this International Bureau to various depart
ments of the government of the United States, is vouched 
for by Mr. W. J. Carr, in his remarks in committee Hcl1II"
'tlgS, when the appropriation asked for by the Department 
of State for the upkeep of this organ was under consid
eration: 

The Secretaries of Commerce, Navy and War who are much 
interested in radio-telegraphy, were unanimous in expressing 
the opinion that the United States ought to contribute the in
creased amount and that the benefit which is derived from the 
amount contributed would be many times what it could obtain 
by its own independent work for that amount of money. and 
to do aU that the bureau does would cost in the United States 
a very great deal if indeed it could do the work at all. It is 
essentially an international undertaking •••• The work of this 
radio-telegraphic department of the International Bureau of 
the Telegraph Union is tremendously valuable. .•• From this 
Bureau there is obtained for a few thousand dollars a vast 
amount of information which is essential in the operation of the 
government business, as well as for commercial work, but which 
could not be obtained for many times the present outlay if it 
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were to be gathered independently of this organization. Two 
or three years ago Gen. Squier testified before this committee 
that the work of this bureau was absolutely indispensable to 
the work of the War Department, and other departments of 
government. The benefit derived by the United States, its 
citizens, shipping and commercial enterprises, are thus acquired 
through the application of uniform rules or regulations for the 
government of all radio stations both coastal and on shipboard.1 

Consulting Committ;ee 
Each of the international unions for communication has 

since the war created an expert committee to consider tech
nical developments between conferences. The International 
Radio Union commissioned such an organ in the Washing
ton Conference. But not without protest. 

Great Britain and the United States objected to the crea
tion of such a committee, on the ground that the committee 
would be studying changes in the regulations which ought to 
remain fixed for a period. Germany led the favorable 
opinion which would approve the study of provisions of 
practical import between conferences. The vote establish
ing the technical committee-the .. C. C. I. R." as it has 
come to be known-and approving Article 17 of the Conven
tion, recorded 30 to 26, with II not voting.' It JDay be re
marked that therefore the six votes which had been accorded 
Germany swung the conference on this proposition. 

The conference apparently became afraid that such super
intelligence of experts might lead the body into the position 
of a super-committee which would seek to control radio 
development, and hamper the freedom of the art which 

I Remarks by Mr. W. J. Carr in H.,m"g, before the House C0m
mittee DO a_opriati""" DO an appropriation for the Department of 
State for 1927, Congress 69: I, JaD. 12, 1926. It may be DOted that the 
United States amtributes to the Interoational Union of Scientific Radio
Telegraphy. See U. S. S""., 1929-19J(l, pt. 2, p. 182. 

I U. B, P. 21!j. This is the ooJy roll ca1I of the conference. 
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has in every conference been emphaSized as precious. 
Therefore it was decided that the committee should be 
limited in scope to advise. It is charged with studying 
technical and related questions pertaining to these communi
cations, submitted to the committee through the Bureau 
Jrom the administrations and from private companies 
(Conv., Art. 17; Gen. Reg., Art. 33). 

The government of the Netherlands was charged in the 
convention with the initial organizing of the committee, 
with drawing up the agenda, with calling the first session. 
The committee itself thereafter is to designate which admin
istration shall call and organize the following meeting, meet
ings to take place every two years. 

The Netherlands, therefore, invited the Technical Com
mittee to meet at The Hague in September, 1929. The 
Dutch government issued a circular letter, July 6, 1929.' 
suggesting an organization scheme based on the Consulta
tive Committee for Long Distance Telephone Communica
tion as set up in Article 71 of the International Telegraph 
Regulations of 1925-the .. C. C. I. Telephone "-a com
mittee of experts which establishes its own regulations and 
methods, and is therefore capable of a permanent set-up. 
But since the Washington Conference had decided that its 
Technical Committee be .. newly constituted for each meet
ing," the Dutch government was compelled to abandon the 
hope of permanence, and to copy the method of the Inter
national Telegraph Union in creating its Technical Com
mitt~e .. C. C. I. Telegraph "-as set up in Article 87 
of the Regulations of 1925. 

The Technical Committee, which sat at The Hague, Sep
tember I8-October 2, 1929, was made np of 160 technicians, 
representing 42 governments, together with representatives 
of private companies, and from the international organiza-

I JlSS. Dtpt. of State. 
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tions of radio-telephony and broadcasting. The committee 
is of course a committee representing governments. But in 
order to permit governments not operating their radio ser
vice to participate, such as the United States and Canada, 
it had been provided that the committee should be composed 
of experts of the administrations, and of authorized com
panies which wish to share in the work. The private com
panies may be there in a consultative capacity. However, a 
country not represented by an administration may authorize 
a company or companies to represent it, these then having a 
right to cast one vote in all the deliberations. This is a de
vice which permits the United States to be adequately repre
sented in the meetings; at The Hague the American govern
ment was represented by three delegates with four technical 
assistants and a technical advisor, and with representatives 
from eleven wire and wireless and other corporations; the 
group worked together as one. To quote from General 
Saltzman's" Statement": 

It has been quite generally the custom and practice of nations 
to limit their representation at international communication con
ferences to government officials. The United States departed 
from this custom at The Hague, and considered representatives 
of our operating companies as a part of the delegation. 

The experts representing the operating radio companies of 
the United States therefore greatly strengthened the delegation 
and were enabled to make valuable contributions in the technical 
discussions. Experts from United States operating companies 
were thus enabled to even act as chairman of subcommittees, 
secretaries, and to perform other important functions.' 

Such an achievement is revolutionary. But these inter
national unions have from time to time accomplished revo
lution, with the greatest quiet. 

The International Bureau did not issue the agenda for the 

. I S,al ..... ,." U. S. Daily, Oct. 28, 19290 
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Hague Conference until May 14, 1929; but important docu
ments had been circularized and committees worked on the 
items of the agenda in various countries, particularly in the 
United States, which as the" directing" governments be
tween the Washington and Madrid Conferences must con
cern itself with all international radio actJivities. The 
American studies served as the basis of the work of the 
Technical Committee. 

Eight points were on the agenda: 1 organization, definition, 
interference, special studies on such phenomena as fading, 
directional effect, skip-distance, static, etc., licenses for ama
teurs, recommendations for studies from the Prague Con
ference, recommendations from the 5th Committee of 
Reporters of the Internationa1 Advisory Committee on 
Long-Distance Telephone Communication. 

Dr. Reymer, Minister of Land and Waterways, in his 
opening address, linked the Washington and Hague Con
ferences, the first seeking uniformity of working methods, 
the latter making research into the sources of troubles, each 
seeking to eliminate disturbances. The conference divided 
into four sections to consider: a generally acceptable defini
tion of sending power i a definition of the borders between 
ultra-short, short, semi-short and long waves; formulation 
of rules for sending-stations in order to prevent mutual dis
turbances i establishment of uniform rules for amateur send
ing stations. 

The committee that met at The Hague reported to the 
governments: covering so far as may be the points on the 
agenda: on methods now technically available for maintain
iug the wave emissions of a station as exactly as possible at 

11",,",,,,,-' T",1uoitaI COtIIIIlIiIog C--'l1U .. RtJdio C--.. 
...no ... , .. RtpOlt of the Deleption of the United States of America,. 
Wuhingtoa, 19.10-

• State Department Publication, No. lOS-
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the authorized frequency; on the fixing of the allowable 
variation between the mean frequency of emissions and the 
recorded frequency; on the width of the frequency band oc
cupied by the emission of a station for each type of trans
mission, telegraph, telephone, television, etc.; on the alloca
ion of ultra-short wave lengths, and the maximum allow
able to national services. 

The work of the" C. C. I. R." will be carried on by na
tional committees in each of a number of countries volun
teering at The Hague to take the initiative in the study of 
a certain problem in radio, and to formulate proposals to be 
presented to the meeting of the Technical Committee at Cop
enhagen. Germany, with the cooperation of the United 
States and other countries, took for its study ship-to-shore 
telephony; the United States with the collaboration of oth
ers, took the coordinating of frequency assignments in the 
mobile service bands; France undertook to study the measur
ing of voice and voice levels in radio-telephone links between 
wire net works; Austria the studying of side band transmis
sions.' As the formulated national proposals are then dis
cussed at Copenhagen, 1931, it will be determined whether 
a problem is sufficiently worked out so that recommendations 
may be made to the international conference at Madrid, 
1932 • 

The work of the Technical Committee is therefore lim
ited, as its charter indicates, to "advice." Its work must 
be considered as in all respects consultative to the interna
tional conferences immediately following. That is, this 
art and its practice are developing too rapidly for crys
tallizations; the nations are considering the subject with per
sistent attention, with successive action, first in national 
groups, then in international technical groups, finally in in
ternational diplomatic conferences. 

1 Lloyd Espenschied, .. The Internatiooal Radio TecJmjcal Ccmference 
at The Hague, N Bell Telephone Qwr'"iy, January, 1930, p. S20 
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Settl,ment of Disf1llJes 
The three radio treaties have successivdy provided for the 

international licensing of operators, presentation of com
plaints, breaking off of communication rdations, and for ap
peal to arbitration. The latest convention pledges the mem
ber states to give mutual aid in the prosecution of individual 
offenders against the law of the convention. 

In the Berlin and London agreements it was determined 
that licenses would be granted by the management of the 
radio service ·in each member state (Berlin, Regs., VI; Lon
don, Regs. IX). These licenses were to be honored by aU 
member states. The management of the radio service in 
any contracting state could demand the production of the 
license of a suspected offender, and could complain to the 
management of the licensing state if the shipboard station 
was not fulfiUing the requirements of the convention. The 
management of the service in the licensing country had the 
case before it to be acted upon. If said management did 
not act, the complainant management could authorize its 
coastal stations to refuse communication with the offender, 
and in case of disagreement between the two governments, 
could proceed to arbitration as provided in the convention 
(Berlin, Reg. VII; London, Reg. XII). 

The Convention of Washington also provides for licenses 
(Gen. Regs., Art. 2) to be issued by the member states, and 
for certificates for operators (Gen. Regs., Art. 7), dabor
ate1y worked out with classifications according to the ability 
of the operators. It is provided that .. infractions of the 
mobile service rules must be reported by the station detect
ing them to the administration to which they are subject" 
(Gen. Regs., Art. 12), and an daborate form is worked out 
for such report (Appendix 2). .. In case of repeated in
fractions on the part of the same station," the convention 
decl'ares, the" representation must be made to the adminis-
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tration of the country to which the station is subject" (Art. 
12, # 3) : it does not specifically provide for the breaking off 
of communication, but does provide for submission of the 
dispute to arbitration (Art. 20). 

However, the Washington Convention itself contains pro
visions for a large measure of mutual aid in case of infrac
tions : .. The contracting governments undertake to aid each 
other by supplying information concerning violations of the 
present Convention and the Regulations annexed thereto, as 
well as, if necessary, in the prosecution of persons violating 
these provisions" (Art. 6). This is recognition of mutual 
legal needs covering the cases of individuals, as yet not lib
erally recorded in treaties. Something similar may be 
found in the legislation protecting submarine cables; no such 
cooperation in securing evidence or in prosecution is to be 
found in international postal or telegraphic regulations; law 
spreads wider in order to follow a wider-spreading medium 
.of communication. 

Arbitration is the preferred means of settling disputes in 
all three conventions; it has become compulsory in the 
Washington Convention;" must" is substituted for" may." 
The International Bureau is given none of the authority for 
an advisory opinion, as in the Universal Postal Union, nor 
is the new Technical Committee given a power of judicial 
decision. But a question in dispute must on request of one 
of the governments-formerly mutual agreement was re
quired-be submitted to arbitration. 

Not without difficulty did international arbitration win 
this advanced posjtion in 1927. An Anglo-Japanese alli
ance in the conference led an appeal for optional arbitration, 
as against" coercion," in international radio affairs, but it 
.failed to win mU'ch support. Certain modifications were, 
however, obtained. The original drafting provided for an 
appeal to arbitration .. between two or more contracting 
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governments" which in conference was limited to two" in 
order to assure the perfect equality of the persons interested 
in the presence of the arbitrators." The original draft also 
declared "the question at issue must be submitted to arbi
tration," but in order" to soften the impression of force," 
and in order to present" an obligation of a lega.l and moral 
character," since" in international relations at present •.. 
there are no definite sanctions," a provision was inserted 
that appeal must be " at the request of one of these [two 
contracting] governments." 1 A motion to eliminate the 
compulsory .. must" was debated, 43 to 7. Article 20 of 
.the Convention of Washington was finally carried, 38 to 10: 

In case of disagreement between two contracting Govern
ments regarding the interpretation or execution of the present 
Convention or of the Regulations provided for in Article II, 

the question must, at the request of one of these governments, 
be submitted to arbitration. For that purpose each of the 
Governments involved shall choose another Government not 
interested in the question at issue. 

If agreements between the two arbitrators cannot be reached, 
the latter shall appoint another contracting Government equally 
disinterested in the question at issue. If the two arbitrators 
cannot agree upon the choice of this third Government, each 
arbitrator shall propose a contracting Government not interested 
in the dispute; and lots shall be drawn between the Govern
ments proposed. The drawing shall devolve upon the Govern
ment within whose territory the International Bureau mentioned 
in Article 13 operates. The decision of the arbitrators shall 
be by majority vote. 

That is, having accepted arbitration by governments ass0-

ciated through the treaty, the member states, including the 
United States, agree to accept the decision of their associ-

1 BIt. B~ pp ~8. The FreDCh delegation dedaftd that if two g0v

ernments refused to arbitrate • DO alltharil1- .... make thaD. 1""" 
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ates which decision need not be unanimous, but by simple 
majority. 

Special Conferences 

The International Radio Union, seeking control of inter
national wireless communication, has now achieved an 
inclusive convention, covering ship-to-shore, ship-to-ship, 
shore-to-shore, land-to-sky rules, and applicable to extensions 
of these services. The Washington Convention seeks only 
to give fundamental law which governs the use of radio. 
It was expected that special conventions or arrangements 
would be made for special purposes, or for specific regions, 
or for specified groupings of states, arrangements which 
would round out the permissions of international legislation 
(Art. 14). 

Conference on Safety of Life at Sea, 1929 

Continuing the frustrated work of 19I3-I9I4-between 
the call and the conference came the shock of the Vestris 
disaster as had come the shock of the Titanic, sixteen years 
before - the maritime states met at London, January 22, 
1929, to consider again the safety of life at sea. Such safety 
must of necessity concern itself with radio appliances to en
sure the calling of help. The International Radio Confer
ence had considered this, and had declared that the provisions 
concerning inspection of stations" do not affect in any way 
the provisions which, coming within the scope of the Con
vention for the Safety of Life at Sea, are not covered by 
the present Regulations" (Washington Convention, Gen. 
Regs., Art. IS), and that .. the Convention for the Safety 
of Life at Sea, determines which ships must be provided 
with emergency installations, and defines the conditions to 
be fulfilled by installations of this class" (Art. 18). 

The British government had circularized a memorandum 
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from the Board of Trade, suggesting points for revision of 
the Convention of 1914, as early as 1927. Conferences 
held since the war have been prefaced by exhaustive 
studies; possibly more especially those outside the province 
of the League of Nations since the admirable and continuous 
work of the Secretariat must be approximated by prolonged 
and intensive preliminary studies; this has been particularly 
the case in radio and sea-safety. The United States, accept
ing the British suggestion, organized committees, both tech
nical and governmental, to study the subject; one of these, 
Committee 2, was specifically charged with the study of 
wireless telegraphy. 

The Conference sat at London, April 16-May 31, 1929, 
and produced a Convention on Safety of Life at Sea.' The 
Third Committee, on radio telegraphy, with a German dele
gate as chairman, developed chapter IV of the Convention 
dealing with the use of wireless, supplemented by regula
tions. All passenger and cargo ships of gross tonnage of 
1,600 or over, on international voyages, must have radio 
installations. The convention authorizes automatic alarm 

I Inl_Ii.II4I C.n/ ........ Ott Sol." .1 Lil. at S .... 1921), ConventiOll 
and Final Act, U. S. Govt. Printing Office, 19290 The sovemments 
represented were. Germany, Australia, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Spain, 
Irish F_ State, United States, Finland, France, Grst Britain, India, 
Italy, Japan, N0rw87, the Nethetlands, S~en, U. S. S. R. It IIlII7 be 
remarked that Russia had sought admissiOll to the third radio c:onfetence 
at Washington, having been • member of the prtceding radio conference, 
and was denied; see ""JIra, P. 193. It was admitted to the London C0n
ference 011 Safety of Life at Sea; it had been. member of the procediug 
London Confetence, 19130 The United States declore<l that its signature 
did not mean ftCOInition of &117 .qime not reccgniaed b,. the United 
States sovernment. Russia declore<l that not being • member of the 
Washington Confetence, it did not consider itself bound b;r &117 I1IlCIer
taking in the Washington Conftlltion, bot 011 ratifying the London C0n
vention, would ~ the radio provisiO\lS therein recogniaed. lbi4., 
P. 104- It IIlII7 be noted that the United States has DOt, in cer1ain recent 
-ties, made the declaration aboft referral to. For the effect of sach 
omission, see John Bassett Moore, N. Y. Tioow$, Dec. 50 19JO. 
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receivers, which provide for continuous watch. The Final 
Act recommends radio aids to navigation and synchronized 
radio and under-water signals.' Certificates are issued to 
ships only if they meet these requirements; the right of in
spection of a foreign ship within the jurisdiction of a con
tracting government is preserved. 

The conference declared for concurrent jurisdiction with 
conferences on radio; not without some anxious discussions 
at London. The provisions of the Washington Convention 
were recognized in several points both concerning watches 
to be kept and competency of operators (Conv., Art. 29, 
# 3, 4, 5); and in regard to technical requirements, 
frequency and type of waves, distress signals and wireless 
beacons (Art. 31), and to meteorological services (Art. 35). 
It was declared that .. the matters governed by the Inter
national Radi~ Convention, Washington, 1927, and the 
Regulations," were to continue subject to the provisions of 
that convention or of future conventions substituted there
for, and also to be governed by the London Convention of 
Safety of Life at Sea .. in regard to all the points in which 
it supplements the aforementioned documents" (Art. 32). 

A critical attitude may be detected in an amendment sug
gested to the Radio Convention, concerning the require
ments as to efficiency of the radio operators; and in certain 
recommendations suggested by the London Conference to 
the Madrid Conference, such as .. the alarm signal call as a 
general rule should precede the distress signal," and that 
effort should be made to .. emphasize the importance . . . 
of avoiding the use of radio telegraph emissions in the 
neighborhood of the distress wave except in case of emer
gency." • 

I This suggestion is embodied in a note, Saf.t,l Op"a';MJ, .. at the 
moment of signing the convention ••• concluded this day". Ibid., p. 10J. 

I Recommendations 6, 7, 8, ibid., p. too. 
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Regional A"angements 
The practically universal radio treaties grew out of 

regional or group discussion, as have all treaties on com
munication. 

In the beginning, in 1903, as has been noted, the confer
ence which attempted to organize radio internationally was 
regional. Discussions at Berlin were carried on from the 
European point of view. The Conference of 1906 enlarged 
itself to include South American and Asiatic countries, long 
before direct communication was accomplished between con
tinents. The presence of Argentina and of Japan must 
be regarded as having political rather than practical bearing. 
The Convention of Berlin hints at regional arrangements in 
that it borrows Article 17 from the Interna~onal Telegraph 
Convention of 1875, where the contracting parties .. reserve 
respectively the right to enter among themselves into special 
arrangements of any kind with regard to points of service 
which do not interest the states generally." The Conference 
of 1912, a world conference of states, retained the articles 
borrowed from international telegraph legislation, providing 
however that no country could divide itself into a grouping 
of zones, but that in each member state there should be one 
rate. Exception was made of those semi-Asiatic areas, 
Russia and Turkey (Regs., Art. xvi, # 2). 

The Convention of 1927 omits any articles from the St. 
Petersburg Convention. It is, however, stated that two 
member states may organize radio communication as between 
themselves (Art. 2, no. 3), and that groups of member 
states may make special arrangements II on matters of ser
,)ice which do not interest the Governments generally" (Art. 
14). provided each such arrangement is made in conformity 
with the general principles of the fundamental law as laid 
down in the Convention of Washington. Groups of states 
may also under certain conditions make special arrangements 
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in regard to the allocation of wave lengths and exemptions 
of stations from the general rules, for the pursuit of crimi
nals, and for meteorological purposes (Gen. Regs., Art. 5, 
Sees. 13, 14, 15). 

These provisions do not cover such arrangements as the 
" Supplementary Regulations," since these were signed by 
seventy-five out of the seventy-eight contractants. The pro
visions generally relate to countries having common boun
daries, and are one of the indications in many recent treaties 
that for specified purposes frontiers are disappearing because 
of some specific mutual interest of peoples on the two sides 
of these frontiers. 

European Radio Conference 
During the Conference of Washington, in the discussion 

of allocation of wave lengths based on different services 
rather than different areas, Czechoslovakia indicated that 
certain European states were not represented in the confer
ence, that there was scarce a European station which did not 
have "international" effect, that allocation was a difficult 
matter in Europe! 

To consider such regional needs, Czechoslovakia invited 
the European nations to meet, under the permission of Ar
ticle 14, at Prague, in 1929, April 4-13. Twenty-six coun
tries,' with representatives from four more countries to 
" observe," sent together 123 delegates. The United States 
was the only government of the Americas represented at 
Prague, as it was at Berlin in 1903. There were moreover 
representatives from eight radio corporations, and from the 

1 Documents d, III Conf;,.mc" Prague. 
I Germany, Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Denmark, Spain, Esthonia, 

Finland, France, Great Britain, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Iceland, Italy, 
Lettonia. Norway, the Netherlands, Poland. Rumania, Yugoslavia, Sweden. 
Switzerland, CzechoslovalQa, Turkey, U. S. S. R. The four who 0b
served were the United States, Egypt, Duteh East Indies, Palestine. 
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International Telegraph Bureau, the International Commis
sion for Aerial Navigation, the International Radio Tele
phone Union and the League of Nations. 

Dr. Fatka, Director General of Posts and Telegraph, in 
opening the conference, referred to the Washington Con
vention as international law, but added, "There remain 
a nwnber of questions which do not interest all the ad
ministrations forming the International Radio-Telegraph 
Union, but only a certain part of the Union, especially the 
allocation of wave lengths." 1 There was some difference of 
opinion as to whether the Prague Conference was .. re
gional," or was .. consultative" to the Madrid Conference, 
but the decisions there taken indicate the regional aspect. 

The agenda carried nine points, those of chief interest 
being allocation of frequencies for European broadcasting, 
for European telegraphing, of special frequencies for police 
and weather reports, and the control of amateurs. The 
.. Plans" of Geneva and of Brussels were before the con
ference. plans covering allocation worked out by the Inter
national Radiophone Union. an unofficial organization of 
European broadcasting concerns. Three commissions were 
appointed to carry on the technical discussions of the con
ference. on radio telegraph, radio telephony, and administra
tive propositions. 

The conference embodied its conclusions in a Final Pr0-
tocol, and in a chart of allocation of wave lengths to some 
one hundred and fifty stations of European countries in
cluding Russia, to be known as the" Plan of Prague." • The 
Protocol. recommended to the governments, indicates the 
signatories as a regional union of twenty-six states, utiliz
ing the International Telegraph Bureau as the intermediary. 

1D.....-•• 10 Ctlfl/irrM •• Pnc-
I Tbia • Plan· is print..t in H~. C • .. c .. pt. 8, Po Be 
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and the International Radio Union as an expert body, pro
vided representatives of the member states were admitted to 
its meetings as observers. Future conferences of the regional 
group are to be called, to consider questions of collective 
importance or to remedy serious faults in the Plan, on the 
request of an administration through the Telegraph Bureau, 
if a majority of the administrations favors such a con
ference. 

It was determined that stations must maintain stability 
of waves with the greatest exactitude their technical means 
would permit, and the Belgian government was charged with 
measuring wave lengths sent out and with communicating 
these to all administrations through the Bureau. Beside the 
distribution in the Plan, the wave length of 267 kilocycles 
(II24 meters) was reserved to the German police service, 
and those of 89.5 kilocycles (3,350 meters), and 45 kilo
cycles (6,660 meters), as set forth in the Convention of 
Washington, for synoptic meteorological service. There was 
little discussion of amateur status, and no decision. 

Seven questions were submitted to the Technical Com
mittee to meet at The Hague, covering allocations, inter
vals, limitations, control, and the study of a permanent inter
national service for the control of frequencies. Other ques
tions were recommended to the Conference of Madrid, 
particularly relating to allocation and to emission. 

This conference also hesitated to set down too rigidly the 
regulations of the art, lest it be hampered. In the final 
seance, General Ferrie, Inspector General of Transmissions 
for the French Ministry of War, gave a glimpse into a 
future where it might, be possible to make combinations of 
wave lengths and increase tremendously the number of 
channels; he foresaw also the utilization of wave lengths 
shorter or longer than those in use at present, and the pene-
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tration of the mystery of high altitudes of the ether, forty 
kilometers high, by short wave lengths and weak power.' 

JuridicoJ Clfflgresses 
The" Juridical Congresses"· on radio were begun be

fore the permission set forth in Article 14 of the Wash
ington Convention, but of course under the permission 
borrowed from the St. Petersburg Convention on Telegraph 
(Art. 17). The third Congress, held in Rome, October 1-6, 
1928, attended by thirty-six government representatives and 
by delegates from economic and professional organizations, 
again reaffirmed its initial declaration that" the air is free" 
but should not fall into a state of anarchy, and that each 
state should assure the free passage of waves" 

Intn'fIGnonal Telephony 
The development of 'international telephony is being 

rapidly extended, and apparently is rivaling telegraphy. 
European countries are being linked together in a vast net
work as complete as that of the United States. Telegraphy 
in Great Britain, which was taken over by the government 
in 1870, has not operated at a profit since 1883, and annual 
deficits since 1920 have bee!l in excess of $6,000.000. Simi
lar decline in telegraphic traffic is reported for Germany, 
Switzerland, Esthonia, with similar increase in telephony 
especially in Spain, Russia, and South American countries." 

I Ibid., p. 1590 See also Hooriwgs before the S .... te Committee on Inter
atate Commerce. quot«! in the C/Iicogo Daily N #fJ1$, Feb. 18, 1!126. where 
"foren ... is made \0 ft hitherto unsuspected f1lJldamentaJs in the _
tion of radio waves ••• making two __ grow whore .... hid grown 
before". See also article· by Marconi, • Where b Radio Going: Sat. 
E.w. Po:t, ~ II. t907 • 

• Paria, 19as; GeDe ... 1907; Rome, I!IIB. 

• L'S_" N_U" Noy. 10, t!lOB. P. 1549. 110. 561. The Uait«! SIa\el 
Congress appropriat«! $I:II,S5II, on M~ a6, Igo8. to co..,.. the _ 
of deI .... tes \0 this conf..-e. 

"H,.,;"g.. C • .. C. pi. 8, p. 1Q3S; pi. II. ppo. ggo, IQSt. 
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In the United States the use of telephony is on the in
crease, with 19,000,000 telephones! But the use of tele
graphy has not declined, although Mr. Behn declared before 
the Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce, that it " is 
rather stagnant in this country. . . . Very few big improve
ments have been made in the last twenty years.'" Radio 
telephony is increasing, between the United States and Great 
Britain especially, a combination of land wires and sea wire
less providing the circuit, with a special submarine telephone 
cable in contemplation. Radio is more and more becoming 
connected with the use of wires, both telegraphy and tele
phony. It is becoming apparent that the four services, 
telegraphy, telephony, cable, and radio, supplement instead 
of rivaling each other; there is no danger of one gaining 
complete control. 

Radio in the telephone field particularly, and to a certain 
extent in the telegraph field, [is 1 a scout going out creating the 
roads of communication, but when the volume is there . . . the 
cable is the one that responds the better to the service. . . . . 
A communication service must have all of the facilities at its 
disposal.· 

CONFERENCES 

Berlin ............•.. 1903, International 
Berlin .•••.•.....•..• 1!)06, International 
London ...•..••.•... 1912, International 
London ............. 1913, Safety at Sea 
Washington. . . • • . . . .. 1920, Electrical Communications 
Paris. . . . • •• • • • . . . . •. 1921, Electrical Communications 
Mexico City. . . . • • . . .. 1924, Pan American Communications 
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1 Ibid., pt. 9, p. 992, remarks by Mr. Shoup. 

'Ibid., pI. 9. passim, especially pp. 1022, 1Q48, 992, 1006, 996, 1032. 

• Remarks by Mr. Beha, ibid., Po 10J2, 
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Washington ... , . . • . .. 1927. International 
Rome ......•.•...... 1928. Juridical 
Prague .........•.... 1929. Regional 

• The Hague •......... 1929. Technical 
Ottawa .............. 1929. Regional 
London ............ '" 1929. Safety at Sea 
New york .......... 1930, Regional 
Copenhagen .......... 1931. Technical 
Madrid .............. 1932. International 

THE AMERICAN ATTITUDE 1 

History 

The ready decision of the United States to cooperate in 
international control of wireless, the dominant influence 
exercised by the American delegations in international radio 
conferences. the conventional partnership of the United 
States in the International Bureau of the Telegraph Union 
from which it had stood apart. constitute one of the most 
interesting and suggestive chapters which can be written of 
the American attitude toward international affairs." Si~ 

1 C_1iDto of Blrli .. , 
Sign.... Nov. 3. IgOO. 
Senate consent, April 3. 1912. 
President's ratification, April aa, 11)12. 
Proclaimed Mil)' 25. 1912. 

C""""';"" of LmotIOIf' 
Sign .... July S. 1912. 
Senate consent, JaD. 22. 1913-
President's ratification, Feb. So 1913-
Proclaimed July 8, 1\)13-

COtIWIIIiOlf of W...m..,gIOlf' 
Signed, Nov. 18, 1\127. 
Senate consent, Mardl 21, 19a5. 
President's ratification, Oct. a. 19a5. 
Proc1aimed 1aD. I, 1929-

• The United States has been so COIIS~ interested ill aDd usociaIeil 
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nificantly, in the United States there are owned more than 
one-half of the twenty mi11ion receiving sets in the world, 
an investment amounting to over three billion dollars.' 

The United States sent representatives to the Berlin Con
ference of 1903. The point of view of the United States, 
but not of it alone, was set forth in an address at the open
ing of the second session, by General Greeley: 

Recognizing the inchoate state of the science of wireless tele
graphy, it is our firm conviction that detailed regulations are 
impracticable . . . . that general resolutions • . . . ensure the 
greatest advantage to the trade and commerce of the world. 
[Since interchange of ship signals was not internationally obli
gatory, he believed it I inadvisable to insist, for the present at 
least, on interchange between ships on the high seas, especially 
in view of the impracticability of efficaciously enforcing any 
such regulations.' 

It will be noted that the first position is the persisting 
American point of view, that the art was, and is, still de
veloping, and that nothing should interfere with it. As to 
the second position, it may be remarked that while sea Jaws 
of safety and their enforcement have only just become codi
fied, successive radio conferences have brought the nations 
to some agreement and to some common practice. 

In relation to the questioned power of the United States 
to control wireless, Mr. Waterbury, in 1903, took a positive 
stand, declaring that 

when the invitation was received from the German government, 
the subject matter was carefully considered by our government, 

with the development of radio legislaticm, thBt much of the American 
attitude as indicated by American participation has perforce been recorded 
in the preceding general study; the pr .. ent section therefore cover. only 
the extreme positions taken, or the essentialIy American activity. 

• U. S. Daily, Nov. II, 1929, Commissioner H. A. LafOUD!. 

. • Arch. Dit., 3 ser., vol 88 (1903), :md sOance, p. 176. 
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[and out of such consideration came the conclusion that] the 
power of the United States to impose conditions on any wireless 
telegraph system which conveys messages tG and from the 
United States, is absolute. Such transmission has been re
peatedly held by the Supreme Court of the United States to 
be constitutional, and •. .' within the plenary and paramount 
authority of the Federal Government to regulate.' 

According to the records in the Archives Diplomatiques, 
the secrecy as to the proceedings of this conference which 
puzzled contemporaries was agreed to on account of the dis
tance of the United States from the conference; secrecy was 
to be maintained until the American delegation returned 
home, September I.· This is particularly interesting since 
the conference was then considering the swiftest means of 
communication. 

The United States came to the Conference of 1906 de
siring the fullest discussion, but still only discussion; the 
delegation was not restricted by .. detailed instructions," but 
also had no plenary powers; everything was to be ad refer
etldum.' 

The United States, however, had everything to gain and 
nothing to lose in freedom of the air. At great distance 
from Europe, and with continental radio as yet not seen, 
only foreseen, the United States required the freest develop
ment of the art in order that the widest spaoes might be 
spanned. It was not hampered by government contracts, and 
private companies were not sufficiently powerful to prevent 
international cooperation. II The United States was dis
tinctly in support of unrestricted interchange of communi
cation between all stations without regard to the system of 
radio-telegraphy used by either." Commercial contracts 

I Art" Dit~ ot ...... p. -. 
1/I>id.,p.~ 

• • Report of the Americ:aD Delegates,. For. lUI., Igo6, P. 1$l4 _ arq. 
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entered into previously, such as the British-Italian arrange
ment, seemed something like "secret agreements" to the 
unfettered Americans. 

The American delegation demanded the acceptance of 
Article 3 of the proposed convention, which was being de
layed in consideration; this concerned obligatory ship-to
shore communication. 

Coastal stations and ,the stations on shipboard shall be bound 
to exchange wireless telegrams reciprocally without distinction 
of the wireless telegraph system adopted by such stations. 

The British delegation filibustered. The American dele
gation, supported by the German, finally declared: 

The proceedings of this conference have reached a point at 
which the delegates representing the United States find them
selves obliged to make the following declarations: The accept
ance of Article 3 in the terms proposed ·to the conference is, 
in their opinion, indispensable to the due consideration of the 
convention submitted to our deliberation. Its incorporation into 
the convention without modification is necessary in order that 
the Article may serve as the basis of an international agreement. 

The American delegation explained that different systems 
of radio-telegraphy could intercommunicate, that the Amer
ican navy for three years had been actually interchanging 
through eight different systems on its coastal and shipboard 
stations, "with entirely satisfactory results." 

The nations finally agreed to a ship-to-shore obligatory 
communication. Article 3 was unanimously adopted, with a 
reservation by nine countries of certain coastal stations from 
its operation (General Protocol II.) 

Next, the United States attempted to secure obligatory 
exchange, ship-to-ship. Great Britain again led the forces 
of the opposition, and there followed one of those duels 
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between these Anglo-Saxon peoples who are most frequently 
in accord on international matters, but most bitterly opposed 
when they do clash, especially where the difference may have 
some economic consequence. The United States had few 
traditions, no prejudices, and comparatively few ships which 
would be imperiled by half-and-half measures, but more 
citizens at sea on the crowded lanes of the North Atlantic 
whose lives would be imperiled if ship did not speak to ship 
in the universal language of S.O.S.; the United States 
seemed to realize this in advance of the worst of sea dis
asters. Great Britain protested against the obligation. Her 
ships upon the seas were myriad, so numerous that no doubt 
they could answer any .. national" call for help. 

At first the United States stood alone, Great Britain had 
all the following. As the American delegation reported, the 
British delegate, H. Babington Smith, declared that they 
would co never allow us [the United States] to carry that 
point," and would .. fight us tooth and nail." The United 
States would make no concessions, it .. preferred to be de
feated," it stood for "the principle that communication 
must be obligatory between ship and ship." 

Gradually the United States won support. The principal 
maritime powers whose citizens and property, it became 
apparent, would also suffer if ship sovereignty were carried 
to extreme-Germany, France, Austro-Hungary, Belgium, 
the Netherlands and Russia-saw the situation; the com
bined force of humanity, the combined force of the powers, 
compelled Great Britain to make concession. She made it 
with reluctance. She wOuld accept obligation .. in so far as 
the message would relate to the saving of life and property 
at sea." 

This was what the Americans wanted. But they were not 
content. .. Having once put itself on record as the champion 
of the principle of freedom of exchange, the American dele-
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gation declined to accept any modification or make any 
concession." There the battle hung. Neither would yield 
further. Each left the field feeling that it had won. Great 
Britain had not conceded the obligation of free exchange 
between ships. 

[The United States] had the satisfaction at the end of a 
spirited and somewhat heated contest to find that it was vic
torious and carried its principle by an almost unanimous vote of 
the conference. . . . The delegation of the United States has 
been the recipient of expressions of thanks and congratulations 
upon the part of all the countries of the world, for the benefit 
which it has secured through the establishment of this principle 
to communication and civilization and to humanity at large. 

The United States delayed ratification of the Convention 
of Berlin. Submitted by President Roosevelt to the Senate 
for its advice and consent, the treaty was referred to the 
Committee on Foreign Relations, which proceeded to hold 
Hearings on the resolution providing for approval.' The 
records of the discussion indicate that at no time was the 
convention in prospect of recommendation by the Com
mittee, although the Navy Department was distinctly in 
favor of the treaty. There was introduced into the Hear
ings' evidence that certain ships carrying certain wireless 
installations had refused to transmit important messages in 
time of stress. The monopoly enjoyed by the companies 
owning the installations was considered by the United States 
to constitute a danger not countered in any provisions of the 
convention. Senator Lodge declared that the "principal 
purpose" of this international agreement as urged by Ger
many was to .. break up the Marconi monopoly." It had 
not succeeded; Great Britain had brought back from Berlin 

I Heo';"9' before the Foreign Relations Committee, on • International 
Wirel ... Telegraph CoJm!JltiOD, Berlin, '!)06," March, .908, DO. 3. Con
gress 60: •. 
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for the Marconi people a treaty re-assuring the Marconi 
control; one international company had determined the inter
national convention. 

And, on the other hand, there was fear that the conventi~n 
might open the way to a government monopoly. Private 
companies - who spoke freely in the H earitlgs - indicated 
such a future. and based their argument before the Com
mittee on the possibility of a stultification of the free inven
tive American spirit as it evoked. new wonders from the 
radio art. The convention did not correspond with the con
tinuous policy of the United States of refusing to accept 
international fixation of rates,~cept, it should be noted, 
that fixed in the Postal Convention. It was left for a later 
conference. at the urge of the American delegation. to sep
arate regulations into two groups in order to carry out this 
American position. 

It was remarked that certain regulations, Articles 2, S, 6, 
26, 33. being cited, .. are of the academic kind and are such 
as would satisfy the subjects of an imperial government but 
are un-American in the extreme." 1 These provisions, mak
ing minute specifications for the address of telegrams, 
position of ships when calling, and the response of coastal 
stations, possibly were .. academic," but it is difficult to see 
how they were .. imperialistic:," how they could hamper the 
transmission of radiograms or hamper the development of 
the art. A comparison of those articles with Article 22 

of the Washington Convention indicates the temporary 
quality of the objection. Finally, the Senate Foreign Rela
tions Committee declared that the provisions of the con-:
vention were unjust, impracticable, hampering, premature, 
academic:, unconstitutional. The Committee did not recom
mend the convention to the Senate. 

It had been decided in the Convention of Berlin that 

'11M. 
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.. conferences of plenipotentiaries • • • shall be composed of 
the governments of the contracting countries" (Art. 12). 

It followed that only member states could be invited to the 
next conference, to be held in London, 1912. The Inter
national Radio-Telegraph Union was now established with 
its roster of members. Therefore the United States, in 
company with a number of other states, made haste in 1912 

to enter the Union; many pUlsations had passed over Her
zian waves during the preceding six years. The Senate 
agreed to the convention, after the American delegation had 
sailed for London. 

The Convention of Berlin was again submitted to the 
Senate by President Taft. The Senate Committee on For
eign Affairs again held Hearings! The Navy Department 
again supported the bill; as Admiral Edwards declared: 

Our policy might even be regarded in some quarters as border
ing on a breach of faith. There were certain articles in the 
convention adopted at our initiative which might not have been 
incorporated into the convention if there had been even a 
possibility of belief that the United States would be reluctant 
to agree to ratification.' 

The private companies were again heard. But their voices 
while definitely audible indicated no fear either of a govern
ment monopoly or of a single international monopolistic 
company. The Committee recommended the convention, the 

I H,ari"fls before the Foreign Relations Committee, of the Senate, 
on International Wireless Convention, Berlin, 1906, Feb. 21, 1912, Con
gress liz. 

• Ibid., p. 32. The United States had been invited by Great BritaiJI 
to attend the London Conferenee, when, the provisions of the Convention 
of Berlin being noted, • the invitation (was) recalled beeause we had no 
right to go at alL" Maj. Gee. P. Squier, H,ari"fls before the House 
Committee on Merchant Marine and FISheries, H. F. 15357, Congress 
62: 2, January 18, 1912, p. 61. 
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Senate advised and consented, the convention became law, 
May 25, 1912. 

The United States therefore became a member state of 
the International Radio-Telegraph Union, and came to the 
Conference of London, in June 1912, with the largest dele
gation, twelve iIi all, all of these from continental America. 
Great Britain, host to the conference, with its quota of sub
states filled, sent eleven delegates, only four of these repre
senting Great Britain herself. 

One of the Anglo-American battles in the Conference of 
1906 had been that of representation for colonies or depen
dencies. The United States now came bringing her quota 
of permitted substates, American units, six in all. The 
Senate's consent to the Convention of 1900, done on April 
22, 1912, .. covered Alaska, Hawaii, and other American 
possessions in Polynesia, the Philippine Islands, Porto Rico 
and the American West Indian possessions, and the Panama 
Canal Zone, as countries within the meaning of Article 12." 1 

The United States was not permitted to bring represen: 
tatives of these states into the conference haIl. The proce
dure for such admission had been definitely set forth in 
Article 12; application had to be made six months in ad
vance through the International Bureau, which then circu
larized a notification to the other states. The United States, 
with others, had failed to observe the procedure. This was 
on account of the late ratification, one month before the 
Conference of 1912. 

The London Conference was held under the brooding 
memory of the disaster of the Titanic, April IS, 1912. 

Almost at once there was agreement as to obligatory ex
cllange of message, ship-to-ship, with prescribed installations 
on certain ships, the number of operators, the maintenance 
of wireless communication. The firm attitude of the Amer-

1 Malloy, T.....M ... ~ iii, Po S04B. Il. I. 
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ican delegation at Berlin in 1906 won the swift approval of 
all nations at London in 1912.' 

The United States Senate consented to the treaty on 
January 22, 1913, making one reservation relating to her 
inspection laws for vessels clearing or entering her ports; 

Nothing in the Ninth Article of the Regulations affixed to 
the Convention shall be deemed to exclude the United States 
from the executing of her inspection laws upon vessels entering 
in or clearing from her ports.' 

In signing the convention the United States agreed to 
partial membership in the International Telegraph Bureau at 
Berne, and agreed to contribute to the expenses of that 
Bureau.· 

It had been expected that the third conference would be 
held in 1917, at the end of a five-year period. The war de
layed this until 1927. The conference was welcomed by the 
President of the United States, in an address which as an 
embodiment of the American attitude is worthy of remem
brance: 

Communication is one of the most important supports of 
civilization. . . . Radio holds great promise of reaching into 
the dark places of the earth because the cost of its installation 
and maintenance will represent almost nothing in comparison 
with the cost of other means of communication. To use it 
does not even require an elementary education in reading and 
writing. An instrument of such magnitude, fraught with so 

1 PDf'. Rei .• 1913. p. 1412 . 

• The United States also declared itself" under the necessity of abstain
ing from aU action in regard to rates because the transmission of radio-
grams as well as of all telegrams in the United States ill carried OD 

wholly or in part by commercial or private companies." Fiool Proloeol, II. 
I The United States pays as its share in supporting the Bureau, $7,527, 

according to the appropriation for the year, 1931. U. S. Slalutes, 1929-
1930, Congress 71 : 2, p. 181. 
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great a power for good to humanity, naturaliy requires national 
and international regulation and control, to the end that there 
may be the most perfect order and the largest .possible uni
formity in, its use and e!ljoyment. ... In many fields our 
country claims the right to be master of its own independent 
development. It cordially concedes the same right to others. 
But in the radio field the most complete success both at home 
and abroad lies in mutual concession and cooperation .. , 

It had been recognized that the preceding conventidn was 
obsolete, and that American legislation based on that con
vention was obsolete. Congress therefore acted, in the very 
year of the approaching international conference, in what 
proved so intelligent and comprehensive a piece of national 
law that it served as the model for international law. The 
Radio Act, of February 23, 1927: declared its intention of 
regulating" all forms of interstate and foreign radio trans
missions and communications within the United States, its 
territories and possessions," but not applying to the Philip
pines and the Canal Zone; yet it recognized that .. the situa
tion is not ready to be frozen." • 

To the international decision of the juridical congress on 
radio, in Paris, 1925, that .. the air is free,'" the Act of 
1927, repeating the language of preceding ,Acts, makes a 
counter statement, .. reaffirming the use of ether for radio 
communication or otherwise to be an inalienable possession 
of the people of the United States and their government." • 

• Add .... of P ... M'" Coolidg., Government PrintiDg Office, Wash
ington. 1927. 
, • Public No. 632. 6gth Congress. 

• Htori>Ig:, House Committee on Men:hant Marine, .gaS, on Radio 
Act, Congress 70: I, p. 7. 

'International Committee, Radio Telegraphy, quoted in H~, 
House Committee, MerdwIt Marine, 1 ..... 1926. 6g: I, pp. 88-go. 

, For • general survey of \be situation in \be United States and the 
relstiOD to \be international situation, see R.,.,., ,,' IIv .". Rodi. Co-. 
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The word .. ether" gave rise to discussion in Committee 
Hearings, where Judge Davis quoted Secretary Hoover to 
the effect that ether is that" which is left in a vacuum tube 
after everything else has been pumped out." 1 Judge Davis 
declared that Congress had the power under the Constitu
tion to deal with the subject not because the ether is a part 
of the national domain, but because the traffic is interstate 
and foreign commerce." 

The Act (Section IS) sets up a Federal Radio Commis
sion of five members to which is given broad power to 
control radio in its various aspects.' It was expected that 
the Commission after one year would surrender administra
tive duties to the Secretary of Commerce and would itself 
continue as an appellate body. The Commission has, how
ever, been continued by various supplementary acts, and 
finally, Dec. 20, 1929, indefinitely, until Congress clarifies its 
mind as to radio and develops a Federal Commission on 
Electrical Communications." The Radio Commission has 

ference, Washington, Nov., 1926. See also U. S. Federal Trade Com
mission, Reporl DIS tile Radio Indust,,;, 19:z6. Hereinafter cited as Radio 
IndUJtry. 

1. H tarings, House Committee aD Merchant Marine and Fisheries, 
Congress 69: I, Jan., 1926, p. 21. 

I Hearings, Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce, on Radio Act. 
Congress 69: I, p. 283. 

• Jurisdiction over telegraph and telephone rates is granted to the Inter
state Commerce Commission, in an amended Act, June 18, 1920. J6 Stat. 
539. 5#-5. providing that rates shall be .. just and reasonable", but a 
jurisdiction which has not been exercised on account of absorption' in 
other means of communication. Supervision of radio in preceding legis
lation was plaeed in the Bureau of Navigation in the Department of 
Commerce. since international and national legislation on the subject was 
marine. The national law however was cast on broad lines. and .uper
vision could therefore be extended to cover new means. 

• Hea';"9'. Senate Committee on Intentate Commerce, relative to 
the establishment of a commission on communications, with Senator 
Couzens as chairman, in 1929 and in 1930, have developed this subject 
exhaustively. 
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.. one of the most difficult and one of the hardest jobs that 
anybody or any organization has ever been confronted with 
in the history of the government." 1 

The United States, having invited the nations to the de
layed international conference, began to prepare the way two 
years before the date set; radio in the United States, from 
the international, national, and amateur points of view, was 
organized for the effort. Experts studied and experimental 
committees met to discuss and to consider. Amateurs fur
ther explored, and demanded safeguards for their freedom. 
Committees were created in the Departments of War, Navy 
and Commerce, which worked on the questions to be codified. 
The results were submitted in proposals to the International 
Bureau which then circularized the member states of the 
Union. The technical experts of the American delegation 
came to Washington in June before the convening of the 
conference in October and through six committees continued 
work. 

There was during that preliminary work, and during the 
conference, the most active cooperation from private com
panies interested. To quote Mr. Castle again, .. The radio 
companies practically wrote it." The United States recog
nized, and the companies agreed, that what they must have 
was international legislation on wireless communication of 
a definite kind. 

The Federal Act of 1927 prepared the way with delibera
tion. Through the watchfulness and the diplomacy of the 
American delegation, the convention as developed dovetails 
skilfully into the provisions of the Radio Act. The conven
tion was, as Professor Cllamberlain says, the international 
~'Pression of the national law. 

• Col. Davis of the Radio Corporation of .America, in H~ em 
Radio Act. before the Seoate Committee on Inten_ Commerce, eo... 
gross 70: a, Februar7. IIJ09. P. n. 
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On the basis of the Radio Act this country can enter into 
the necessary international engagements to protect the Ameri
can share in what is necessarily a world method of the distri
bution of ideas. • . . If the air is to be used successfully by 
radio, it must be on the basis of a world utility, regulated by a 
world public service commission through agreement of the 
governments.' 

So carefully did the American government work through 
its delegation that when the treaty was before the Senate 
for advice and consent, the State Department could say that 
everyone was for it, that the United States Chamber of 
Commerce and the telegraph companies had endorsed it, and 
Senator Borah, Chairman of the Committee on Foreign 
Affairs, could state that the Committee had not received a 
single protest against the convention. "Our own Radio 
Act was considered in this conference a model of good legis
lation and this [treaty] does not involve further legisla
tion!' :II 

The Convention of 1927 may, then, be regarded as the 
international codification of the American attitude, which is 
that of the largest liberty to radio; with due consideration 
for the amateur as the American pioneer on the frontiers 
of a new world; with prime consideration for safety at sea; 
with adequate consideration for commercial use and for 
communication needs; with ample consideration for imagi
nation and invention. 

American Regional Arrangements 

The United States under the general liberty of action 
preserved for the American Republics, and within the per-

1 Joseph P. Chamberlain, .. Radio Act of 19Z1," A....ncfJfI BM' A.uo
ciation JOflnuJl, June. 1927, p. J42 " leq. 

I H.arillfls before the Senate Committee on Foreign Affain, on Inter
national Radio Convention, March '4. .9211, Congress 70: I, p. 15-
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missive liberty of action granted in Article I4 of the Radio 
treaty, has entered into a number of arrangements providing 
regulations for electrical communications on the American 
continent. As Mr. Castle said in discussing the convention: 

It was distinctly recognized that there might be questions 
arising between the United States and Canada on the one hand, 
or the United States and Mexico on the other, that had some 
peculiar significance to us, but did not concern the rest of the 
world very much, and there was a special provision in the treaty 
that we could work out these arrangements with other nations 
so long as we did not violate the general principles of the treaty.' 

A control of interference, caused by ships' radio activity 
off the coasts, was effected in 1925 by the reciprocal arrange
ments through an exchange of notes, each country concerned 
prohibiting to its ships the use of waves of 300 and 450 
meters within 250 miles of the coasts of the other coun
tries j the arrangement was made first between Great Britain 
and the United States, and was extended by notes between 
Canada and the United States, and Newfoundland and the 
United States.· 

In the rapid acceleration of radio use, the United States 
and Canada, with a three-thousand-mile land boundary, 
much of it an imaginary line, found that wave lengths did 
not recognize the 49th parallel, and that the problem of the 
two countries was that of a land communications area. 
Therefore the two countries entered into an informal agree
ment. which broke down when the Department of Com
merce lost control of the situation.' 

I H,orittg., before the Senate Committee OIl Foreign Affairs, Congress 
10:., on In_tiona! Radio ConventiOll, Mard> 14. .\IOB. 

I U. S. T. S~ No. 724-A. I91'S-
• Commissioner Sykes, H.",u.g. before the Honse Committee on M .... 

thant Marin. and Fisheri .. on H. F. 8670. ~ 10: I, p. 2, laB. 
andFeb.,.\IOB. 
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In 1929, an arrangement covering radio communication 
between private experimental stations (amateurs) was made. 
Canada asked that it be extended to the Philippines; the 
United States declared that it desired the arrangement to 
apply to all its territories and possessions, Alaska, Hawaii, 
Porto Rico, Virgin Islands, Panama Canal Zone, and the 
Philippines. This arrangement, it will be noted, w~ in 
contrast to the national legislation which had exempted the 
latter two areas.1 The arrangement covers an exchange of 
communication by amateur stations, messages which could 
not normally be sent by other means, or from isolated 
points, or in emergencies. It may be noted that Cuba and 
Mexico have made similar mutual agreements! The value 
of such amateur service in undeveloped regions is great, 
often constituting .. a wholly independent system of com
munication " which can be used in time of emergency, and 
has been used, as in the Vermont floods and the West Indian 
hurricane of 1929.' The War Department has asked the 
Radio Commission to allocate to amateur use an additional 
band of frequencies, since amateurs are the source of opera
tors for the army. 

A more difficult adjustment was encountered in the allo
cation of channels for broadcasting between the United 
States and Canada. The United States had developed the 
interest earlier, had established many stations and taken 
many wave lengths. Then when Canada developed an in
terest, it found that practically all the channels had been 
taken by the United States. The situation came to an 

1 U. S. T. S., No. 1(q-A, 1929. 

• P. A. U. Bull.Ii", Oct., 1928. p. 1046-
• St.tntlnlt. Dept. of WaI:. Sept. II, 1928. Since 1925 the Signal Corps 

has been developing a nation-wide organization of amateun, now covering 
ail states and geographieai subdivisionl, to be relied on in cases of 
emergency. U. S. D.ily. Nov. II, 1929. 
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impasse. After consultation the Federal Radio Commis
sion issued an order, August 30, 1928, to cover the situa
tion.' As a result, Canada has six exclusive broadcasting 
wave lengths out of a total of ninety-six, but sharing eleven 
others with the United States, leaving the United States 
sev~ty-nine broadcasting wave lengths. 

A further conference between American and Canadian 
representatives was held in New York City, April 10 and 
II, 1930, the governments later accepting the recommenda
tions! Since the airways of the two countries are being 
joined, it was found necessary to co-ordinate the radio com
munication systems and radio aids to air-navigation. These 
recommendations included: not requiring regionally the In
ternational Air Calling Frequency 333 kc. for aircraft or 
aeronautical stations in Canada or the United States (1) ; a 
frequency separation of 6 kc. as being ordinarily sufficient 
between stations operating radio range beacon and radio 
telephone services (2); a minimum distance of 750 miles 
between radio beacon stations operating on the same fre
quency (3); definite frequencies, out of the band of 194-
214. to be reserved regionally for air service (4); certain 
frequencies both in Canada and in the United States to re
main free from assignment within 750 miles of the inter
national boundary (5, 6); reservation of the frequency of 
278 kc. for low power airport use (7) ; reservation of the 
frequency 237 kc. for emergency messages from ground 
stations to aircraft (8); reserved frequencies for Canadian 
Jtations along the air ways from Halifax to Vancouver, and 
an adjustment of frequencies making for closer coordina
tion in the interest of Canadian planes Dying from Winni
peg to St. Paul and Minneapolis (9) i the national calling 
frequency of Canada to remain at 5630 kc., of the United 
States at 3106 kc. (10). 

• Genen&l Order No. 40. A....., R,1orl. r!14 
• PrfU R,"-8. Department of State, April !I. JaIJ & r!l1Q. 
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A Short Wave Radio Conference, covering North Amer
ica and the West Indies, was proposed by the United States, 
in order to discuss control and allocation of continental 
communications channels-possible of agreement because the 
United States had not preempted the short waves. The 
conference met, with representatives from Canada, Cuba, 
Newfoundland and the United States, but without represen
tation from Mexico. After several sessions, in Ottawa and 
Washington, during January and February, 1929, theyen
tered into a "gentlemen's agreement," covering the prob
lem; the arrangement to be effective March I, 1929, to 
remain in force until January I, 1932, and thereafter indefi
nitely until one year from the day of denunciation by any 
one of the contracting powers.' 

There was admitted, in principle, "the sovereign right of 
all nations to use every radio channel," but special adminis
trative arrangements were accepted in order to minimize 
interference. "The Governments agree not to assign to 
stations within their respective jurisdictions any of the gen
eral communication channels allocated to other governments, 
unless it can be accomplished without causing interference." 
Transmitters must be tuned with an accuracy of 0.025 per 
cent or better, and maintain their frequency with an accur
acy of 0.05 per cent or better at all times, with a separation 
of 0.2 per cent between frequency channels. The govern
ments agree to compare at least once every six months the 
actual radio frequency measuring standards. 

The 639 separate channels were allocated, together with a 
possible extension to 704 under the provisions of the agree
ment. Certain bands were set aside: 190 for mobile service, 
134 for amateurs, 84 for television, 3 for experimental 

• u. S. T. S., No. m-A. P,,,. Rtktut, Dept of State, Feb. :28, 1929-
See also Irvin Stewart, fC Recent Radio Legislation fI, A".. Pol. Sci. RnI., 
May, 1929. p. 421. 
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work. Of the 228 general communication channels, 146 
were given to the United States, 112 exclusively, 34 to be 
shared with Canada and Newfoundland. Canada was given 
38 exclusively, but to be shared with Newfoundland, 48 to 
be shared with others. Newfoundland was given 17 which 
it shares with the United States. Cuba was given 25 exclu
sively, IS to be shared with Canada. "Other nations" 
(Mexico) were given eight exclusively, 16 to be shared with 
Canada.1 A marine calling frequency, SS2S kilocycles, and 
bands for experiments, 1604 and 2398 and 4596 kilocycles, 
were determined. 

Senator Dill, disturbed over this extra-constitutional 
activity, challenged the power of the Department of State 
so to act. 

I have not seen any provision [in the Washington treaty] 
that I understood would permit our Government to make an 
agreement that would not be submitted to the Senate, any more 
than any other agreements. That is the reason why I am 
particularly interested to know about this matter. I take it 
from your interpretation that when it says .. the Government", 
it simply means a department of the Government may make 
agreements that will be binding even though they are not sub
mitted to the Senate.· 

Assistant Secretary of State Castle answered simply, 
"Yes.u 

Later on in these Hearitsgs, the matter came up again. 
Mr. Vallance, Assistant Solicitor in the State Department, 
explained: 

It is considered an agreement so far as the executive branch 
of the government is concerned; that they will carry out this 
agreement in assigning frequencies in Canada, so far as we 

• The Mexicu goftl"Dtnent in a note to the Canadian _t bas 
asktd [or a reopening o[ the allocations. U. S. Daily, Oct. 14, 19090 

• H~. C • .... C. pL 8, P. 3J9. 
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are concerned. It is just a working agreement between the 
executive officers of the two coullitries.' 

Asked by Senator Pittman if the agreement, made in con
formity with the treaty, had not become a part of the treaty, 
the Assistant Solicitor answered simply, .. Yes." 

The control is in the hands of the Federal Radio Com
mission, which assigns wave lengths for international as 
well as domestic use, the Commission agreeing not to assign 
certain wave lengths in the United States because they would 
conflict with similar assignments in Canada. 

Inter-AmericUln Union 
The Fifth Pan-American Conference at Santiago, 1923, 

discussed the subject of electrical communications, and in 
two resolutions declared the principles which should govern ; 
that since national electrical communications are .. intrinsi
cally a public utility," they should be .. under the supervision 
of the government concerned;" and, that when a part of 
international communications, they should be .. under gov
ernment supervision.'" 

The conference, on the initiative of the United States, 
adopted a recommendation that there be established an Inter
American Commission on Electrical Communications, a 
technical committee, to examine the application of the prin
ciples, to draft conventions providing for "uniformity in 
the rules of inter-American electrical communications, in
cluding a reciprocal reduction of cable tolls and telegraph 
franks," ~ the conventions to be presented to the Pan
American Bureau, and by this to the governments. 

I Ibid .• p. 6<» • 
• R.po" of 1M D.kgol.1 of 1M Unit.d Slol,1 of .dmerieo 10 the Fifth 

International Conference of American States, Santiago, 1923. Washing
ton, 1924. pp. '5. 172. 

• The United States filed reservatioM on these latter points. 
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The United States appropriated $33,000 for the expenses 
of its delegates, these being appointed with the advice and 
consent of the Senate, but the technical experts by the 
Secretary of State. The conference, representing fourteen 
of the American Republics; met in Mexico City, May 27-
July 22, 1924. Five committees of the Commission were 
set up: legislation and conventions; telegraph communica
tions and cable; radio; tariffs; improvements. 

The subcommittee on legislation submitted in one of the 
earlier sessions a recommendation providing for one con
vention covering electrical communications, instead of the 
two or more which had been contemplated according to the 
Santiago Resolution. The Commission accepted the report 
of the committee by a vote of eleven to two, Argentina 
and the United States opposing. Against this decision the 
American delegation protested, as being contrary to the 
terms of reference, contrary to their instructions, and some
thing they could not recommend to their government.' The 
United States delegation thereupon attended only the ple
nary sessions, and Ambassador Warren, chief of the delega
tion, absented himself from the conference. 

The Convention, embodying .. the essence of the entire 
labor of the conference,'" declares as its objective .. the 
establishment of uniform rules in the exchange of messages 
by electrical transmission between signatories" (Art. I ), 

and envisages" a single area," with an international bureau 
(Art. 27), and with arbitration provided for the judicial 
settlement of disputes (Art. 28). .. The administration and 
the operation of the public services of electrical communica
tions in each state shall be entrusted as far as possible to a 

I Those absent were Bolivia, 0u1", Ecuador, Haiti, Hoad ...... VenuueIL 

• R.~ of Irw A-n.. D.kgaliort, Po l34-
P. A. U. B..u.,... Sept., Ig:I4, Text of Con.entioo, Po 86g ., ...,. 

Text also in R.,.,.., of A-n.. Dokgaliort, Po 140 ., ...,. 
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. single administrative entity which shall be of a similar 
organization in each of the signatory countries" (Art. 4). 
Each state is pledged to .. coordinate such of its electrical 
communications services as form part of the inter-American 
system" (Art. II). Certain provisions govern the rates 
(Arts. 22-24). 

The convention, which according to the delegation of the 
United States, was .. adapted largely to the regulation of 
government-owned systems of communication, dealt arbi
trarily with questions of rates, and provided for the estab
lishment of an Inter-American Communications Union 
similar to the Postal Union, with extensive powers of con
trol and regulation over communications." A conference at 
Rio de Janeiro in 1925 approved the regulations which the 
government of Mexico had developed. The convention, 
which was signed by all the states represented at Mexico 
City except the United States, is being gradually ratified by 
South American governments! 

Private Companies and Public Ownership 
There has been no active discussion in the United States 

of private ownership of the postal service; the Constitution 
implicitly inhibits that. Because of the practical success and 
the political influence of private companies in possession of 
the telegraph and cable services, discussion relating to gov
ernment ownership of these utilities has remained largely 
academic. The development of radio, in a newer era of 
socialization, has brought increasing discussion of govern
ment control, even of government ownership of all mediums 
of communication. 

The first private radio company in the United States was 
the Marconi company of America, organized in 1899, with 
a large proportion of shares owned by the British Marconi 

1 See A. 1. 1. L. tI Current Events," of various dates. 
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company, and with an exclus!ve right to certain indispens- ' 
able patents. The United Fruit Company in the Caribbean, 
and the Federal Telegraph company in the Pacific, later 
operated wireless services. A number of American concerns 
engaged in manufacturing and in research. The British
American Marconi company completed a high-powered sta
tion at New Brunswick, which, with a German high-pow
ered station at Sayville and a French high-powered station 
at Tuckerton ,intimated a world war in radio communica
tions to be staged in the United States if the World War 
had not changed the map. 

There may be found in the history of war experiences and 
post-war adjustments, and in the current history of con
gressional search for proper supervision of radio through a 
commission or a cabinet secretary, indication of an increas
ing interest in government control, even in government 
ownership, of an agency not concentrated in private hands 
beyond recall. Other members of the President's cabinet 
than Postmaster General Burleson (who it will be recalled 
was asking permission to add telegraph to postal service), 
were led to endorse public ownership of electrical means of 
communication-and even the President himself. 

A determined effort was made in the early war days to 
capture the South American radio field, if need be through 
government ownership. Secretary Lansing, on October 13. 
1915. circularized the representatives of Latin American 
countries at Washington; he suggested that the government 
of the United States was concerned with the fact that radio 
stations in South America were not American-owned. he 
opposed ownership in .. European or Asiatic hands," and 
expressed a desire for ownership .. in sympathetic and dis
interested hands, thus realizing another conception of a 
broad and beneficent Pan-Americanism." • 

'For. R.l~ 1915. P. ... 
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Working toward such end, an informal conference of the 
thirty Latin-American diplomats was held at half after four 
on Friday, January 7, 1916, in the Department of State, 
upon invitation from the Secretary. He was not present. 
The conference was opened formally by Mr. Frank L. Polk, 
counsellor of the department, who then surrendered the 
chair to Secretary of the Navy Daniels. According to the 
minutes of the conference,' Secretary Daniels .. strongly 
advocated government control of radio communication." 
Admiral Benson and Captain (later Admiral) Bullard of the 
Navy Department were present, and the latter defined the 
attitude of the department as favorable toward government 
ownership and control. Resolutions were presented covering 
this position, but" the temper of the conference was against 
such action until the matter had received further examina
tion and study." 

A full memorandum of the position taken by the Navy 
Department was circularized to the representatives of the 
United States in American capitals, by Secretary Lansing. 

The economic development and prosperity of a country in 
time of peace may perhaps best be prompted by a system of 
communication and intercourse both at home and abroad which 
is reasonable in cost and rapid in operation. It is believed that 
these advantages may be most surely secured under govern
ment ownership or control .••• In advocating government 
ownership and control of all radio stations, it is desired to 
point out that the extended experience of the Navy Department 
••.. has shown most emphatically the need that radio service 
be owned, operated and administered by the governments them
selves, rather than that such ownership, operation and control 
be vested in commercial corporations. The difficulty attending 
non-government ownership has been brought to the attention 
of the Navy Department recently and with such force as to 
compel it to present to the governments interested (Pan Ameri-

I For. R,I., '9,6, Po 976 II "'I. 
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can) -the gravlI importanco (If having all radiQ ~tiOl,'1$ \Inc;l~r 
strict government ownership, admillistratio", an" operQltion, and 
prompt it to urge UJilPIl other governments the consideration 
thereof befon: any ~tensivll privatI system of S1:;iItiO!1S i~ 
establish-:d within th~ir territorial jurisdiction.' 

Among the .. basic principles" listed were: 

b, efficient radio ~mmullicatioll requires effective control, effec
tive ~ntrol of radio requires a mPIlQpoly, aug, the governmen~ 
should exercise s\lch control. 

The United States entering the war April 6, 1911, a 
joint resolution of Congn:ss, July 16, 1918, authorized the 
President 

to supervise or take possession and assume control of any 
telegraph, telephone, marine cable or radiQ system or systems 
or any part thereof. and to operate the same •... for the 
duration of the war." 

The advantages of such public control continued to appeal 
to President Wilson, also to Secretary Daniels, perhaps less 
to Secretary Lansing, when these officials were in Paris, 
where it was discovered that" the United States was !l1llQllg 
the weakest and most dependent of the great powers • • . in 
facilities of communication.'" In letters. memoranda, cable 
messages, and finally through messengers. the President 
sought his objective. not hesitating at government ownership. 

The situation viewed from that distance seemed particu-

1 Recommendations and Observations submitted by the NaY]' and Stale 
Dopartments, Confem>ce of Latin Americ:&ll Repres ... tati..... at the 
Department of State, ]an. 7. 11116, n GovemlJlellt ()wDership IIIId Control 
of Radio Stations," For. R.I., 19'6, 1'- 6-

• C............., COIIIrol _ O~ of 1M T.lcgro~1o, T.lclMtw PI 
M..,;rw Cobl, S,..I"..,. A_t I, 111.8 to ]ul7 31. 19'91 U. S. Post~ 
Pept. Washiustoo. 1921. 

• Baker, o~ cit. woI. II, II- 466. 
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larly serious for the United States. since there was uncovered 
evidence of a determined British effort to command a world
monopoly in electrical communications. When Dr. A1ex
anderson had perfected his high-frequency alternator. in 
1915. for the General Electrical Company. the alert British 
Marconi company sent Signor Marconi at once to New 
York to negotiate for exclusive rights in this instrument. 
and to buy ten such instruments for $127.000 each.' A 
tentative contract was entered into. unexecuted when Signor 
Marconi was forced to return to Italy. In 1919. the'British 
company was attempting to revive the contract, To counter 
such British monopoly the United States proposed inter
nationalization. Mr. Walter Rogers. expert with the Amer
ican delegation. suggested "that each of the nations should 
nationalize its radio facilities. and that the nations of the 
world acting together develop a truly world-wide radio ~er
vice." As Mr. Ray Stannard Baker comments. "this was 
a drastic proposal. the arguments for which apply with equal 
force to cable and overland telegraph." • 

Under instruction from President Wilson in Paris,' the 
Navy Department then had the opportunity it had been 
waiting for since 1916. It carried on negotiations which all 
but resulted in a set-up of control of electrical communica
tions amounting to government ownership. Rear Admiral 
Wm. H. G. Bullard and Commander S. C. Hooper. on April 
5. 1919. visited the office of the General Electric Company 

I Owen D. Young, "FUedom of the Air," Saturday EvttJing PosI, 
Nov. 16, 1929-

, Baker, 01. cil., vol. ii, p. 487 i vol. iii, p. 4J2. 

• See H ,oring$ before the Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce, 
Dec. 10, 1929, where Admiral Grayson recalled that President Wilson 
sent a message by Admiral Bullard to Mr. Young, and where Mr. Young 
produced a letter from PreMdent Wilson recommending that Admiral 
Bullard sit with the board of the Radio CorPOration of America. N IfII 
Yark Timu, Dec. >I, 19"9- See also Radio 10011111'1, p, 26. 
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in New York •• The Admiral stated to Mr. Young that he 
had "come from Paris to make an appeal to the General 
Electric Company not to part with its right to the Alex
anderson alternator and other patents to Great Britain." • 
He advised the Company that if they should carry out the 
pending negotiations and sell to the British Marconi Com
pany an exclusive right in the alternator, ." foreign interests 
could maintain a monopoly of world-wide conuhunications 
for an indefinite period." • 

Foliowing this interview, the Department and the Com
pany worked out a contract. Secretary Daniels, returning 
home, favored' the government control expressed therein.' 
But. Congress did not act to grant the permission necessary 
to carry out the contract; it was never executed. 

There then resulted, out of these discussions between 
officials of the Government and of the company, and be
cause of the failure of Congress to act, the formation of a 
private company. The General Electric Company .. after 
due notice to the Secretary of the Navy" of its intentions, 
proceeded on October 17. 1919-" as the result of an appeal 
by our government'" -" its organization inspired by pa
triotism II. -to the formation of the Radio Corporation of 

1 Owen D. Young, .~ ... ,~ Sal. Ew. Posl. 
t HHrirog. before the Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce, U. S. 

Daily, Dec. to, t\l29o 

• Radio IHa","" p. IS. 
I Senator DiU in the HHrlrog: before the SeDate Committee on 

Interstate Commerce (U. S. Daily, D.." 10, 1929), d~ Secretary 
Daniels did lIot know of the letter signed by Acting Secretary of the 
Navy, Thos. D. Wasbington, which had authorized the interview, aDd 
which instructions Admiral Bullard carried ouL Howe .... it is on rec:onl 
that Secretary Daniels on his return from Paris, sanctioned the pr0-

ceedings and the project of IlOverument ownership. Radio l..dtu1ry, p. 16. 
• Owen D. Young, Radio I,..,..."" p. 62. 
I GenenJ. Harbord, HHrlrog: before the Senate Committee em Inter

state Commeree, Dec. 140 19"9. U. S. Doily. Dec. IS, l\l29o 
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America, the .. R. C. A.," which would serve the purpose, 
suggested by the President, of retaining American control 
of radio communications in the United States. The certifi. 
cate of incorporation provides: 

No person shall be eligible for election as a director or officer 
of the corporation who is not at ¢he time of [such 1 election a 
citizen of the United States. 

The corporation may by contract or otherwise permit such 
participation in the administration of its affairs by the Govern
ment of the United States as the board of directors may deem 
advisable.' 

The Secretary of the Navy is given the power to challenge 
ownership of shares and the voting power based thereon. 

In Hearings before the Senate Committee on Interstate 
Commerce, in December, 1929, the .. R. C. A." had to de
fend itself historically. Senator Wheeler accused it of being 
guilty of putting forth false propaganda as to its origin; 
Senator Couzens complained that all the .. R. C. A." wit
nesses were trying to influence the committee by psycho
logical means to show that the corporation was organized at 
the behest of President Wilson; Mr. Green, counsel for the 
Senate Committee, declared that the corporation .. wrong
fully held it was organized at the behest of the United 
States;" Senator Dill announced that Secretary Daniels 
would testify before the committee as to his lack of knowl
edge of the letter from the Acting Secretary of the Navy, 
authorizing the interview in the office of the General 
Electric." 

Secretary Daniels did not appear, and the evidence as 
produced seems to bear out the assertion 0 f the .. R. C. A." 
as to its origins. 

I Radi. Industry. p. 3. 
"H,o';JJg' before the Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce 

CU. S. Doily. Dec. IS. 192\1). 
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In Hearings before committees of Congress can be ~ound 
certain hints. perhaps of the future. As early as 1912 when 
the House Committee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries 
was discussing legislation to complete the then current radiI? 
treaty, Mr. Ayres suggested the possibility of 

The government taking over the private wireless telegraph 
companies at the present stage of the business (Laughter). I 
am quite serious about the matter •• ' •• If the government is 
ever going to take over the ownership of public utilities, this 
is one place where you would not interfere with states' rights.' 

In 1919, when the House Committee on Foreign Affairs 
was holding Hearings on the resolution authorizing the call 
for an international conference on communications, Mr. 
Walter Rogers declared such control should approximate 
that of the Universal Postal Union: 

At part of America's international development we have got 
to develop a great communication system, both telegraph, cable 
and radio •••• It is enormously advantageous to American 
business to have the telegraph, cable and radio throughout the 
world so coordinated and so worked out that they will give the 
American business man every legal opportunity for their use 
and development. Now the only way that can be brought 
about is to get the nations of the world together, and try to put 
the communications system on some basis similar to the Inter-
national Postal Union, and let it work itself out over a period 
of time.' 

Even the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations, con
sidering the Washington convention was confronted with 
the idea. Mt. Castle, Assistant Secretary of State, was de
fending the treaty. and alleged in support that the American 
delegation had succeeded in separating from the main treaty 

I H,oriwg. on H. F. 15.357, Congress 61: a, J .... 18, 191a, P. 13-
• H...n.g.r, Congr<oss 66:1, October, 1919-
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the provisions which would handicap private companies. 
Senator Robinson (democrat, Arkansas) remarked: 

I attach significance to Mr. Castle's statement •••. that one 
of the great difficulties encountered during the negotiation of 
this convention was the fact that in European countries radio 
communication is under government operation, in this country 
it is under private operation. I do not know, but it looks to 
me as if in the early future, legislation will be required on this 
subject. 

Senator McLean (republican, Connecticut) remarked 
quietly: 

The government may have to take it over! 

In 1929-1930 in Hecwings on a Commission on Com
munications before the Senate Committee on Interstate 
Commerce fellow senators had not yet arrived at Senator 
McLean's attitude, but Mr. Young of the Radio Corpora
tion, foresaw government ownership. Not that he suffered 
it gladly. Not that he was not willing to postpone such an 
eventuality. Not that he did not consider" government 
ownership opposed to American policy." But he found 

No reason in principle why the communications services 
should not be owned and operated by the government if that be 
the best way in which to get the most satisfactory communica
tion service at the lowest cost .••• In the field of international 
telegraph • • . . from the standpoint of national interests a 
unification is necessary, a monopoly either regulated by the 
government or owned by the government is a necessity and a 
necessity now." 

I H,aring. before the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations, on the 
International Radio Convention, Congress 70: " March '40 .928. 

"H,aring. as reported in the NtfII York TiflUl, Dee. '0,'929- See 
also ibid., pI. 9. tassim. 
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The Radio Corporation had come into contact with the 
British imperial merger of radio and cable, developed as the 
binding cord, political\y and economical\y, of the British 
Commonwealth. It saw such mergers contemplated in Ger
many, France, Japan, Italy." The .. R. C. A." having come 

. into being on the suggestion of the United States govern
ment to maintain independent American communications, 
now asked for an extension of its power in order to further 
serve independent American communications. It asked for 
the repeal of Sec"tion 17 of the Radio Act of 1927, which 
specifically prevents joint operation of wire and wireless, for 
an .. enabling act" such as the Webb-Pomerene Act, to 
permit it to meet foreign competition. As Mr. Young said: 

If you have any.hesitation about unifying our external com
munications in the hands of a private company under govern
ment "control, then I beg of you in the national interests to unify 
them under government ownership in order that America may 
not be left in the external communications field to the dictator
ship and control of foreign companies or governments." 

In 1932, the United States wi1\ be confronted by a defi
nite effort of the nations, assembled in dual conference at 
Madrid, to unify wire and wireless communications in one 
organization, through one convention, most feasible if the 
domestic controls or ownerships are national. 

The Conference on electrical communications, Washing
ton, 1920, recommended: 

in the interests of telegraphic communication between the Allied 

1 u. S. Doily. Dec. 14. 19O!J. See also H..,..;,.p. ibid., pt. a. ... 68g 
II Hq. (Washington, 1929). See also G. StaDl07 SIJoup, a WlI'eless C0m
munication in the British Empire. ~ TnIlk 1./....-;",. B..u.m., u. S. 
Dept. of Commerce, No. 551 • 

• H..m..g$ before the S ..... te Committee OIl Intelstate Commen:e, N"" 
Y or' T .... Dec. 17. I9O!J. 
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and Assotiated Powers and in the interests of the telegraphic 
communications of the world, that the private companies which 
do not now adhere to the International Telegraphic Convention 
be pressed to do so. I 

The International Telegraph Conference, Paris, 1925, ex
pressed the wish; 

That after the Radio Conference at Washington, the con
tracting governments should consider the best way of modifying 
the St. Petersburg Convention, and of introducing into it the 
provisions of the Radio-Telegraph Convention, by a Congress 
possessing the necessary powers. It expresses the hope that 
the Washington Conference may be able to make a similar 
recommendation. I 

The International Radio Conference, Washington, 1927, 
agreed to this wish, and expressed the desire; 

that the contracting governments shall examine the possibility 
. of combining the International Radio Convention with the Inter
national Telegraph Convention, and that, where necessary, they 

. shall take the necessary steps for this purpose.' 

President Hoover, in his opening address before the 
Washington radio conference, had said: 

The amalgamation of these conventions has been frequently 
suggested and has been under discussion for many years. There 
is a variance of opinion regarding it, and some divergence of 
judgment. ' 

In any event the governments of the world meeting at 

I Relrwl of 1M SubcOfItmitlel on Ihe improwmenl of cOfIt"""",,alUm 
facilities (Washington, 1901), p. 4-

. "/",.,.,.",io"'" T,'egral" COIWen/io" and RegrJati01l.S, Revisions of 
Pari., p. 136. 

• &t. B., p. 271. 
'Ibid, p.98. 
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Madrid in 1932, will have this problem before them; in 
fact through these two expressed .. wishes" the problem is 
even now before them. It is of necessity before the United 
States. That problem, of the amalgamation of wire and 
wireless conventions--po!lsibly leading in a short long run 
to the inclusion of submarine cables--can be solved in two 
ways. A new treaty can be developed, according to the 
model provided in the Washington Radio Convention, 
1927, in which provision for government supervision and 
the fixing of rates is set aPart from the main treaty and 
regulations, into supplementary regulations. Or, a treaty 
according to the model of the Pan-American Convention, 
1924, applicable to a situation where electrical utilities are 
owned and operated by governments. 

It should be remembered that the supplementary regula
tions of the Washington convention were signed by seventy 
five of the seventy eight signatories to the main treaty. It 
should be remembered that the Pan-American convention 
was signed by all the Pan-American states present at Mex
ico City, except the United States. It may be concluded 
that the great majority of the governments will be.in favor 
of amalgamation.' It may be concluded that the United 

''I'wo such amalgamating draft truti.. have been developed. One 
issued out of the Washington preliminary confereace on w",ld OQIII

munications, .goo, which taking as a basis the SI. Petersburg Inter
national Telqraph truly, .1875. ~ that COllftlltion by inserting 
provisions to cover radio, and added an eIabc>note system of rqulations 
in 114 articles. See ... ~ p. 177. Do 50 

Concerning this convention, the American delegation made • resene, 
that .. the United States could adhere, if at all, through a separate 
protnco1. It is the understanding of the American delegation that such 
conditional adheru... made .........,. by pri'rate ownership of c0m

munication facilities would be ~Ie to other gGftI1IIDeDts pro"rided 
the terms of the \>1'Otnco1 are Slllisfac\0r7.d 

A second draft truly bas beta developed by the IntemationaJ Tel ... 
craph Bureau, at the _UUOStion of the Italian admiDistratioD, and with 
the approval of the Spanish administration, as • Iftiiminu7 ol1lll1 for 
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States will maintain its historic position, that of favoring 
"private ownership and management (and the fixing of 
rates), subject to just and reasonable governmental super
vision." 1 

But, there would be at least nothing unconstitutional in 
the legislation, if the United States should, in 1932, or sub
sequently, determine to conform its national situation to the 
general international situation, by assimilating the status of 
wire and wireless to that of the post.' 

AMERICAN DELEGATIONS TO CONFERENCES 

1903, Berlin •••••••••• General A. W. Greeley 
(International) Commander F. M. Barber 

John 1. Waterbury 

IgOO, Berlin •..•....•• Charlemagne Tower 
(International) Rear Admiral Henry M. Manney 

General James Allen 
John I. Waterbury 

1912, London .....••. John R. Edwards 
(International) John Q. Walton 

Willis L. Moore 
Louis W. Austin 
George Owen Squier 
Edgar Russell 
Major General C. McK. Saltzman 
Davis Wooster Todd 
John Hayes Hammond, Jr. 
Webster 

the Madrid conferences, 1932- It unites in one somewhat closely woven 
fabric the Washington Convention, 1927, the st. Petersburg Convention, 
1875, and the Brussels Service Regulations, 1928. (10fmlGl Tll'
graphitpu, June, 1930). 

I Reporl 0/ II.. D.tegalion of lhe Uniled SIal .. , Inter-American 
conference on electrical communications. p. 134-

• See Lindsay Rogers, The Poslal POWff of Crmgress (New York, 
1916), especially ch. II. 
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1930, New York ••••.• W. D. L. Starbuck 
(Aviation) Dr. C. B. Jolliffe 

Gerald C. Gross 
Colonel Clarence M. Young 
F. C. Hingsburg 
H. J. Walls 
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